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Scalar field problems are solved variationally, r¿ith a guarantee

of energy convergence. Static and time-harmonic fields are obtained

directly by solution of a partial differential equation using finite-
element segmentation of the physícal region rvhich may be inhomogeneous

or anisotropic. Fields in free-space regions are obtained by seeking

layer source distributions in solution to a Fred.holm inËegral equation

of the first kind, using only the simple free-space Greenrs functions

with finite-element segmentation of the source layer. Unbounded field
problems where there are local inhomogeneities are solved by combining

these field and source methods: the inhomogeneities are enclosed in
picture-frames and field is sought; and the remaining free-space region

is represented. by a layer source distribution on the picture-frame

boundaries. Field and source finite elements are mutually constrained.

to solve the picture-frame problem. The Greenrs function singularities
are treated by rerhoving them from general integrals and dealing with
them analytícally. This addition-subtraction technique is also found

useful in handling special singular source distributions which are

introduced to improve convergence. The Greenrs function behaves

regularly in one pícture-frame method presented: the integral equaËion

is used Ëo relate potential at the picture-frame boundaries to that
on a contour within the picture-frames, and the separation between the

boundaries and the contour permits n*merical methods to be applied

directly. The methods are general purpose in nature, and there is no

resÈriction on the shape of inhomogeneous objects
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In his quest to understand the rrorld about him, man has devised

theories, based often on empirical evidence, which have helped hin to

explain natural phenomena. I^liËh the rapid growËh of scientific know-

ledge ín the past century, it was only to be expected that different

theories r,rould arise to explain the same phenomenon and that each theory

would have its own advocates Ëoday.

Hanmond [f] fr"s identified this siËuation in electromagnetism:

tt... The history of electromagnetic investigation is the history of

the interplay of tr¡o fundamentally different modes of thought. The

first of these, the method of elecÈromagnetic fields which ascribes

the action to a continuum, ís associated with such thinkers as Gilbert,

Faraday and Maxwell. The second, the method of electromagnetic sources,

concentrates attention on the forces between electric and. magnetic

bodies and is associated with Franklin, cavendish and Ampere ....
field problems are conveniently handled by differential equaËions and.

sources by integral equations the rigid distinction between field
and. source method.s can be discarded only vrhen it is seen Ëhat there is

a freedom of choice . . . ".
The purpose of the work reported here has been to study the use of

both methods, separately and simultaneously, in solving static and tiine-

ha¡monic scalar problems in a region of space Q . The static problem

CHAPTER T

INTRODUCTION



requires solution of' Poissonf s equation

-Vi (e!þ) = P

and the Lime-harmonic or prcpögation problem requires solution of the

determinis tic HelmhoLLz equation

Here, 6 is the unknor,m scalar potential to be determined and p

is a given source distribution. The pernittivity ¿ is a scalar function

of position unless the material in f) is anisoËropic (properties depend-

ent upon direcÈion) in which case e is a tensor. The propögation,

function W is a known scalar function v¡hich will be specified shortly -,

in terms of the materíal properties of f) and che frequency of propôgation.

hlhile equations (1.1) or (L.2) prescribe the field behaviour at any

point in Q , it is usually necessary, for complete problern definition,

to have þ satisfy certaín conditions on S, the boundary of Q , The

Dirichlet boundary condition is

-V. (eVþ) - tr{6 = P

(1.1)

The Neumamboundary cóndition is

(L.2)

0 (t)= e(r); ronS,

and the mixed boundary condition is

nt (e (r)Vö (r) ) = h(r)

n" (e (r) V0 (r) ) + o(r)ö(r) = h(r) ;

r on S,,
L

(1.3a)

r on S,

(1. 3b )

(1.3c)



â' t.vÉ)+oÉ : h

-!e(e V+)- W+: p

iì"(<vf):h

s: s, Us2 us3

Fig. 1.1 The Boundary Value Problem



The unit vector n ís taken poínting ouË of f,J and the boundary of CI

is S = Sr+Sr+S' as shorm in Fig. 1.1. Part or all of S may be at

infinity, in which case Q is an unbounded region.

If Ëhe region CI is anisotropic (i.e. r^riËh tensor e) there is no

difficulty ín the static case; the scalar poÈentíal is ad.equate.

Propô.gation in such material normally requires a vecËor formulation

if electromagnetic phenomena are to be handled correcÈly lz, p.1o4-

fOgl; the scalar potential þ is inadequate. As the r¿ork here deals wirh

scalar pot.ential, only isoËropic material is considered in Ëhe case of

propògaËion. Nevertheless Ëhe mathematieal treatment is general, with

hI t,aken to be a knovm scalar function.

When the region Q is isotropic, the propô.gation function W in

(L.2) is símply

where ul is the frequency (radians/second) and p ís rhe permeability of

the material in CI. rf Ëhe region is homogeneous free space (i.e. E=eo

= 8.85 * 1O-12 farads/meter and U=Uo = 4n x IO-7 henrys/meter), the

Helnholtz equaËion (L.2) assumes the more farniliar form

I^I = t:2us2

where the propôgation constant k is defined by

- v'þ - k?o =p
c

o

k2 = ul2u Ê'o o

(1.4)

(1.5)

(1.6)



Throughout this r,rork the permeability is taken to be po. (As a matter

of interest, noËe that if the material were anisotropic, with tensor e,

and one attempted to use (1.4), a tensor propògation function trl would

resulË. fn this case (1.2) v¡ou1d not make sense unless the potential

were a vector function.)

Equation (1.5) has an analytical solution in free space which is

given by:

The Greents function for this problem is [3, p. 55]:

0(¡) =

+1.

This is anrraction-at-a-distancerr function with

at rra. Ir is rhe solurion of rhe pDE [Z]

G(rlrt) =

p(rt) G(rlrI) dQ'

"jk 
b-r'l

rd'þ-4-

where ô is the Dirac delta funcrion [+, n. 340] and. where G sarisfies

the radiation condirion at infinity 15]. rf k{, poissonts equarion

is solved v¡ith vanishing potential at infinity.

An addition and a subtraction allor^r (1.8) to be writËen

- v2clr lr') - k2c(r lr')

G(rlr,) = 
¡,,1fo1 

+

The second term of this expression

(1. 7)

an inËegrable singularity

ô (r-rr)

(1.8)

ike"

(1.9 )

is noL singular at r=rtr

(1.10)



1in 
"jta-l-d+o -GA-

and it vanishes at k=0. The first Ëerm of (1.10) is Èhe Greents

function for Poissonfs equation, and conËains the integrable singula-

ríty. It is importanË Ëo note thaL consideration of the singularity
for the sËatic case suffices for Ehe propôgation case as well.

suppose now that a DirichleÈ condition is specified on some

surface s in free space. rf it should happen that (1.7) generates a

potential satisfying ó=g on s, the problem is solved.. rf not, it is
convenienË to place a simple layer of source o on s, as in Fíg. r.z
and adjust it until the Dirichler condition is satisfied.

Then, throughouË free space,

= lim1 {jk+(jt)2a++} = jk
d+o 4n -ZT- G

r
0(r) = t /o(rt) c(rJr')ds'+

%5J

To find o, one must solve

first kind [:, no.a}-a9)z

(1.11)

r1 / o(r'
e Js

o

The right-hand side of (1"13) is conpletely known, and the unknown

source distribution o appears within an integral. This problem has a

unique solution if s is piecewise continuour [0, pp.277-3L5:7, pp.1Bo-

i86] and k is noË an eigenvalue of equarion (1.13) þ]. One benefir of

this approach is that Q generared by (1.12) satisfies Ëhe pDE (1.5)

exactly at any point not on S.

) c(rfrr)dsr = e(r)- t I p(r,) c(rlr,)ae? ; r on s .e Jszo (1.13)

a Fredholm integral

II
I

e o uSl
p(r') c(.lr')dn' . (1.12)

equaËion (IE) of rhe



n

)\-r'
^

+-- !" [oG ds * ]

S

>
I^[p

+:

S

The PDE and IE methods may nor^r be compared. The first method

requires finding 6 in 0 which satisfies not only boundary condit,ions

aË S but also the pne in Q. Inhomogeneities are handled fairly easily:

one subsËitutes (L.2) for (f.S) as the PDE to be satisfied. Approximate

soluÈions ofËen require a number of unknowns proportional to the size

of CI [9, pp.l1-i4], so that large regions may be less easily accomodated.

On the other hand, the IE method requires finding o on S Ëo satísfy

the Dirichlet condition at S, with the result that þ may be obtained

anywhere in the infinite region f2 by an integration. If the region

is not homogeneous the simple free-space Greents function (1.8) is

not by itself applicable; dyadic Greents funcrions [g, nn.I769-1772;

Fig. L.2. The Integral Equation Dirichlet Problem.

o"
f¿

P Gdr¿



10, p.46-661, or other modified Greents functions [it-iz] are often

required, complicaÈing the TE procedure. FuÈhermore, comput.ation is

made difficult by the presence of the Greents funcÈion singularity;

it must be taken inËo account in any computation [f:, p.422-ß61.

If the region CI is infinitely large and inhomogeneous, neither method

is easily applied: the PDE approach suffers due to the size of the

region, and the IE method, due to Èhe presence of the inhomogeneities.

Consider the case where the region is infinitely large with

localized inhomogeneities, as shown in Fig. 1.3. Transformatioir and

other analytic techniques If+r pp.72-L2Of are noË easil-y applied.

One may encLose Ëhe inhomogeneities in smal1 regions lli called

picLure-fïames, and in each of these the PDE meËhod is applicable,

given appropriate conditions on the ll¡ boundaries. The remaining

region Oe = fl-XQ, is homogeneous, and the IE method is applicable

s¿l

ffi .fl e

Fig.1.3.

:Ð
I

oi u CI,e

Picture-frame Segmentation of CI .

,fl nffi



\üith a suitable Dirichlet condition odan" Q. boundaries. Forcing
)1

Q to be smooth and continuous at the CIi boundaries permits the

two meÈhods to be used together, simultaneously, in producËion of

the solution over the entire infinite region. There have been

several recent reporËs of such techníque" IfS-Zf], and here, in

Chapter III a method is presented whereby the PDE picture-frame

solutions, consLrained by an rE expression for fJ", are obtained

variationally using finite elemenrs l,ZZl.

In Chapter IV methods are described which permit IE problems

Èo be solved variationally I íj.. 24] and in Chaprer VI, variarional

methods for both the PDE and the rE portions of the picture-frame

problem are mutually constrained to produce Ëhe solution. In Chapter V

a somev¡hat different approach is presenÈed: when the inhonogeneity is

uniform (for example a homogeneous dielectric with relaËive pennitti-

vity er), purely IE variational methods may be mutually const,rained

Ëo produce Ëhe solurion lr+7 .

rn each example the approximate solution is obtained by solving

a system of linear equations:

The variational methods described here are used Ëo const.ruct, the matrix

Il]a"a the vector b. While less emphasis has been placed on techniques

for solving (1.14) than on techniques for constructing it, certain

useful approaches for handling systems of equaËions are described in

Chapter VII.

The presentation begins by describing the application of variational

methods to the PDE, using finite-element techniques.

[o]x= b. (1. 14)
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In this chapter funct,ional mininizaËion is presenËed as a means

of obtaining energy convergent approximate soluEions to PDE problems.

A proof of convergence for certain applications of Galerkints Method,

given by Mikhli" [ 1] permits energy convergent solutions to be obtained

for propôgaiion problems by seeking funcËions which make the functional-

stationary.

The variational approach involves use of the Fundamental Lernma of

Lhe calculus of variation" Lr, p.39] which may be stared as follows:

if n(r) is an arbiÈrary piecewise continuous function in R, the only

function u whieh satisfies

T2

CHAPTER II

BASIC VARIATIONAL METHODS

is the function u=0. rf u>o in some elementary region Rt, it is only

necessary t,o set.l=l in Rr and n=O in R-Rr to have

tf = *J n(r) u(r) dR = o

Therefore contradictions result unless

u=O

2.L Linear Operators

r - -l*, ",a, dR > o

Consider the linear operator equation

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)



where the function u, in Ëhe domain of the operator (Dr), is sought

to make (2.q) true at all points in a region R. The PDE (1.2) and

the IE (1.13) of Chapter I are both linear operator equations. In

the case of a PDE it is assumed for the moment that u satisfies any

Lu=f

given boundary conditions.

An inner producË over R may be defined by [ 3 ]

13

wherew is a weighting

for real variables, the

are vectors, two inner

r(urv) = / - w (r) u(r) y* (r) dR
¿/ r\

(2.4)

function (here taken to be unity) and where,

complex conjugate-, v* equals v. If u and v

produeËs may be defined; the scalar form:

and the dyadic form:

(tT 
"'> 

=
N
t

l=I

(u rvT) =

The vector conventions

Tþe operator L is

(2s')

(u, rvr>

:

'\'tlt

"1rtNt

'5,"rt

(Lu, y)

used are described in Appendix

self-adjoínt lr, p.zO] íf

(2. ø)

(u rL v)

(2.7 )

A.

(2. g)



and it ís

The norn

Positive-definire [i, p.:r] if

r
I to u*0

(Luru) i
I

t =@ u=ô '

u over R [1, p.15] is given byof

L4

and the energy norm of u over R lf, p.52], bv

ll" ll = .,r,.rrå

It is clear that the energy norm is real-valued only if L is a positive-

definite operaËor. The operatoï is posítive-bound.ed-below Ir, p.lo] if

S,rH = <L.r,r.r>å

where y is a real-valued constanË.

One useful result of positive-definiteness is ËhaË the soluËion Ëo

(2.4), if ít exists, is unique lt, p.l+l. Suppose rhar rhere are Z

solutions, ,r, .rrå ,rr. LeLv = .1-r2 and consider

(2.9 )

EuH: y ll"ll ; y>o

(2.10)

one may then write

Ltl-Lt2=Lv=0 ;

(2.LL)

<Lv, v> = 0

(z.Lz¡

(2.13)

(2.1-4)



But L is positive-definiËe and tn"r"¡o¡sv=Oo Hence

and the solution is uníque. It fol-lows as well that the only solut,ion

to Iv =O is the trivial solution, v=ô.

The Laplacian operaËor, -V2, is self-adjoint and positive-

definite r¡íth hornogeneous DirichleÈ boundary conditions. Using Greenrs

first identity [f, p.fZJ and real-valued f:

tl=t2

15

<-v2ó ô> =

This is proportional Ëo the elecÈrostatic energy U, and. for this

reason, (Luru) is called Èhe energy of u in L over R. Mikhlin has

established that the L,aplacian is positive-bo.unded-be1ow for finite

regions with homogeneous mixed or DirichleË boundary conditions

[r, pp.138-ls1] .

T

T

r
IVQ.Vôdn- I öðôds
ùdn

(2. rs )

v0.v0 d CI (2.t6)



The Minimal Functional Theore* [t, p.318] states that if L is a

positive-definite, self-adjoint operator, the function u which minimizes

the functional

2.2 t]ne Quadratic Functional and Energy Convergence

L6

also saËisfies the equation Lu=f. Consider the first variation of

F(u):

F(u) = (Lurü) - (urf) - (f ,u)

ôF(u) = (Lôuru) * (Lu,ôu) - <ôu,f) - <f ,ôu> .

- The self-adjointness of L allows Ëhis Ëo be written as

ôF(u) = (6url.u) + <Lurôu>-(6urf> - <frôu> .

The staËionary point is obtained by setting the first variaÈion

Eo zero:

ôF(u) = (ôu¡Lu-f> + <Lu-f ,ôu>

= 2 Re: <Lu-frôu) = g.

(2.L7 ¡

Since ôu is arbitrary, Lu=f by the Fundamental Lerrna. (See the

discussion at (2.1).) The second variation of F at the solution point

is

(2.18 ¡

ô2r(u) = 2 <Lôu,ôu)

(2.Le¡

Q.2Q)

(2"2L)



Since L is positive-definite, thís is non-negative (2.9), and the

stat.ionary point of F is a minimum. Note that self-adjointness is

required to obtain a stationary point, and that posiËive-definiteness

is required to show that this point is a minimum.

Suppose Ëhat the solution is to be approximated by a linear

combination of real-valued functions with possibly complex coefficients:

17 .,

N

5(r) =.I- c, vi(1)
1=l

T he error of this approximation is defined by

. "N=t-\

The set of functions {yi}

TT=cv=vc.

lim I l.Nl I

N+æ

and it is energy complete

is said to be complere [f, p.OS] if

If L is posiËive:bounded-below

=0

(2.22)

Irm
N-+co

lr, p.oe] ir

@.*S = o

(2.23)

1im H"*H
N-+co

as we 11 , f rom equation (2.I2 )

1im yl l.*l I *. 0
NÞco 

rr

(2.2+¡

(2.2s)

y>0 (2.26)



and \ converges Ëo u in the mean (i.e. in the rms sense). Con-

vergence is said to be in the energy of "N in L, and Èhe sequence

of approximations, uN, is called a minimizing sequence [1, p.B3].

Complet.eness in energy may be used to derive Ëhe quadratic

functionaL (2.L7) as follows: from (2.11) and (Z.ZS)

lím ffien $l
N-xo

fhen, using (2.n) and (24)

18

L= -1i* 
<Le*r"Nt' = O

N-'to

The ínequality follows

operator (2.g). Now,

<Le*re*> = <t (u-5), u-uN>

and

from the definition of a positive-defínire

if r, is self-adjoinr

<L5ru>=<5rl,r>=a\rft

<Le*r"Nt = altltrrnt - a\rf> - <f ,.h> + (f ,u) > O

This rnay be written as

(2.27)

r(\) = 'L\,\t

(2. 28)

- <f ,uN> - .\rft ) - (f ,u)

(2.2e)

(2.30)

(2.3L)
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and is seen, in comparison r¿ith (2.L7),

Minimal Functional Theorem. The mínimum

achieved in the limit as N+co. That is

From Ëhis

functional is

error eN.

li¡n F (u.,)
N-¡rco l\

derivation ít is evident that

equivalent, to minimization of

= F(u) = - (f ,u)

to be a statement of Ëhe

value of F is -(fru)r

(2.32)

minimization of the

Ëhe energy not:ru of the



The Rayleigh-RiÈz system of equations

ðp/âci = O for each parameter ci, i=1...N.

Appendix A), the functional (2.I7 ) becomes

2.3 The Rayleigh-Ritz and Galerkin Methods

20

F(g) =

and the variation yields

g-t.,1*'v ,rTdR " -

Since the operator is self-adjoint, the maËrix is syrnrnetric and (2.34)

may be wriËten

ILv

Ir,p.aS] arises by taking

In vector notation (see

s*t/*r

t'u*

Ehe matrix equatÍon

fdR-

,["

l"r,,ran"= "l*"ru*

as wel1. Solving this system of equations produces Ëhose coefficients

cir í=1...N¡ r¿hich give the functional its least value. The value of

the funcËional with this solut,ion is

t'Å

fdR

v f*dR (2.33)

t'
F(c) = - "or J *.yf o* .Lrrrl,\,

since L is positive-definire, <L5ruon> is positive in the non-trivial
case, and the value of the functional is negative. Minimization of

Ëhe functional in this case clearly irnplies maximization of its

magnitude lf CSl l, which is the same as maximization of .L\,rttr.

(2.34)

(2.35)

(2.s6)



rn compuËation, the maÈrix equaËion (2.35) is produced directly,

knowing v, L and f for the problem at hand. rt is clearly possible

to const.ruct -the matrix equaËion when L is neither self-adjoint nor

positive-definite. One may lose convergence guarantees in such cases,

however. Galerkints method lr, p.44g] involves direct eoraputaËion of

the matrix equation as well. It is a special weighted residual method

t4] . LeÈ a residual \ be defined by

2t

and force this residual to

This results in

\= i.5 -
-TLvc

f.

-f

be orthogonal to each function

l-r(Lt'g-r)dn=s

Thís equation is the same as the Rayleigh-Ritz marríx equation (2.35)

which was obtained by functional minimizaËion. I^Ihen L is self-adjoínt

and positive-definite the Galerkín and Rayleigh-Ritz methods coincide

[f , nn.4}g-4gd. BuË nore r,har rhe maËrix equarion (238 ) may be

constructed without regard for speeial properties of L: often very

little may be said abour convergence [4r pp.352-399] .

suppose thaE the equation Lu=f has a unique solution, and Ëhat

L may be split into tv¡o operators:

rr
/ * 

"tt'uR 
c =/* ,, r an

(2:37)

v.
1

over R.

(2. 38)

L = L +Ll
o

(2.3e)

(2"40)



where L^ is self-adjoinË and positive-bounded-below, and where Lto

is Linear and continuous. rf the solution is in Èhe d,omain of Lo,

Galerkints method converges in the energy of \ in Lo. This is a

theorem proved by Mikhlin [r, p.313; pp.469-475], and the resurr ís

that L need be neither self-adjoint nor positive-defíníte, but musË

possess a component r¡ith such properties. The Galerkin matrix

equation may be writt.en as

22

/* 
"rgu* 

n .,1* 
"r'.,,'u*

This may be premultiplied by "*1. Reference to equaËions (2.25)

and (2.37) pennits the result to be expressed as

The first terrn on the left side is clearly the energy in Lo. since

Lo is positive-bounded-belowr. eq.r"tion (2.20) applies, provid.ed rhat

5is in Dro. The result is a guarantee of convergence in the mean

.Lo\,.\t + 
Åt'\hou*

to

is

,["

the Èrue solutíon, the s:me guarantee as obtained when L itself

self-adj oínt and positive-bounded-below.

Galerkinrs method is a special meËhod of weighted resíd.uals.

general, one forces orthogonality of R* to a weighting vecËor ï,I

pp.23o-2s8] :

fdR

In

[s,

=t
JR

(2.4L)

Çr an

or, using (2.21)

/_

/-o\dR=o

(2.42)

rl.rrT dR
rc = / wf dR=O

JR

(2 
" 43)

(2 " 44)



GaLerkinrs meÈhod results r¡rhen Inr = v. When Dirac

are used:

r,r: = ô(x-x.r) ; j=t ... N
JJ

Ëhe collocation (or point-rnatching)

N

,1" ti (x¡ ) ci = f (xj
I-I

23

¡4hen w is a vector of the form

T2N.ÌÍ = (I x x ... x )

the momenE meËhod results. If it happens that v is also a vector of

the same elements (w=v) the Galerkin and moment methods coincide. There

is some confusion in the literature concerning momenclature. I^Ihat are

called weighted residual methods here, after Finlayson[+], "t" called

moment methods by HarringtottI O]. Several papers (for example [Z-A]>

have appeared which describe collocation as a moment method. It is

Èhe Galerkin method which is to be recommended for the problems

discussed here; for all of the operators dealt with here conÈain a

positive-defínite, self-adjoint comporienË, the Laplacian, and energy

convergence is guaranteed.

delta functíons

method results:

) ; i=1 ... N

(2.45)

(2.46)

(2.47)



Consider the propdgation problem shown in Fig. 2.L. The pDE (I.2)

is to be satisfied at all points in fl, and g may be a scalar or Ëensor

(the latter in the case of anisotropic material). The propôgaÈion

functíon I{ is taken to be a scalar function of position. A mixed

boundary condition (1.3c) is Ëo be satisfied on s, and a Dirichlet

condition (1.3a) on the remainder of s. The problem of finding 0 may

be solved by seeking the sÈaÈionary point of the functional

2.4 The'Hel-mholtz Functional and an Example

24

F(ô) = I,

Â

where for the

condition on

satisfy it.

(VQI.(eVp¡. - !r 00* - ô*p - öp*) d fl

(o6p*-h0*-h:tQ)ds

mixed condiËion

S-S, is enforced

on

by

Srroisareal

restricting the

-V'(€v+)-k'€ += P

(2.48)

number. The Dirichlet

trial functions Ëo

Fig. 2.1 The Helmholtz Problem.



Cons

ôF (ó) =

ider

I-

the first variation of (2.48).

(Vôp*. (eVQ) + Vô*. (sV60) -

Greents fírst identity

t vô6*'(evö)d' = t"o 'l¿

- 60*p - 6Qp*)df? +

25

to yield

[,

L2l

ôF (0)

f-
LI 'P'

r- Jn

+t,r,-

t/ôþ*6 - hr0*ô0

(a6þ6* + c[0ôÔ* - hôQ*-¡*60)ds .

ô0* (-V' (evÖ) ) dCI

ô0* (-V. (evq¡ - wö-p) drz

may be applied

+t
Je

"1

r= 2Re: / 000(-v.(evo)-I.Io-p)dnuç)

ô0*(â.(eV61 + o$-h)ds

Setting ðF(0) Ëo zero reveals thaË at the

in the folloruing fashion

ô0't (â. (evq¡ ) ds . (2. sl)

+f
Jn

r+l ,r,-

(2. so )

and

-V. (eVQ) - l[0 = p

ô0 (-V. (eV6*¡ -$þ*-p*) dQ

The Dirichlet condition is satisfied by resrricrion of the trial

functions on s-Sr. This forces ôQo on that portion of the boundary

and explains why the boundary int,egral in (2.5L) is defined only over

S1.' Note that if cr=h{ the integral over S, in the functional need not

ô0(â. (eV6*¡+ qQ*-þ*)ds Q.52)

I+ / ôp't (â. (eVö) +crQ-h) ds
"s1

stationary poinË

â.(eVQ) * crö = h ; r on S'

;rinCI (2.53a)

(2. s3b)



be computed (ít vanishes). rn this case the homogeneous Ner.mann

boundary condiËion is produced naturally on Sr:

The second variation of (2.48) reveals whether or noË thê

staÈionary point is a minimum:

â.(eVô) = û; r on Sr, 0,=h=û

26

o'r (o) =

+

z/ cvoç-. (evôö)

,[ 0ô0*6ôds,t,.

For e>o the integral over s, is non-negative. For I^I=o (the static
problern) the integral- over CI is positive for e positive (or posiÈive-

definíte if e is a Ëensor). For the propdgation case Èhere may exist

values of trl for which Ëhe integral over CI is not necessarily positive.

For example, if e is constant in 0, equaÈion (1.5) applies, and the

integral over Q could be negative for a value-of the propô.gation con-

sËanË k>À where À is the smallest system eigenvalue. Nevertheless

one expecËs energy convergence in the Laplacian (the self-adjoint and

positive-bounded:below component) by Mikhlinfs theorem. That is,

- }I6þx5p¡on

(2. 53c)

should be rninimized

of k. FurËhermore,

[r,pp.138-151], one
r

Jno"*o" 
(eve,o) dfi

r = 
{, 

o.*o. (eVe*) dCI

(2.54)

and should vanish âs N-ræ, irrespective of the value

as the Laplacian is positive-bounded-below

should expect flom (2.26) that
r

ìt Jnt"*o"* dCI; y >o (2"56)

(2. ss)



this poinËs out the usefulness of Mikhlints theorem to the propdgation

problem: Ëhe convergence guarantee is índependent of frequency. Of

some imporËance to analysËs however, is that the rate of convergence

is not assured and may well deteriorate as frequency is increased.

A simple example will serve Ëo illusËrate the application of the

Rayleigh-Ritz method to such propôgation problems. Consider the

one-dimensional probleur shown in Fig. 2.22

27

with boundary condítions

The propôgation constant k and Ëhe constant source p may be

to facilitate the study of differenr cases. tn: Laplacían,

is positive-definite (2.16) buË depending upon the value of

- k2ö(x) = p ; g < .x < 1

0(0)=0,0(1)=1

(2.57 a)

(2.s7b>

varied

-d2 ¡a*2,

k2 the

-d" ó- k"ó= p
ãFt

Fig. 2.2 The One-Dimensional PDE Problem:Configuration.

+(o)= o

+(t)= |

X



Helurholtz operaËor may

The Ërue solution

0(p, k, x) =

with the special case

0 (p,

Ihe eigenvalues

not defíned for

vanishes.

not be.

to this problem is

pt

28

sin k(l-x) + sin k x

o, x) = g
2

are rf2,

k=rìTf , f or

sin k

Suppose Èhat 0 is to be approxinated by

3r/2 .... (2n-L)n/2.., and Ëhe

which values the denominator

This trial funct,ion satisfies the Dirichlet boundary conditions.

One may, at first, ignore the condiËion aE x=l and wriËe the funcËional

(2.4Ð in rhe form of (2.22)z

N

Sn(x) = I c- xl =
-!l_= I

sin kx (2.58a)
ffiT

F (c)
1

TT
=cl

Iú
o

N
.Lf-c: I c.-1

1=I

The first term

the Laplacian,

âF/ðc, = o, i=l

(2.s8b)

solution is

ín (2.58a)

¿f afT dx c
dx dx

on the right side is the

U,. The matrix equationL

... N:

1a-
t I dfdrrlt'Jodxdx

T.2-cK
tr

J
o

en

t-s

dx-k2

[e-t2r] c = pb

--Tdxc-tt

ergy of Ëhe

obtained by

(2.5e)

1

f, ,tu*
J --

o

^T¿ep
1

['
o

)s. =

approximation in

taking

dx.
(2.60)

1

p /rdx
J

o

(2"6La)

(2.6Lb)



The matrix and vector enÈries are, quite simply

4..
U

8..
1J

- ij /(i+j-1)

Note thaÈ Ëhe maËrix equatiorL (2.6lb) nay be constructed direcËly using

(2.62). In pracËice one does not st,arË with (2.60), but raËher with

(2.6tù. For this example (2.øtù is also the Galerkin matrix equation

(see Mikhfin ffr pp.4Bg.49Of ). Thus the example is one also of the

application of Galerkinrs method.

To this point no attempt has been made to enforce the Dirichlet

condition at x=l. Solving (2.6Ð as it sËands will give a solution

satisfying the natural condition, âQ/ðx = o, at x=1. The Dirichlet

condiËion aË x=l is now imposed by using a Lagrange constraint

lZ, pp.Lz-L7f; the matrix equation (2.61b) ís augmented by one

equation:
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b. =
1

1/ (i+j +1)

1/ (i+1)

(2.62a)

(2.62b)

(2.62c)

The vector .C is a vector of ones:

Tg,- = (1 1 1 1)

whence the additional equation is

^TN.[*c = I ci = 1
i=1

The method of computation is quite straightfornrard. For given

values of p, k, and N the matrix equation (2.61) is constructed and

solved by Gaussian elimination and back-substitution. (See Chapter:VII.)

The vector of coefficients c may Ëhen be used to comput,e 0* at any

(2.63)

(2.64a)

Q.64b)



point fron (2.59). The error e* of the approximaËion ís :äasily

obtained ât any point as t,he difference between Þ* and Lhe analytical
solurion ar rhar poinr (2.5g), and. rhe error norm I l"r,ll I (z.rol ís

readily computed by n'rnerical íntegraEion. similarly, the approximate

and exacË solutions are differentiaEed analyticarly to gíve de*/dx at
any point, and the energy norn of the eïror in the Laplacian operaËor

B"*ffi (2.55) is compuËed. numerically.

The value of Èhe functional is computed from

r(s)=-f [o-u't]s -z" qp

and Ëhe energy in Ëhe Helmholtz operator, U, is

u"(g)=rr[e-r2n]" .
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I{hen the Helurholtz operaËor is positive-definite, u" is poéitive and.

Ëhe coefficient matríx ín (2.6lb) is positive-definire. Conversely if
u¡¡ is negative, the coeffícient matrix ín (2.61b) is not positive-
definite, and rhe functional (2.øo) is noÈ necessaríly ninimized.

Note that Ëhe Lagrange mulËiplier À is not used in Ëhese computations;

it ís simply an extra variable included to pernit the constraint

equation (2.64b) to be added Ëo rhe system.

Several s¡¡mples are presented. The homogeneous case (p=O) and

an inhomogeneous case (p=z) were each Ëested with k at 0. 5, z.o, and.

4.0. For each value of p and k the polynomial order N was varied

from 1 up ro a maximum or renl The graphs of ll"olll and BtH
(energy in the Laplacian), shovrn ín Fig. 2.3, illustrate Ëwo points.

First of all, it is seen that the maximum value of N used varies from

5 to 8, depending upon the case. Higher values of N produced. no

further improvement, indicating. round.-off error (due probably to

ill-conditioning; see chapÈer vrr). The second point is that in all

(2.65)

(2..66)

* Double precision arithmetj-c rüas used in this example
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Prop. Number
constanË of terms

KN

TABLE 2.1 THE ONE-DIMBNSIONAL PDE PROBLEM, p=0

o.o
0.5
1.o
1.5
2.O'
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.o
4.5
5.O
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Laplacian
Energy

ur.

l.OOO
1.O02
I.O27
1. 183
L.961
7.O52

2L5.440
54.449
15.695
11 .091
12.8s4

1

5
5
5
6
6

6

7

7

7

8

Functional
Value

F

1 "000
o. 915
o.642
o. 106

-0.915
-3.347

-2r.o46
9.346
3.455
o.970

-L.479

TABLE 2.2 Ttfi, ONETDIMENSIONAT pDE PROBIEM p=2.6

Error
norm

ll"*ll x 1o-5

0. ooo
o.006
0.033
0.066
0.198
o.286
o.982
o.224
2.630
6.492

15. 415

Prop. Nr:mber Laplacian
constant of terms Energy

kNul

o.o
o.5
1.0
1.5
2.o
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.o
4.5
5.0

2
6

6

7

7

7

7

8
8
8
B

1.333
L.396
L.645
2.366
4.763

17.r49
448.zLO
94.732
23.420
t4.470
14.860

Functional Error
Value nornF ll"*lf x 1o-5

-1.333
-1.469
-L.9L4
-2.808
-4.587
-9.063

-43.581
L7.OO9
6.163
2.378

-0e064

0.o01
0.010
0.008
o.o3g
0.110
o.26L
0.961
o. 141
2.350
6.LOz

13.915



cases ll"Nll and il"*ffiexhibit monotoni-c reductíon as Èhe polynomíal

order N is increased, wirh H"*ü ì{l l.*ll, r= expecred. from

Mikhlinrs theoreml tt is noter¿orthy thaE the raÈe of convergence

varies from case to case, in general growing $¡orse as the propôgaËíon

constant k is increased.

The sur¡rmary data presented in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 are also

interesting. For each value of k from O Ëo 5, N was increased to give

the snallest value of ¡1"*ll, and for this solution tne values of the

functional F, and Ëhe value of the energy in the Laplacian U, are

tabulaEed. There are Ëhree points to be made. First, Èhe minimr¡m

error I ltl I in"r""ses,essenËial1y monotonic aLLy, r"rith k, d.ue

probab1ytothefactthathigherorderpo1ynonria1sarerequiredto

,approximate sin k x. Secondly, the values at k=3 (close to 'tT, where

the solution is noË defined) indicate that although the solution

is not as smooth as elsewhere (indicated by the higher values of

Ur), the accuracy is reasonably good

The third point to be made requires more discussion. Consider

Table 2.1. There is no source tern (p=O), and from (2.65) and (2.66),

the value of the funcÈional is equal to the energy in the Helmholtz

operator, UH. I^lith k=2, U, is negative. This means, quite simply,

that Ëhe funcËional (2. OO) is noË necessarily rnininized in this case.

Accuracy, hor,rever, is not seriously aff ected.
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This sinple exercíse has demonstrated hor¡ one may use the

Rayleigh-Ritz nethod (or equivalently, the Galerkin nethod) for

both static and propôgation problerns. Perhaps Ëhe most important

conclusion to be drar,m is thar convergence curves are sími1ar

in all the cases presented, as seen by inspection of Fig. 2.3".

The Laplacian is
eigenvalue. See

positive-bounded-beLow and 'rf 2
Milchlin [ 1, p .481] .

is the snallest system



The error norrn lltll decreases monoËonically as N is increased., and

is bounded above, for each value of N, uy y H"lqH, y>0 (energy in

the Laplacian). This shows rhe þractica'I. inporrance of Míkhlinf s

theorem: if an operator L contains a self-adjoint positive-

bounded-below component Lor the Galerkin solution converges in Ëhe

mean as ¡-+co, and error is bounded by the energy norm of the error

(energy in Lo) regardless of other properties of the linear,

continuous operator L.

This exercise presents a case where the theorem appties, as tlrc

DÍrÍchlet boundary conditions ensure that the Laplacian is posiËive-

bounded-below. (see Mikhlin [1,p.119-120].) However, if /0ôQ/ôn ds

on the boundary does not vanish, positíve-definiteness nay noË be

demonstrable. Consider the radiation problem in free space., where

potenËíal behaves as "íkt/, (1.s). The boundary integral ar infínity

may be formulated as

11i t:u.'jkr - "2ik'lÒf->cÐ

For the static problem (k=0) boËh terms vanish, and the Laplacian is

positive-definíte. For the tÍme-harmonic problen (k#0) Ëhe firsË Ëerm

is not necessari ly zero; Ít behaves sinusoidally as ï+co. The boundary

integral may not vanísh and the Lapl-acian may not be positive-definite.

In other words, the solutíon of Lu=f nay not be in the domain of LO.

In such cases the theorem does not app1y.

¡hout the infínÍËe region.

It ís far better to seek a source distribution on a surface wiËhin the

region in this case, and a meÈhod will be deseribed in SecÊion 6.1.
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rn the example of the previous section a single trial function

was defined over the r¡ho1e region. rt is ofÈen more convenient to

define trial funcËions over subregions and to connect these represenËa-

tions Èogether for the complete solution.

To begin wiËh, consider two sub-regions, or finite elemenËr rì5 r ùú1

and Q, as shown in Fig. 2.4, \,tith â drav¡n frorn CI, to ftr. For

sinplieity, a homogeneous Dirichlet condition is specified on s.

The functional (2.4ù may be computed over each element separaËely:

2;5 FinÍte Elemenrs

35

F(0) = T".,1

+t
Jnz

suppose thaË 0 is continuous alonB s,, the inter-elemenE boundary.

The first variaËion of F, then, is

(V0*. (erV6¡ - I{10*0-p*0-ô*p) dCI

(V0*. (erVþ) - I^I20*+-p*0-0*p) dCI

(
ôF(O) = 2 Re: J nf 

*-(-v.(ervo) - t{ró-o)da

IN,

t
'S,

At the stationary point the PDE is satisfied

interface condition is satisfied naturally.

the more corrnnon interf ace condition results:

60*(-V. (erVQ) - I^Iro-o) dA

ô0*(â.(erV6¡ - â.(erVQ) ds

(2.66)

el -?O = e.¡
Ldn-

_aa.
ân+

in each

I^Ihen e,

(2.67)

element and the

and e, are scalars,

(2.68)
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rrhere n- is the normal approaching S' and n+ is the normal leaving

Sr; both in the direction â.

Each finite elemenË may be treated independently from the others,

and they are connected for problem soluÈion by enforcing continuity at

the inter-element boundaries. Any number of elegenËs may be used.

It is convenient to have the trial (or approximating) function

Fig. 2.4 Two Finite Elements

over an element as an interpolate of the potential values of certain

points (nodes) in the element. This facilitates the enforcement of

continuity beËween elements, and also the imposition of Dirichlet

boundary conditions. The trial function over the element, Ëhen, is
N

0(r) = t f,.(r)0.
I

l=I

-T.= tQ (2.6e)
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Fig.2.5 Division of f) into Tríangular
ElemenËs

N= |

Fig" 2.6 Automatic

N=2

Node Placement
E lements

N=3

in Triangular

N=4



Suppose that fl is a region in the plane and is divided into

triangular elements, as shown in Fig. 2.5. If a complete polynomíal

of degree M is used for approximation, the,re r¿ill be ¡=(M+1) (ltt+2) /2

nodes [S], wirich may be placed automatically ín each triangular

element as shovrn in Fig. 2.6. The M+l nodes on each triangle side

are equally spaced. This permits inter-elemenË bounCary conËinuity

t,o be enforced easily: boundary nodes oecupyíng Ëhe same physical

location are assigned the same poÈenËial. A Dirichlet condition is

readily enforced: boundary nodes are set Ëo the specified values.

The inËerpolatory functions may be detenníned as fol1ows. LeË

g be a vector of polynomials:
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Then

T22M-lM.E =(Ixyx xyy ....xy y)

r¿here c is Ëhe v

evaluated at eac

of node poËenËia

l_9-

o(r) =ds
ector of coeffícients. Equation (2.7I)

h node point in the element. The resulË

ls Q:

I r]l8' I

ll'lg = [c]"| 'T I

Lå{ J

and (2.72) may be combined to yieldEquations (2.7L)

The vecÈor interpolatory

.T
I-

(2.7O)

(2.7r)

may be

is a vector

ô(Ð = d [.-'l E

cÈion f Q.6g) is

[.-t]

fun

Tob

(2.7 2)

Ehen given by

(2.73)

(2 "7 4)



The matrix equaËion for

[.-']'
r

J
CI.

1

The convention is Ëo use real-valued interpolatory funct.ions, whence

the matrix computations may be performed. using real ariËhmetic for

(vg.evgT - I,I g gT) a* ¿y

the element may now be

real-valued e, w. The integrations may be carried. oåt "n"lyEicarry
in the element for scalar, polynornial e, I,I. Richards and trIexler [io]
describe the algorithrn used, with an extension to al1ow sides of the

triangular elemenf-s Lo be curved. trIexler [ff] aescribes an extension

to anisotropic material for the static case (I^l=0)

The algorithm is inefficient due to the neeessity of ínve¡ting

the [e] matrix at equation (2.73) and d.ue ro rhe inregrarions ín (2.7s)

r¿hich must be compuËed in the coordinates of each triangular element.

A better method involves the use of Lagrange interpolation polynomials

and isoparameËric elements. Nevertheless, the individual elemenËs, so

Ëreated, may be combined by enforcing continuity of Q between elements.

There is a trade-off betr¿een order of approximation N and number of

elements. The same number of unknovm node potentials- in tota1.-

can result by using many lor¿-order elements or fer¡er high-order

elements. The former approach result,s in a less d.ense mat,rix,. Th€i

matrix entry A-.. will vanish only when nodes i and j are not defined- r-J

within the same element. Thus a. single high-order element for the prob-

lem rnrould produce a totally dense matrix. AË the oËher extreme, use of

firsË-ord.er (N=1) elements to model the problem r,rould result in a larger

number of zero entries and a matrix structure similar to that of a finite-
difference matrix. This will be expanded upon in Chapter VII.
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cons tructed:

[.-t] E =
f- -',-lT fLGI I

CIí

gp dxdy
(2.7 5)



This teehnique, described in Zieaki evtícz [tZ] , pernits

all integrations to be performed numeri.cally in one simple element

(the 1ocal element), and the matrix inversion in equation (2.73) is

elininated.

2.6 Isoparametríc Finite Elements

Consider the local element shovm in Fig. 2.7, and let the N node

points (determined by M, the degree of rhe approximaËion [S] I U.

placed automatically, as shovm previously in Fig. 2.6. Potential in

the local element is then given by
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when (6rn) is node poínt j all the

unity.

N

ô (ç,n) = x or (6,n)
I. 1=I

Consider now the finite element in the original (or global) co-

ordinates shovm ln Fig. 2.8. The node points in the global element

are described by trüo vectoïsr I ?nd y, Èhe x and y coordinates of the

nodes. Equation (2J6 ) may be applied as follows:

x(6,n) = d * (2.77 a)

y(6,n) =gTy e.77b)

I^Ihen (6,n) is node poinË j in rhe 1oca1 element, (x,y) determined from

(2.77 ), is node poinË j in the global elemenr. Equarions (ZJ7 ) tnus

represenÈ the isopar:metric transformation.from local Èo global co-

ordinates. The global node points may be placed arbirrarily, but it

is convenient to piace them in a regular triangle, as in tha previous

section. rf a triangle is to have a curved side, the node points on

. T,
Q:=dQ :

!--

0,.
]-

vanish, except for a3, which is

(2:7 6)
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2.7 The Local Element

------>.,,-'i*-4,¿-'
./ r,

Fie. 2.8 The Global Element and the Mappíng



thaË side may be shífted to the desired locations, as described in t13] .

rf any point (E,n) is specified in the 1ocal elemenË, the corres-

ponding global point (x,y) is knorm imrnediately from (2.7Ð. The

inverse transformation is not so simple. rf the g1oba1 eleme¡rt is

a regular Èriangle, defined by its vertex coordinates, the point (6rn)

corresponding to (x,y) may be found geometrically. (see Appendix E).

If the global element, is not regular it is convenient Ëo use a Newton-

Raphson method t14] to find rhe (6rn) corresponding to (xry). A suirable

starting point for the Ner¡ton-Raphson proced,ure is that poinË (6orno)

determined by presuming the global element Ëo be a regular triangle

and applying the geometric procedure. This approach \¡ras suggesÈed by

M. Friedman and ís documented in [f:].
To compuËe the integrals required, one needs to know the gradienL

of potential in the local- coordinaÈes. This is accomplished by use of

the Jacobían, here a 2 x 2 matrix whose eleruents are
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T-

'11 -

T-"L2 -

T-'zL -

T-uzz -

ðx(ç,n) =
öÇ

ðv(6,n)
öÇ

âx(6,n)
ðn

ðv(ç,n)
ân

Then

^TdCI,....:
a6

^Tdcx,
+-
ô6

^ldcx,

An

^Tdct

X

âó (6,n)
ðx

âð (ç,n)
ðy

v

x

ãn

= [-i (ç,n)] -1

v

[r]-t lvelt E

âö(e,n) I-ãe-l
aO (q,n) 

I-rn- l

(2.78)

(2.7e)



where

[oslt =

The integration element is also transformed by [t] t

âoT (6,n)
a6

agl(c,n)
ân
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The integraËion may novr be compuËed entirely in the loca1

coordinates, over Ëhe local element, by the use of Gaussian quadrature

(described in Appendix D). At each integraËion point (6rn) values of

g, W, and p are obtainedrusing (2.77) to get the corresponding global
¿

point. The element maËrix equation, in Ëhe forn of (2.34), is

dxdy =

il
1ocal
element

det [-i] d6

c [od]t [r-t]r., ¡r-r1

d¡.

As ùhe shape functions d, are real-valued, the matrix and vector con-

tributions involve only real arithmetic for real-valued e, I^I, and p.

(2.80)

= ll
1ocal
el-ement

ftdl - !ü c'

e p det [t]

Boundary integrals are computed in a similar fashíon wiËh speeial care

being taken to obtain Ëhe elementary length ds ín Èhe loca1 element; it

is necessary to know which side of the local elemenË is involved:

(2.81)

gr) det [.i] aça¡ E

d6dn

ds=

or for the hypoteneuse

W, Ê, and p are required aË points
of entries to the matríx equation,

ds=

(2.82)

dn

in the global
as in (2.75).

( 2. 83a)

element for computation

(2.83b)



The partial derivatives are all elements of the Jacobian (2.78).

The use of isoparametric elemerits increases Èhe speed at which

finite-elemenË contributions to the system matrix are computed. Tr,¡o-

dimensional elemenËs are sufficient for the problems considered here.

Zienkiewicz ltZl describes elements which may be used for Ëhree-

dimensional problems.
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(2.83c)



The most inportant result in Èhis chapter is that Mikhlinfs

Ëheorern perrnits energy convergent solutions of the deterministic

Helmholtz equaËíon to be obtained using finite elements in rhe Rgyleigh-

Ritz procedure. Energy convergence is highly desirable, for iË

guarantees that a more careful approxirnaËion (more terms in ur) will

result in a better approximation. -The rate of convergence depends

upon several things; in particular upon the trial functions used.

It can rarely be predicted in ad.vance.

The poLynomic and isoparametric finite elements .are general

purpose elements, perfectly adequate for representation of scalar

poËenËial. The recent book edited by l^Ihiteman trs] provides an

excellenË basis for general studies in finiËe-element methods, and

among the conrriburors are zLâmat [to-tz] and oden [ra]. Application

of finite elements to the solution of Helmholtz problems has also been

reported. [ie-zr]. rr has been demonsriated by Décreron lzzT rhar

convergence is iuproved when the general purpose elements are

augment,ed by special functions to handle known non-polynomic behaviour.

The finite-element approach is flexible and convenienË. The entire

region may be taken as a single elernent, or it nay be divided inÈo

"".r"t"l elements. one has freedom to choose the shape and size of

the element for best ¡spaesentation of parË of a region, and the

isoparametric finite-element procedure provides an economical way of

cornputing the integrals required. The analyst need be concerned only

about one element at a timer.for the elements are easily put, together

to produce the complete, conËinuous solution.

2.7 Concluding Remarks
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Mikhlinrs theorem on the convergence of Galerkinrs meËhod is noË

to be underestimaËed. As Ehe Laplacian, -V2, appears in the deter-

rninistic Helmholtz equation, convergence i-n energy is guaranteed, even

if one cannoË show the functional to be minimized at the soluËion point.

One need seek only the stationary poinË. In this conËext, a paper by

Hazei- and lnlexler [Z:] is very inËeresting. They use a functional

r¿hich produces the DirichleË condition naturally, afLer a suggestion

in Hildebrand lZ+, n.2OO], but are noË able to show Èhat the functional

is minimized. Nevertheless, the results they give show uniform con-

vergence properties - to be expected by the theorem. They also show,

however, Ëhat faster convergence to an exact solution is obtained by

restrictíng the trial funcËions to satisfy the Dirichlet conditions,

that is, ¡ l"*l I converges toward zero more rapidly. For this reason

Dirichlet problems here are handled by restricting the trial functions

[rg] .

The tools used to solve Ëhe deËerministic Helmholtz equation in

a bounded region with Dirichlet or mixed boundary conditions have been

presenËed. One divides the region into convenient finite elements and

consËructs the linear sysËem matrix equaËion by including the con-

tributions from each element in turn. Provided that the propôgation

funct,ion is not an eigenvalue of the system equation (in which case

the matrix is singular and one seeks an eigensolution), convergence in

the energy of the approximation in the Laplacian is obtained.
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The techniques described in chapter. rr permit solutíon of the

Helmholtz and Poisson equat.ions in bounded regíons. But what can one

do if Èhe region is unbounded wiËh localized regions of sourcq and

inhonogeneity? rt is sinply nor feasible to divide the infinite

region into finite el-ementsT one could construcË an approximate

bounded region problem by placing a boundary s sufficiently far from

all sources that potential is approxinately zero - and then pro"""å

with the finite-element approach ¿ssrrming a homogeneous Dirichlet

condition on s. Hor.reverr'íf the sources are separated by large

distances the resulting bounded region may be inconveníently large.

Another approach is desirable.

. suppose Ëhat each localized region of source or inhomogeneity

is separated from the infinite region by placement of a boundary s.
.i

around it. This resulté in smal1 inhomogeneous regions ca1led picture-

frames, each of r,¡hich may be treated easily by the pDE finite-element

techníque. The question then arises as to what boundary eondition(s)

to ímpose on Sr, the picture-fr:me boundaries.

consider the infinite region Q. external to all the picËure-

frames. This region, by definition, is homogeneous and source-free.

By equation (1.12.) it is feasible to construct an integral equation

to determine the source oon the si if the potential is kno¡.m on sr.

solution of the rE problem v¡ou1d then produce the proper potenEial
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A PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
I,¡ITH AN ]NTEGRAI CONSTRA]NT

CHAJTER III

At least noÈ by the methods outlined în Chapter II.



throughout Q.. Suppose that the normal derivative of potenËial on S,

can be related to o on Sr. Then the IE (1.11,) v¡ill involve only

functions of potential (along with the Greents functions). One may

now think of the IE as a function of potential on the Si which ensures

satisfaction of Ëhe prescribed problem in 51.. This function may be

used as a boundary condition on the PDE pícture-frame solutions, and

will ensure that potential saËisfies the prescribed equation in CI".

The IE expression may be ËhoughË of as a constraint upon Ëhe PDE

pícture-frame solutions. It is convenient in computation to use the

Lagrange constraint meËhod introduced in sectío¡ 2.4 as a means of

enforcing the IE constraint.
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This presentation deals with problems

problerns having uniform cross-sect.ion. To

in the x-y plane aE z=O, and it is assumed

for any z. See. Fig. 3.1.

in Ëhe plane; that is, those

be specific, analysis proceeds

that the solution is the same

É (* ,y ,z)

Fig. 3.1 Uniform Cross-Section Configuration

=+ ( xry,o )



The fíníte-element method describeá in Chapter II is applied to

each picture-frame region using the llelmholtz funct,ional (2.48), with

an assumed homogeneous Neumann condition on the Sr, the picture-frame

boundaries. This results in the maËrix equation

3.1 The PDE Matrix Eguation

51

The entries to [S] and b are compuÈed in the global coordinates.by the

meÈhods described in Section 2.5. The vector 0 ineludes all nodes in

all picture-frames. soluËion of (¡.r) produces a potential satisfying

Ëhe Hefunholtz equation in each picture-fr:me. One, of course, would

expect difficulty if the propögarion constant k coincided r¿ith an

eigenvalue of Èhe sysËem (3.f¡, for [S] would be singular. The homo-

geneous Neumann condition on the s, is produced naturally, but (except

forËuitously) poËential in the region Q" external to the picture-frames

does not satísfy Ëhe Helmholtz equation. It is the IE constraint which

wiLl proùíde the proper solution.

silvester and Hsieh f1] and williams and. cambrell [2] trave atso

used finite-element methods to construcË PDE solutions within pict,ure-

frame regions, to be inter-related by an IE constraint for solution of

the unbounded stat,ic problem. cermak and silvester [s-s] and sandy

and Sage l6J have used finite-difference methods for construcLion of

the PDE solut,ions within picture-frame regions, with relaxation t,echniques

ernployed to obtain solution for the st.aËic case.

[s]E=u (3.1)



Here the int.egral expression used to consËrain the PDE picture-

frame solut,íons is introduced. Consider the following two equat,ions

in a homogeneous bounded region 0:

vtô(rt) *t20(rt) =o

3.2 The Integral Constraint

52

Multiplying the first by G, the second by 0 and adding Ëhem gives

c(tlt') V2O(r') - ô(r')v2c(.lr') = 0(r')ô(rT') . (3.3)

-V2cçrlr') - tc2c(rlr') = 6(IT') .

Integrating (3.3) over Í-2 and applying Greenrs Ëheorem llrp.l2] wíth

â pointing out, of f2, results in
r

ô(r) = / {c{.¡r') ðO(r') - ö(r') ðG(rlr,)) ds' ; r in 0
J 

-T.n-- 
-Þ-n-'- 

' 
! ¿'lr +'! (3.4)

S

where r is not on S. If r is outside f), potenËial computed using (3.4)

Vanishes.

By nrse of (3.4) potenËial anywhere in ll rnay be computed from an inte-

gration over the bound.ary, involving ô,âó/.ân and GrðG/ðn on S.

For problems in the plane, the static free-space Greents function

is given by [a, p.5o]

(3.2)

and for the time-harmonic case (klO), by [4, p.SS]

G(rlr')=- 1r"ll-l'l
Zn

âG(rlrr)=-cos0--ã:- ñETl

(3. 5a)

(3. sb )



c(r lr' ) = -J- Ho (k b-r' I I

The angle 0 lies between the

Equation (3;4 ) may be

ðc(rE')
ðn

superposition of Ë\^ro source

o = eoðþ/ân which produces a

r0(Ð=l J
"oS
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jk
4

II1 (t<lr-rt|) cos 0 .

and a dipole layer

potential which is

line from rf to r and â, as shor,m in Fig.3.2.

thought of as pot,enËial produced by the

disËributions on S; a simple layer

continuous potential governed by [4, nn. 4f.-4gl

f
ô(r) = L I ß(r')

t-eo 's

ö-(r) = -ßk')_* r
2eaoo

of strength ß =-e

discontinuous at

o(rr) G(rlrr)ds1

(3.6a)

(3. 6b )

0*(r) =

Equation (3.8b)

óo'

S

(see Fig. 3.3), producing

[4, pp. 113-119] :

ß(r') + I
-;- o

may be

0 (r)

dst ; r not. on S

The basic equations Ëo be used for consËruction of the integral

constraint are now available. Equation (3.9) relaËes S and ðô/ðn on

S in such a way thaË O satisfies the homogeneous l{elmholtz equaËion

everywhere in the region fl. Once þ and ðô/ðn are known, equation (3.4)

ß(r') âG(rlrr) ds'--Tn-

c

used

_L

r
/ ß(t') âG(rlr') ds' ; r on S . (3.8c)

,, --ãn--

(3. 7)

/..,.¡.',
S

to show that

;rons

ðó(l') - ó(r') ag(rjr') )dst;r on s.(3.9)
JãT- -T-n'-

(3.8a)

when r is'on S,

(3. Bb)
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!

Fig.3.2 Stat,ic 2-D Greenrs

d =ll-l'l
c =-*rn(d)

ôg _ -l -^osgã-- 2o¿ u
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FuncËion: Geometry

g(r)=à !øt
S

Fie. 3.3 A Dipole Layer

,, _ð GJrl r') o.,
dn

Source Distributron
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.Ç)¡ = picture frsme ¡

s¿r

may be used Ëo compute $ at any point not on S. It is nor¡/ necessary

Ëo relate the region Q to the exËerior region ll" of the picËure-frame

problem, and S to the picture-frame boundaries, the Si.

Consider Fig. 3.4, where S has been drarnm wiËh cuts between regions

CIi, i=l .. N¡ and with a cut to a portion which will be taken to

infinity. The regions CIi may be associated with the picture-fïemes,

and when Ëhe ouËer porËion of S is Ëaken to infiniËy, Q will be

associaËed with CI"r the infinite region exterior to the picture-frames.

Integration of (3.9) along S so defined reveals the required integral

constraint. There is no net conËribution to Ëhe integral of (3.9)

from the cuts [g, p.45], as the contriburion resulting from the

integral in one direction along the cut is exactly cancelled by the

contribution from the integral in the opposite direction. since G

Fig. 3.4 The Region Outside the Picture-Frames



satísfies the radiaËion condition at infinity [fO], the contribution

from the portion of S aË infínity vanishes [8, pp.174-I76f. One is

lefË ürith contributions solely from the portions of S en'closíng the

Qi.

therefore one may construct the integral constraint simply by

integrating (3.9) over the picËure-frame boundaries, the Sr, with â

poinring into each picture-frame. Williams and Cambrell [Z] trave used

(3.9) as the IE expression for the static case in this manner, and

Burton and Miller [tO] assetË that Ëhe relaËion is valid for any value

of €he propôgatíon constant k. Thus time-harmonic problems may be

consídered. As well, Greerçan and l.Ierner [ff] have examined the 
I

Ilehnholtz problem with the conclusion that Ëhe picture-frame methoà,

using (3.9) as the constraint, produces a unique solution.

Silvester and Hsieh [1] use a simple layer distribution alone for

the constraint expression, in the fonn

56

and use a Galerkin procedure to produce a matrix constraint equation,

relating ô to âö/ân on S. From equation (3.7), the normal derivatives

of the sirnple layer disËribution are [S, n.119]

0(:) = I
S

a0(r') elrlr') dst
--¡;r

ðô (l) =
ðn

and

o(l)
2¿

o

ðô(r') = -o(r)
dn2e+ -"o

+1
¿

o
I
S

o(t') ãG(rlrr) ds'

+1
L

o
Io,'',

S

(3. ro¡

ân

ôc(rlr') dst
ân

(3. 11a)

(3.1lb)



The relation used by Silvester and Hsieh il] is ínconpleËe unless

â0/ðn+ = 0. lJilliarns and cambrell tz] also note Ëhis .and show by

example that (3.9) produces better results, using a point-matching

technique to produce Ëhe matrix equation relating S to ôQ/ðn on s.

Cernak and Silvester t3-5] define an auxilíar1' conrour S"r lying
_,,:,.-

'¡ithin the picture-frame, as shovm in Fig. 3.5. They define a single

layer distribution o on s", identified by the coefficients

dir i=l o.n M, at the M fínite-difference nodes on S". They then

compute potential at these M points on S":

ao(g -
T-'-

a0 (r)
ân

+
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o(r)
o

9-s

(3.11c)

= Ftlec. c

/

\

- - -\- \_.

picture

frome

(3. 12)

Fig. 3.5 The
Picture-Franes

- 
-¿

scS

Auxíliary Contour S" in the



and aLso at M suitably chosen nodes on S:

gs = [ur1 e

By eliminating o, they obtain

and thís |tshift matrixrf is used as Ëhe constraint on S in Ëhe pieËure-

frame(s). The size of the matríces required in their finite-

difference technique can demand that relaxatíon be used to obtain the

shift mat.rix. Since they use a single layer alone, ïesonanees could

occur aË picture:frame eigenvalues [tO] in the tíme-harmonic case.

An alternative approach is to use this auxiliar;l eontour wítl

5B

gs = ["r] [*, ]-t E,
cc

equation (3.4):

I
ô(r) = /{c{t¡'') âqçr'¡ -

' -Tlt--
S

c

where s. has a.portion r¿ithin each picËure-frame, as shor^m in Fig. 3.6.

the potential and its derivaËives may all be obtained in terms of the

PDE approximation, so thaË there are no new variables to be introduced.

Furthermore, if s^ and s are sufficiently far aparË - aÈ least o.z5 -c

as shown in Fig.3.7, Ëhe integrands are regular and numerical.inte-

graÈíon may be used directly. This means, essentially, that Greents

function singularities may be ignored.

(3.13)

(3.14)

0(1') ðc(rlr') ) ds'; r on s
ônl

To facilitate computation, S. is

segments. Each segment is defined by

r"¡ith â pointing to the 1eft, into the

Fie.3.8:
â = (vr-ro)î-(x"-xo)î

(3.ls)

ffi

divided into equal length line

its end-poinÈ coordinates, and

picture-frame, as shornm in

AA=n1+n1xy'
(3. 16)
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Fig.3.6 The

\
i
c

Auxílíary Contour and Multiple
Picture-Frames

s
S

do = .O5

t.o

lo

I

Fig. 3.7 The Behaviour of 1n(d), cos 0/d r+ith
Separatíon d Betv¡een S and the Picture-I':a:re
loundary (¿9lf-.' l; t"rrËr u=0, I' is point on S"
closest Èo r on S; u is distance on a linear
S- from thaî point).
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Sc

Simple Ërapezoidal integration Ur, n.tSll is used over rhe line

segment. The line from r to integration poinË rt has the direction

Fig. 3.8 Orientation of a Line Segment of S.

(xo,to)

The cosine required for ðG/ân is simply obtained as

\o

X

cos0=

All contributions for

evaluated.

PoËential is given anywhere in a PDE finite-element by

n m +nxxy

=m x

where f and 0 are the finite-element funcËions and coeffieients,

respectively, as described in Chapter II. Then

1

Ehe Greents functions (3.5, 3.6) may now be

+m iv-

m
v

Q (r') = glo

(3. 17)

(3.18)

(3.19)



ð0 (.' )

a;r-

Now, for any observaËion point

integration over S" (3.15) may

^.7toL ntËt x

where

+ afT
ôyt

6t

"v)Q

e(r)T'=
r
l
S c

gt

ô(r) = s(r)r E

r

be

on S (or in

computed in

( .crE') ,.atr ,'-tFt

and in v¡hich p, for the st,atic

p (. lr') (n*m*+n¡r) ) dsl

Ehe external region) the

the form:

(3.zta)

or, for Ëhe Ëime-harmonic case (3.6b) by

+ ðfT ,,
ãt' Y)

(3.2o)

P(rlr'¡

rn this expression (3.21) þ is rhe vector of all node poËenrials

in all the finite-elemenËs. Note that if rhe point r is not in the

region external to s", 0(4 in (3.21a) should vanish. (see rhe

discussion at (3.4).) This is a useful cheek on rhe trapezoidal

integration procedure, and. Ëhe integration step may be adjusted to

improve accuracy

The integral consËraint is construct,ed by evaluating (3.2La) at

all the node points on the picture-frame boundary. rf ô* is the

vector of these node potentials, the following maËrix equation resulËs

-1- -l

ãlE-r-f

case (3.5b) is given by

P(rlrr) = jk
4

Hr (t lr-r' | )

(3.21b)

(3.21c)

(3.2ld)

,t-Y6- t'l E (3 "22)



ff -0.f is the vector of internal node potential-s (that i", gl={E tqutrr,

(Z.ZZ) may be rewritten in the form

The matrix t*] is not square unless the number of nodes

the number of those not on S. The Rayleigh-Ritz matrix

PDE solution (3.1) rnay be writren as

EB-[u]Ar = Q

62

[,:::::][,J
and (3.24) is to

using a Lagrange

be solved subject to (3.23).

eonstraint [f:r pp. tZ-tl)

b__I

b,e

stt

sst

-N

on S equals

equation for

(3.23)

Equation (3.25) may be solved directly, o. -01 and À may be eliminated

algebraically to yield

sts

ssn

I

-N*T

I

o

[tr, * srsN * *ot tr, + N*T hs *] -0.1 = br * [**t] Þu

9.1

0s

À

Here only the internal node poËentials are sought, with the boundary

node potentials recoverable from (3.21) after solution of (3.26). rt

should be remembered that the Greenrs function is complex for klo

(See equation (3.6)), so that rhe marrix [l] will, in general, be

This is accomplished by

(3.24)

b__I

Þg

g

(3.25)

(3.26)



complex-valued.

There are no free sources in any of the examples, so that Ëhe

PDE is always homogeneous.
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consider Ëhe geometry shor,m in Fig. 3.9a, representing the cross-

sectíon of an infinitely-extending parallel-e'rip capacitor. The

syurnetrie the problem al1ow solution to be sought only in Èhe

positive quadrant, and Èhe reduced pícture-frame with the contour S_c

are shor.¡n in Fig. 3.9b. with Èhe polynornial of degree N=4 there are

65 internal node potentials to be obtained. The contour s" is con-

strucËed vrith 10 line segments, and 4 point trapezoidal íntegratíon is

used Ëo compute Ëerms in (3.i5f.

The symetry of the geometry about the x=o plane is handled by

imposing the homogeneous Neumann condition at x=0. This conditíont is

natural to the PDE formulation, and need not be enforced.. The anti-

symnetry about the y=g plane is handled by enforcing Ëhe homogeneous

Diríchlet condition aË y=0" The inËegraËion over s" is cone in fcur

païts, one for each quadrant, by the technique described in Appendix B.

'For the Dirichlet potential Q=l specified on the strip, the

resulting equipotentials are shovrn in Fig. 310. For comparison, an

rtexacttf equipotential plot, accuraËe to within one per cent, ís also

shovm. It may be obsersed that the greatest error occurs in the

vícinity of the strip edge. This error is d.ue to the known singular

behaviour of the derivatives not being well modelled by the polynomial

approximations. (This problem will be discussed further in Chapter IV,)

Dácreton [fa] frt" shown that the inËroduction of special functions Ëo

handle such behaviour can greatly improve the approximation.

The problem \.,ias investigated early by Palmer [fS] wno used Schr,¡artz-

Christoffel techniques to obtain an analytic solution, and. is a special

3.3 TheStríp Capacitor: Electrostatic Solution
'',..,

64

The contour S" is chosen to ensure separation from'S (>0.25, as ín Fig
3.7). The "rounding" of S" near ( 2r2)ís not significanÈ; the contour
may be constructed of any straight líne segments.
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+ = -l

( o)

Fig. 3.9 The SÈrip Capacitor
a) Ful1 View of Capacitor in Cross-SecËion
b) The Reduced Picture-Frame

( b)
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Ð 7

Fie. 3.10 The Strip Capaciror: Static
within the Reduced Picture-Frame

Equ ipotentials



case

[tz]
This

may

of problems invesËigated by Wheeler [te] and Bryanr, and ]feiss

. The capaciËance of this strip capacitor is L8.7246 pf/m*.

value r¡/as compuËed by use of Palmerrs algoriËhm. Capacitance

also be computed from the electrostatie energy U [fa, p.:O]:

where V is the poËential difference beLween

sËatic energy is also given by Ëhe integral

õlU ? .-o / V0.V0 dQAJ
alL space

67

Ç= 2ü
V

Applying Green?s first identity to the region

pointing ouË of 0, and using Ëhe sytrnetries, a

rU = 2.o I V0.V0 dCI + 2eo

CI

U
2

Substitution

capaci tance:

^-\J-L

(3.27)

the strips. The electro-

[ra, p.109]

(3.28)

of (3.29) into (3.27) yields Ëhe appropriate equarion for

where Q and S are the reduced picture-frame and its external boundary,

respecËively. The first integral in (3.30) is compured by inregrating

the polynomial approximation exactly, and t,he second, by 21 point

Ërapezoidal integration. The result is 18.9 pf/m, whieh is in error

by about one per cent.

t vo.vode + eo l*g* ds

'ç¿ 's dn

external

1low this

f , t*J, ã;

Eo S, wittr â

to be r¿ritten as

The reference for
as Ëhe value r¿as
noË appear in the

ds (3.29)

this was given as
taken from tables
published r¿ork.

(3.:o¡

.lttJ]-na
in [tg] . Tbis_ is incorrecÈ

preprint of 117_l wtrich did



Suppose that a dielectric slab (er=9') is placed between the strips

as shov,¡n in Fig. 3.11a. The Eyrmetries a1low the solution to be

obËaíned in the positive quadranË and the reduced picture-frr-e is

shovm in Fig. 3.11b. Here, Ëhe controur s" is composed. of 13 segments,

and again, 4 point trapezoidal integration is enployäa on each segment.

The problem is símilar to certaín open mícrostrip problems in

r+hich the dielectric is taken to be infinitely wide, u¡hich permits use

of.integral. transiorm techniques [ZO] and integral equation Èechniques,

such as that of Bryant and Weiss [fZ]. For a slab of finite width rhose

Dethods are not directly applicable, although the laËter technique could

be suitably rnodified. This will be pursued further in chapter v..

I{ith N=3 there are 7L node poËentials to be deternined for the

present problem. The resulting equipotentials are shoinm in Fig. 3.L2.

The strip edge singularity effect is clearly observed in Ëhe perturbed

conEours in the finite-elements shown by the dashed lines.

The effective dielectric constant is obtained as the raËio of cap-

acÍtance with the dielectric slab Ëo capacitance without the slab.

Using field energies to compute capacitance, as in ths previous example,

the effective dielectric constant ís compuËed. to be 6.38. Bryant and.

weiss [rz] report a value of 6.47* for an infinitely wide slab (er=9).

3.4 The Capacitor with
Electrostatic

68

a Dielectric Slab:
Solution

This reference, as given in
value referred to appeared
pub lication.

. [ig]
]-na

, is not
preprint

completely correct.. The
of ltlJ, not in the final
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Fig. 3.11 The
a) Full View of
b) The Reduced

(b)

Strip Capacitor wíth a Dielecrric Slab (er=9)
Problem in Cross-SecËion

Picture-Frame

5 X
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One would expect the value to be higher for the laËt.er case, due Ëo the

much larger dielectric. However, as seen in Fig. 3.I2, Ëhe field in

the dielectric becomes small as distance from the conductor is increased,

and this implies but a small contribuËion to energy from Ëhe field in

Ëhe dielectric aË large distances from the conductor.

Fig. 3.I2 The Strip CapaciËor røith a Dielectric
slab (er=9): static Equipotentials



Here the electric vecËor potential described by Harrington

ler, nn.129-131] is used ro obrain soluËion to rhe capaciror problem

of Section 3.3. There are several algorithrnic modifications required"

Equipotentials here are of H, and ¿as tangent to the direcÈion of the

electric fie1d. In the staËic case equipotentials are orthogonal to

the electrostatic equipotentials obtained previously. The symmetries

must be interchanged in constructing solutions using the red.uced.

pícture-frame shown in Fig. 3.13. The triangular finite-elements are

placed as in Ëhe example of section 3.3, but here s" is placed somewhat

differently3 again, however, as Ëen equal length line segments. The

source is conceived as a line dipole connected. between the strips at

x=0, which produces the Neumann boundary condition shov¡n in Fig. 3.13.

9r-5 TÞe CapaciËor: Time-Harmonic Solution

7L

ôó _.
r -ll
On

ì*- *-..

Fig. 3.13
Capacitor

The Reduced Picture-Frame for the Strip
with the Electric Vector Potential



The results vrere obtained wíth N=2 (55 node potenËials) and the

static equipotenËials of. H" are shown in Fig. 3.14. These are seen

Ëo be orthogonal to the electrostatic equipotentials obtained previously

(íl-Lustrated in Fig. 3.10). The equipotentials of the real part, of Hr,

obtained r+ith the propô.gation coristant k=4 (representing a frequency of

L9 Gtlz r,rith dirnensions in centimeters), are shoum in Fig. 3.15. These

may be compared with those of a dípole source radiating into free space,

as shornm by Harringron [Zf , p.277f .
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Fig. 3"L4 The Strip Capacitor; Electric Vector
Potential: Contours of Hr, StaEic Case
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Fig. 3.15 The
Contours of H

z

Strip Capacitor;
at 19 Gtlz.

Electric VecÈor Potentials:



Consider the geometry shor,m in Fig. 3.16. Thís is a cross-section

of a thick rrantenna" infinite in t]ne z direction r¿ith tr¡o dielectric

obstacles. The dielectric constaÍrt is chosen as er=100, to ensure

that the dielectric perturbs Ëhe free-space solution. The electric

vector pot.ential is used, and the symmetries may be used to construct

the reduced picture-frames shorn¡n in Fig. 3.L7. There are thTo separaËe

picture-frames in Fig. 3.L7, and the triangular elements and Ëhe contours

S" are placed as shown. The source is a line dipole connected between

the antenna plates at x=0, resulting in the Neumann boundary cond,ition

shown.

3.6 An Antenna-Type Problem
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Ante nno

Obstacle

Fig. 3.16 An Antenna-Type Problem: Ful1 View
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With N=2 there are 57 node potenrials ro be determinedl The

frequency was choseri to be 5 GHz, resulting in a propdgation function

ÍI=1.le,. (with dimensions in centimeters).. The equipotenÈials of the

real parË of. H, in the two picture-frames are shown in Fíg. 3.18. The

wobble of the contours, quite noËiceable in the larger picËure-fr¡me

results from using too 1ow an order of approximation. There is con-

tinuity of potential betvreen the picÈure-frames, as shor.m païËicularLy

by the contour numbered 4. Field behaviour is seen Èo be correct near

the dielectric obstacle.
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It must be noËed Ëhat this solution was obtained without z-direcËion

propd.gation. If such propôgation vreïe allowed, a single vector potenÈial

woul-d not be sufficient to represent the elecËromagnetic field due to

the, coupling of electric and magnetic fields at the air-dielectric

interface [fg, p.303]. In such "ases fu11 vector potenËial formulaËion

may be required, as described by English lzzl, although ín cerrain

cases lZl-Z+f coupled Er, H, poÈenfials may be sufficient. Investigarion

of 'such problems lrould be a logical extension of this work.

The selection N=2 was made for convenience, and in no way limits the
method. The packaged algorithrns catered for a maximum of 75 unknor,ms,
and thís value was felt to be sufficiently large for demonstration
purPoses.
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Fig.3.18 The Antenna-Type Problem:
H at5GHzz

Contours of



Unbounded field problems are conveníently solved'by constraining

PDE variational expressions in pict.ui:e-frarnes to satisfy an IE condition.

Potential is obtained directly, within the picÈure-frames, and. may be

generated at any point outside the picture-frames by an inËegration. The

Potential in the exterior region saËisfies-exactly-the homogeneous PDE.

Picture-frames may be placed wherever they are required, and the

dístance betr¿een picture-frames is not. important. Computing effort is

conserved: PDE solutions are computed only within picture-frames, and

the IE constraint is computed using only the símp1est, free-space Greenrs

functions. ExpliciË treaËment. of the Greenrs function singularíty is
avoided by the separation of S and S"; Èhe singularity is 1iter.al1y

sidestepped. This device permiËs ihe use of quite simple algoriËhüs.

There is some trade-off" however. rn order to sidest.ep Èhe

singularities a homogeneous overlap region between S and S" is required,

and this makes the pícture-frames possibly larger than necessary, Ëhereby

increasing compuËation for t.he PDE portion. rt is also necessary to

specify the contour s. separately, but this is not difficult.

A significant cont,ribution is the ext,ension to the Helmholtz problem.

trlith the proper exterior TE expression, energy convergence within the

picture-frâmes is guaranteed by Mikhlints theorem.

The use of finite-elements for representation of Q permits one to deal

with much smaller (although denser) matrices than does the use of finite
differences. Expensive iteration schemes often associated with finite-
difference methods are avoided, although certain direct methods useful

in finite-difference r¿ork are applicable (see chapter vrr). For the

examples presented here, simple direct, methods yield fast, accurate

sol-utíon of the matrix equations

3. 7 Concl-usions
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In this chapt,er variational techniques are described for obtaining

energy convergent approximat,e solutions to the static problem

82

r
1 / o(r') c(r lrr ) ds' = g(r)
elo -s

v¡here G is the free-space Greents function.

problems it is (1.8)

VAR]ATTONAL SOLUT-ION OF THE

FREDHOLM INTEGRAL EQUATÏON

CHAPTER IV

and for two-dimensional problems it is (3.5a)

('l'', = 

^f 
ln ll-l'l .

c(rIr') -1
z*Tr-r'T

In operaËór-notation, (4.f) may be written as

Ko=g

;rons

and of special interest are the properties of the integral operator K.

One may observe frorn (4.1) and (4.2) that the Greenrs function

singularity cannot be avoided - it must be treated explicitly, as

I' anC r in (4.1) both lie on S.

There is also the problem of singular charge distributions to be

considered. Suppose that S is a rectangular conducting plate lying ín

the y=g plane with edges at z=+b and x=*ar as shown in Fig. 4.Ia.

The Dirichlet problem (4.1) is

For three-dimensional

(4. r)

(4.2a)

(4.2b)

(4.3)
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o(x,z) dx dz. =

W
ivative

bTTqJ
-b

r,rith respect to xr

o(x,z) (x-xt) , dx dz = O

æt-¡z/z

xl
I
I

J
-a

o(x,z) (xr-x)dxdz ,

@53t2

batl
-b xl

(4.4)

o(xrz) (x-xt ) dxdz r

@2T3t2 (4t s)
I

o(x)

(q)

Fig. 4.1 Source Distribution on a Rectangular Conductor
a) A View of the Configuration
b) The Singular Source Distribution

(b)



This equation states that the x component of the electrostatic

force must balance at any point -a<xt(a on Ëhe plate. consider what

happens as xt+a. The inregral on the right-hand side of (4.5) is

compuÈed over a vanishing area, but the value of the int,egral must

be finite for any non-zero value of xt-a. Therefore the integrand

must grow infinitely large as xr*a. .(see Fig. 4.1b) This is rhe

onLy way of producing a finíte, non-zero integral to satisfy (4.s).

Jones [r, nn.566-56gJ sumrnarizes much of the r¿ork done prior to 1966

in investigating this singularity problem and the well known resulË

is thaË in the absence of corners

B4

o(x) cr 1

tG
where x is the distance from the edge.

(4.6)



The operator K is self-adjoint due to the symmetry of the Greents

function (4.2): the inne¿ product (see Section 2.i) is taken over S,

and

4.1 The Integral Operator
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(Kurv) = LI
I

"oS

LI
^J-oS

S is a curve in the plane or a surface in space

Ëhree dimensions, respectively.

The operator is also positive-definite if þ

lZ, n.158]. Using equarions (3.11)

v(r) t-Js u(r') c(.lr')dsrds

u(L ,l
S

(u¡Kv)

<Koro> =

v(rt) c(.lrt) dst ds

rrr / o(r) / o(r')
;--jJ-*oSS

Applying

<Koro>

.IoJ
S

(4.7)

for problems in tr^ro or

Greenl s

I
I
I

S

where here Q

definite, and

as in the PDE

,ð0 - ð0 .,\ã; ãn /+

identity,

oþds =

G(rIrt) dst ds

vanishes at infinity

0ds

is all space: the

the energy in K

case.

(wirh

.IoJ
o

=l
S

S-+o at infinity)yields

v0.v0 dCI

o(r) ô(Ð ds

infinite region.

is proportional to

(4. 8)

K is positive-

electrostaÈic energy,

(4.e)



It is norr necessary

S is of finite extent

vanishes. Let It b.

lim c(. I t')
r-)æ

If

so

and the operator is positive-definite.

however

to examine the behaviour of Q at infinity.

, S vanishes at infinity íf the Greenrs funcËion

a point on S. For three-dimensíonal problerns

B6

Therefore potential can become infinite as r->co, and another approach

is necessary.

1in

=*

Suppose that G is strictly positive

that is

G(rlrt) = -1 lnlrt""ol =--
2n

=Q

For tr,ro-dimensional problems,

Then

<Koro> =

G(rlri)> y >O; r,rronS

(4. 1.0)

ftl
Iê¿"os

ìY
o

and the operator l-s

Consider a modified

for any two points rrrt on S;

o(r) I
S

r
r loG) ds \2 >o
tJt-

S

pos itive-defini te.

Greents function for

(4. 11)

o(rt) G(rlrr) ds'ds

where, f or any tvio

logarithm is less

G(rlrt) = - 1 ln ..¡rr-rl,
211 .!uJ'

(4.L2)

points rrrt on

than unity, and

two-dimens ional prob lems :

Srd >

Gis

E-r'l.
strictly

(4. 13)

(4.L4)

The argument of Ëhe

positive on S.



Equatíon (4.13) holds and posiEive-definiËeness is esÈablished. Since

K is a self-adjoint positir,'e-definite operator, or can be made so for

a particular Ëwc-dimensi.onal problem by the ínclusion of a suitable

constant, one may seek an energy convergent solution by minimizing

the funcËional
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F(o) = (Koro)

LI
ICJ"oS,l
S

- 2 <org>

o(r) I ",'
S

o(r) g(r) ds

t)c(rlït) dst ds

(4. 1s)



There have been rnany

[¡-S] are recent exarnples)

of the form

4.2 Prevíous trIork

F (o)
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= f o,a, l, o_') e (rlr')as' ds

These procedures date baclc.to Levine and Schwin8er [O] and the general

proeedure may be found .in collin ll , ,.154] . rn rhis formulation G ís

not Ëhe free-space Greents function; rather it is a Greents function

satisfying the boundary conditions that is constructed as a sum of the

waveguide eigenmodes.

variational procedures

for waveguide problems

(/ "tt' ds )'

InËegral Èransform techniques such as that of Yamashita and Mittra

[g] are limited by the problem configurarion: s must usuarly be an

infinite straight line or plane.

reported (of rvhich

which have functionals

some very early work ín solving the rE of interest here (4.1) r¿as

reported by Crout [g] and Crout and Hildebrand [fO] wfro used polynomial

trial funcËions for o and a poinr-matching technique. Harrington lrr]
describes how the moment method. may be used. to sorve rE problems.

Spielman and Harri"gton[fZ] describe an IE moment method for finding

eigenvalues; unfortunately their approach creaLes a nonlinear problem,

as the eigenvalues occur r¿ithin a transcendental Greents function.

Silvester and Hsieh [t¡] describe a Galerkin proced.ure for soluËion of

(4.f) and Benedek and Silvester [r+] irave invesrigated its applicarion

to the parallel strip capacitor. Pontoppidan [tS] reports an TE solurion

by point-maËching for static problems in two dimensions.

(4.L6)



The bí.bliography produced by Noble ltAJ is invaluabie. Greents

functions are rveil covered by Roach [rZ], and Bergman [ia] d.iscusses

IE operators. Kellogg lig], as well, is a basic reference for poËential

theory, and Mikhlinrs t\.ro books on integral e-q.uations IZO-Ztl are

exËremely useful.
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The functí-onal (4.15) is mínimized in a fashionanalogous to thaË

used for the PDE frmctionaL (2.4g) earlier. Here s ís divided ínto
fínite-elements vrhich will be Ëreated independently. The procedure

is more complicated here than for ttre pls case, hor^rever. suppose thaË

there are tr^ro elements, s, and. s, in Fig. 4,2, each with a constant

source oi. The functional, then, is

4.3 Finíte Elements
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p(s)=o12 | Ito St St

+ ort

c(.lrt)dstds + 20,on

II
sz sz

G(rlrr)dst

t
st

I
st

ds-2o,

[ "nlr') ds ' ds
J

s2

\.^
'5¡

g (r) ds

(4.r7)rt
- 2on / g(r)ds ,1J

sz

7

Fie. 4"2 IE Finite Elemenrs

é=9, on Sl

þ= gron sz

S=SrU 52



The Rayleigh-Ritz maËrix equaiíon is obtai.ned

í=L, 2. It is

t,,
1
c

o

t,

I
s1

c(r I r')ds rds t,t,

G(rlrr)dsrds f
,,,I

s2

9T

The matrix is spmetric and dense. There is contribution from every

source to every other source. This is characteristic of such rE

formulations.

t,,

One may ask r¿hether or not it. is possible to use a finite-elemenË

approach here and treat each element individually, in Ëurn, as was d,one

for PDE problems in chapter rr. rs it possible to treaË element s,

independently from Sr? The answer is yes, provided that a simple

devíce is used: in dealing with element s, one simply assumes that the

source on element s, is known. This trknornmtt source d, produces a

potenËial at 51 which is subtracËed from the specified Dirichlet con-

dition, resulting in a new Dirichlet problem to solve. rn principle,

then, one treats each element S, separately and includes contributions

from other elements in the form of an augmented Dirichlet condition.

Applying this idea to the present example, consider the first

element S, and assume oz to be completely knov,rn. Then the equation

to be solved is

c(rlrr)ds'ds

by setting ðF/ðor=O;

I
s2

G(rlrt)dsrds

o1 I
st

I
sz

e(r)d

o2

"ì

g(r)d

4.18)

t'6- IIJ
'o st

G(rIrt)dst = g' (r) (4. 1e )



where the augmented Dirichlet condition

f
e1(r) = e (r) - o, / cçr I r'¡ as '

lc"o tz

is assumed to be completely knor^m. The variational proced.ure may

be applied to (4.19) to yield
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rrf
:! J J c(.lr')dsrds = J B1(r)ds
"o St St St

d element may be Ëreated similarly, and

results :

The secon

equation

1
c

o

I I c(. l'') ds 'ds o
'sl 'sl t, I

o I lc(rlr')ds'dsJJsz s2

Tf

Ëhe

(4,

81 and g,

so lution.

20) for S,

lrr"r(r) 
ds

I e"(')a"
./q

(4.2o7

were acËua11y known, this matrix equation

Howeverr g1 and g, contaín the unknov¡ns.

and performing a similar operation for S,

Ehe following maËrix

t,,

t,,

This may

results.

operator

(4.2L)

I (r) ds

S (r) ds

o1

o2
V,

tt

f

_11
% 

v,[,

g., (r) ds
t-

1

g" (r) ds

2

be substituted

One may think

equation

(4.23)

into (4 .22), and equaËion (4. 1B) iirunediarely

of these equatíons as havíng come from the

.(4.22)

could produce

Using equation

results in

o lrl',
G(rlrt)dstds

(Ko* Kt) o = g

G(rfrr)dsrds

o

o1

a2

(4.24)



where K i.s the operator over each elanent, t,aken individr.lally, andO ^ -----'::.:-:':-.--r t

where Kr is the opeïaÈor r¿hich interconnects or nutually cortstrains

the elements. Ko produees the matrix in (4.22); Kt the maËrix is (4.23).

One may Pause for 4 moment.to consider what this means in comparison

r¿ith the PDE forrnulation presented. in Chapter II. In the latter, it is

necessary to have continuity of potenËial betr+een any two elements and

in pracËise orle assigns a single node potential to node points at the

same physical location. suppose that this were not the case, that

instead, two coincident node points on an inter-element boundary were

each assigned a separate potential, one for each element. rt would

then be necessary to force these two potentials to assume the same value

(for continuíty) and Lagrange eonstrainËsr'for ¿¡ç:mple, could. be used.

to accomPlish this. The PDE finite-elements would then be mutually con-

strained to enforce continuity.

Returning nor¿ to the IE problem, two simple elements aïe presented,

for use in the subsequenË examples: the line elemenÈ for problems in the

plane, and the rectangular elemenË for three dimensional fíeld problems.

On each elemenÈ the source is taken to be constant. This is denoted

pulse function approximation, and the approximate solut.ion is complete

when the pulse heights, oi, i=l .. N are found. These erements.are

depicted in Fig. 4.3.

Consider the line element firsÈ. Suppose the normal directíon is
to the left of the element. The direction cosines of the normal may be

obtained from.the end point coordinaËes of Ëhe 1ine, jrFÈ as in (3.16).

Lét the (.rrv) coordinate system be defined as sho¡m in Fig. 4.4. The

(urv) coordinates of the observer point r- are given by--+
.p = (Y"-vn)n* + (xn-x")n,

( 4.2s)tp = (xn-x")n* + (vn-v")n,

93
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(o)

Fig" 4.3 Simple Pulse Function Elemefits
a) Line Elements for 2-D Problems
b) Rectangular Elements for 3-D problems

(b)
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Note that v- is the perpendicular distance from r- Ëo the line element.p ' ---*:-p
If vnlOr:n is not on Ëhe element. Also, if un<O or if rprrb, the point

r- is not on the element, even when v-=0. It will be found. useful later-P P --

to test whether or not an observation point is on an element, and, if ít
is not, to know hor¡ close it lies Ëo a particular element.

The integral of the Green?s funct.iorÌ over the element ís of the form:

Fig. 4.4 A Local Coordinate System for Line Elements

=y

In the (urv)

f=

r,{
1-
t- r

-a
- 1 lnlr-r I ¿"¡_ _ñ¡

2rY

coordinate system this integral becomes

-1
ñ

tL
rô

llnffia"
o

G.26)

(4.27)



Making the subst.itution t=u-u .p'

u, -uÞ.p
I 

-

-1 I rnlnT-g dr
2nJ Y

I-
-u

P

u, -uDp
l' tn 6z-îT at/p

o

-1
ñ
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rohich

b

f
)

d

this integral becomes

may be integrated analytically

=-f
ñ

tn 'Ç-+T at

The

o

l' ln
J
-up

resulË

=*{

ñ7-r

1S

= r{ln Fz-;ep

u-{1n,f[zTE:u -1] + v ran-l,*p "p 'p '*" (þl
v

+ (uo-un){1n'4m2-+ -1} + v

dr

by the formula

and uO is simply the length of rhe line

G is obtained analytically for any obse

u^=O or u_=u., one of the integrals inppb'
computed.

- 1] + vnran-l,Ë- 
,

(4.28)

consider now the,rectangular element shown in Fig. 4.5. The

coordinate system (urvrw) is defined as shor¿n. The norrnal direction

is in the +w direction, and the direcËion cosines of â are given by

p

l
-1 I

ntan 
'l 

"U-"p \ It---/fpJ

element. Thus

rvaËion point r'-p
(4.28) vanishes

n

n
v

n
z

. (4.29)

= {(v6-1")G"-zo) ' (r"-vo) Go-z^)} lL

= {("b-r^)(x"-xr) - (xo-x") (2"-zO)} /L

= { (*b-*") (r"-v6) (x"-xr) (ro-r") } /n

(4. so)

the íntegral of

. Note that if

and need not be

(4.3la)

(4.3lb)

(4.31c)
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where A is the element area A=uOvO. The

point r- in the (urvrw) system are given'-p
rp = { (5-x") (xn-x.) + (yu-ya) (v^-1")

rn = { (xu-x") (xn-xr) + (y¿-ya) (vn-vr)

wn = (xn-*r)r* + (yn-y")n, + (zr-z^)n,

As in Èhe trvo dimensional case, the (urvrw) coordinates of r may be

used to determine v¡hether or not 5 i= on the element, and,if it is not,

how close it is

The integral of Ëhe Greents function over the recËangular element

is of the form

coordinates

by

+ (z,-z 
^) 

(z

+ (z 
U-z 

^) 
(z

cf the observat-ion

I=1
ã

-zp

-zp

t,

") 
Ì /"0

^)\ 
lv o

ds
lr-r T,- -P'

(4.32a)

(4.32b)

(4.32c¡

(4.33)

Fig. 4.5 A Local

h=w

Coordinate System
Elements

for Rectangular



In the (u,v,w) coordina

td tbttoo
I=1

G

rf wnlo the addition-subtraction technique described in Appendix c,

and suggested for use here by M. Friedman, is applied to gíve

te systenr this integral becomes

9B

I=1
G

v. u.cl bI t(o-or

i," 1,"

ffip p' p'

+1
G

du dv

The first inËegrand is regular. This permits one to use a

numerical íntegration Eechnique, such as Gaussian quadrature.

The second integral in (4.35) rnay be obtained analyrically.

Let Ë=u-u- and tt=v-v_. Then the required integral is of the formPP

ffipp'p

du dv
ffi'p'p'

ffi'p'p'

(4.34)

f2=
dp
t

-vp

)a" 
a"

Tz

-v
¡P=J
o

td-t
(
l
o

u. -uÞp
I at ¿tt

J ,/TE,z
-up

-u v.-vpdp
f ' dt drr + l'

J oln=t-- Jo

(4. 3s )

p ,p
/ dt dtt
J ,TÆT,

0

tL -ubD
/ dr dtfJo ,mtz

-v u,pf)tt
oo

-u
P

dt dtr
ÆzTt12

(4.36)

(4.37)



Each of these

r(T,Tt)
T

=[
J
o

is evaluaËed

TI

t dr dt'
Jo ,/v*lo
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Here T, Tr are the absolute values of the limits in the four inËegrals
in (4.37). The sign of rhe ínregral is positive if rhe limirs are of
Èhe same sign, and the integral is negative if the signs of the limits
are differenË,. Tf either T or Tt is zeîo, the integrar (4.38) is
sinply not computed, for it is over a zero aîea in the (urv) plane.

Note t,hat a rectangular element always lies in a plane.

as

+ r ln /r'\r

= Tt rrr/r +

\r'

)tr, 
,' > o

.1+,7
t-tTt

(4. 3B)



The two d.imensional example problem of Section 3.3 is revisited,
this time to seek an IE solution. Because of the syurnetries, the
source need be sought only in the positiþe quadrant, on the line y=[,
in the region O<x<l. This region is conveniently divided into N line
elements, each of length 1/N, as in Fig. 4.6, and pulse functions may

be used to approximate the source. The inclusion of special functions
Ëo handle the know-n singular behaviour of the source distribution is
also investigated.

4.4 The Strip Capacitor

100

4.4.L Pulse Function Approximation

Pulse functions
the source:

The synrnetries are conveniently handled by using a mirror image
function, defined as G=p+Q, where lZZ, ,.430]

p(llr')=-1tn(- (x+xt)2+(y-y')2 )ttzñl j
and

may be placed on the N line elements

o(x) = oi for x on S. ,
1

The image syrüneLry at y=Q ensures that potential
and the operator is therefore positive-definite.

0 (r') =

to approximaÈe

1

=-c
o

I
I o(x) G(x? ,ï' l*, t) dx

o

N

x
1=I

(4. 3e )

Green t s

o.
1

e
o

I G(x',y'l*,r) dx

S.
t_

(4.40b)

vanishes at infinity,
Potential is given by

(4 ' 4L)

(4.4oa)
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Since the D

simply the

A..
U

irichlet con

elemenÈ leng

tr
=ll JJ

S. S.rJ

diti

ths.

LO2

on is unity the right-hand

The'matrix entries are

where

P(rlrt)dstds +

r
/ r(r) ds

J_
s.

1

iThe first integral ín (4.45) is compuËed numerically (as ar (4.42)) and

the'second, analytically. Finally (4.44) is computed numerically, for

f(l) is regular. Order 3 Gaussian quad.rature is used for all nunerical

integraÈions.

fq) =I
S.

J

Q(rltt) ds' ds

side entries are

P (r' lr) ds t

Capacitance may be determined by the raËio of

to the potential difference. Since half the charge

det,ermined (0 <x<1) and the potential difference is

+I
S.

J

Q(¡lr') ds'

Results are given in Table 4.1. The choice of (4o/9rLo) as the

poinÈ to display potentíal is somer¿rhat arbitrary: this potential

exhibited greater variatíon v¡ith n than others in an early Ëest and

was retained for comparison. Both capacitance and poËential con-

verge, and the correct capacitance, 18.72 pf /ìa is attained r¡ith 50

pulse functions. This soluËion was used. to produce the Itexactrt

equipotentials given in Section 3.3, Fig. 3.10. NoÈe rhar the

(4.44)

N
C=1 X o;

N i=l

(4.4s)

charge on one strip

on one strip is

)

(4.46)



capaciÈance (and hence

This is to be expected,

at equation (2.36).

103

poÈential energy)

as the IE is not

Nr:mber
of Pulses

TABLE 4.1 THE STRIP CAPACITOR;
IE SOLUTION: PIILSES

I
2
5

10
20
30
40
50

is maximized

homogeneous.

by this procedure.

See Ëhe corunent

Capacitance
pf lNr

L7.72
18.20
18. 51
L8.62
18.68
18.70
L8.7L
L8.72

4.4.2 Approximation r^¡ith Singular Trial FuncËions

Potential
þ (4o /9, 1o)

o. 106 3
o.Io92
0.1110
o. 1117
O.LLLL
o.L722
o.rr23
o.rt24

It is known that the source distribution is singular at the strip

edges [1, p.569]. rt behaves as

Since the problem is solved in the positive

to use the simpler function

o" (x)

GtG

o" (x)

,F;-2'

=l
,ffi.

quadrant, xì0, it is possible

(4.47)

(4 " 48)



This function, with its or,m variaËional Parameter Oor is introduced

ín an aËtempt to improve convergence. The approximation now is

One equaEi

by setting

Nr.roi I
Ii=l eo Jg

o(x) = o: + oo , xonS¡ .
I-

Fx

on is added to the matríx equation (4.43), and is obtained

âF/âo = Q. It is'o

LO4

1

,M
r

I G(x,1 l*' ,1) dx'dx

S.
1

WiËh subscript

1
r=ldx.

J-0 r'l-x

1

of+ol
"oO

^ denoting this equation

L
I

b-ldx=/oi
J-O {L-x

11frA=flLlOO 
-! 

!
clJ"o0y'l-x O

1

I
o

(4.49)

G(x,1 l*t ,1)dx dxt

and

GG{

A =[, =01 10

The matrix entries are s)rumetric (4.51c) since the functional is

syurnetric in i and j. (Recall the derivation from (4.17).)

The addition-subtraction technique (Appendix C) is used to evaluate

(4"5lb) and (4.51c). Consider Ëhe off-diagonal entry first.

1

LI
=-)"oo

(4. so)

G(x,11*t,1) dxt dx

r1 / c(",11x',1)dxt dx

-J
y'I-x S.

1

,F"T

(4.5la)

(4. slb)

(4.5lc)



Equatíon (4.51c) is written as

11rrA^.:=f I t {r(x)-r(1)}dx+f(1) /¿*
c)cJ"o 0 y'L-x -o O y'I-x

where

105

Eguation (4.53) has already been consídered, at (4.45). The last

integral of (4.52) is given by (4.51a) and Ëhe inregrand of rhe firsr

integral of (4.52) is regular, permitting numerical integration.

The diagonal enÈry is handled similarlyi

r
f (x) = | G(x,1 lxr ,1) dxr o

J
S.t

11rrA^^=L | 1 tf(x)-f(l)Ìdx+f(1) / ¿*
cJ-J"o O t/L-x 'o O G.

where

L,

f(x) = | G(x,11*',1) dxr .J 

- 

(4.55)
o tFxT

The addition-subtrr'"tior, Ëechnique is applied to (4.55) b obtain

f(x). Recalling the definirions of P and Q (4.40), f(x) is wrirren as

(4.52)

1_1f ,, . ff(x)= I¡p(",tl"t,t)-p(", Ìd*t+p(x,111,1) / al./1-Io 'Ñ 'o /r-x

1

1 t lnlx-x'ldx'
2¡t uo 

Æ-"7

(4.53)

(4.s4)

(4.56)



P is regular, permitting numerical evaluation of the first integral.

The second integral has already been evaluaËed, at, (4.51a) and Ëhe lasË

may be obtained analyticallyl

t;
r- + J lnlx-x'ldxr = 1 {2-1n x + /rã' rn(1- }G)i . G.s7)¿tt O ,E 1r 'b G.'

The function f(x) is now available, and (4.54) is integrated in

the same r^ray as (4.52). The matrix equation may noÌü be completed.

Capacitance is sÈill given by the total charge on the strip

(0<x<1)

N
C = | X o. + 2o

ñ' i=l I - -o (4'58)

unless N=O, in which case Ëhere is but one equation to be solved:

106

andhereC=2o o'
The results obÈained using order 3 Gaussian quadrature for al1

numerical integrations are listed ín TabLe 4.2. Convergence is much

TABLE 4.2 TI{E STRIP CAPACITOR; IE SOLUTION:
PULSES AND SINGULAR FI]NCTION

Ao=boooo

Number Number of Capacitance Potential
of Pulses unknowns pf hq þGO/g rLO)

0
1

4

1

2

5

(4. se )

L8.57 0.1115
18.72 0.LL23
t8.72 0.LL24



faster with the special singular funct,ion: a total of 5 unknornms produces

the accuracy previously only attained using 50 unkno\ÀIns as given in

Table 4.1. Although energy corivergence is guaranteed' the rate of

convergencedePends very much on the choice of trial functíons. An

improvemenÈ wiÈh a special function to handle known edge singularities

\¡ras observed for PDE formulations by Décreton [Zg], who introduced such

functions to handle derivaËive (â0/ðn) singularities at edges.

Another choice of singular trial function hTas suggested by

M. Friedman:

ro7

This function is defined over the entire range, so thaË in effect Ëhere

is but one finite-element. Note Ëhat each term in the expansion is

singular - Ehe soluËion is constrained to this singular function. A

similar trial function (wittr ræ in the denominatör - see (4.47)) has

been used by Silvester and Benedek lZ+) in investigation of certain

open microstrip problems. They use a ttquasi moment methodrr with

Legendre polynomial weighting functions and compute all integrals

numerically with 
.specially 

modified Gaussian quadrature formulae.

Here, the Rayleigh-Ritz matrix equation is

o(x)
N i-l
- c.x
¿I

t=l ,/Tx
fT ci 0<xjl

The entries

1

I

o

Ie]

to b may

a-}(CIX =

(4. 60)

c=Þ

be computed

1rl2'lEn ,olG

recursively by the formula

i-l .x clx

,ET

(4. 61)

(4 "øz)



Therefore
br= 2

The matrix contributions

þ.'=
1

ri_lr4,.. - 1 I x" I1J:-j
'o -oG. 

o

the addition-sub tracËion

Lo8

2í
2í+L

and

b.t-- I i>1

4..
1J

are given by

I
=r tI

-J-oO

The. first inËegrand is regular, and the second integral has just been

invesÈigaËed. The function f(x) is computed using the addition-

subtraction t,echnique as follows:

*tj-1
,R

Eechnique is applied:

1-I
X

lR

G(x,1lxt r1)dxt dx

f (x)

{r (x)-r (1) }dx + f (1)_
e

o

1

=l
0

(4. 63)

*t 
j-1c(*,1lxt 

,1)dxt

+ P(x,111,1)

Fx¡

1

I
o

(4 "64)

1-1x

1

I
0

1

=l
o

r-lx"
ñ.

r/ l-x

,8"

*tj-16*t

dx

The second, foùrth and fifth integrals have already been obtaíned

analytica1ly, at (4.51) , (4.26) and (4"57) respectively" The reuraining

two have regular íntegrands and may be obtained numerically. Although

each may be"integrated directly over (O11) it is perhaps advisable to

1

I
o

/;xT

1

-1tnto

(4. 6s )

lnlx-x'ldx'

ln lx-x' | 1

1(
-1 I

2r to

*'f -
F"¡

tn f *-*'f a*t

r-l
_̂j dx'
G

,Æ-"r
(4.66)



perform the nunerical íntegration in Ëwo steps; over (Orx) and (xrl).

This would relieve difficulties caused by a possíb1e derivative singu-

larity at x. (See Appendix C). The example is presented using order

10 Gaussian quadrature directly over (Orl), and the results are listed

in Table 4.3. Convergence is essentially the same as in the previous

example, with 4 fígure accuracy being obtained with 5 unkno¡,ms.

L09

Order of
Polynomial

TABLE 4.3 T}IE STRIP CAPACITOR; IE SOLUTION
SINGULAR POLYNOMIA], FUNCTION

o
1

2

Number of
unknovms

IË is computationally easier to include the singular function

separately, with it,s ornm variational parameter. IË may also be better

in cases where the singularity is not as well knovm; forcing every trial

function to behave incorrecËly may not be wise. rf an inappropriate

function is introduced with a separat.e parameËer, the variaËional

method may simply ignore it hy setting Ëhe parameter to zero íf. it is

inappropriate.

1

2
3

CapaciËance
pf /l"I

18.57
1,8.72
L8.72

Potential
þ(4o/9,ro)

o.1115
o.LI24
o.LL24



consirder the two T shaped conductors shov,¡n in Fig. 4.ia wít]n a

potential difference of 2 volts. I^Iith the coordinate system shown,

the symrnetries may be used to reduce the problem to that of finding a

source distribution on the portion shovm in Fig. 4.7b, at z=r. The

image Greenrs function is also consËructed as G=p+Q where

4.5 A Three-Dimensional Example

l_10

P(rlrt) = 1 (
Tlr

and

I

Sínce the problem is Èhree-dimensional

definire (4.r0¡.

The function P is regular and is

region by double applícation of sinple

Q(rlr'¡

abff
o0

M
f (x,y)dy dx = I

i=1

The íntegral of Q over the rectangular element is obtained by the

method described ar (4.33).

Ihe problem is investigated first with pulse function approximation

and then with a special singular trial function to handle the edge and

corner singularities of the plate source distribution.

Ehe operator is positive-

(4.67 a)

M

I c.
1

J=I

inËegrated over a rect.angular

Gaussian quadraËure (Appendix D):

(a) cj (b) f (x, (a) , yj (b) )

(4.67b)

(4.68)



r11

(o)

Fig. 4.7 A 3-D Example.
a) Full View of Both Plates
b) Reduced Geometry; View from above.

4.5.L Pulse FuncËion Approximation

The plate region is divíded into square elements of side 1/N.

Therefore there are 6N2 elemenEs, and with pulse function approximation,

(b)

t
6N- pulse heights o_, to be found. Capacitance is given by

f,=1
tr

6N2
T

1=I
oi (4.6e)



The Rayleigh-Ritz matrix

the simple example of SecËion

trIittr 6=1 on Ëhe plate,

element area, and the

l]-,2

equaËion is constructed exactly as

4.3, aE equation (4.18). Here, it

Ie] o=Þ

These inËegrals are

4.. = 1lJr
o

Ëhe vector enËries

matrix entries are

4..
1J =L

E
o

(4 'to¡

are all given by 1/u2, Ëhe

given by

where

tfJJ
S. S.1J

uted ncomp

I
S.

l_

G(r lrt ) ds' ds

1n

1S

Equation (4.72) is integrated numerically, and f,

by methods described above, in Section 4.3.

The results obtained, using order 3 Gaussian

numerical integration, are lisËed in Table 4.4.

f
f(r) = / p(rlr') dst +

S.I

umerically:

f (r) ds

f
/ q(rlr')ds'

J -',-
S.I

(4.7L)

N

TABLE 4.4 TI{E 3-D PROBLEM: IE SOLUTION: PULSES

1

2
J
4

(4.72)

Nr:mber of
Pulses

6
24
54'96

in (4.73) is

(4.7 3)

quadrature for all

Neither capaciËance

obtained

Capacitance
pf

LLg "4
L25.6
L27 "B
L29 "2

Potential
þ (2,3 ,2)

o. 1968
o.2064
o.2LO2
o.2L27



nor fieLd has converged with N=4 (96 unknowns) although energy convergence

is monotonic, and from belol/ü as expected. Field convergence is also

monotonic, as illustraËed by potential at the point (2,312). (This point

was chosen somewhat arbitrarily; it was a point of greatest change in

potential r¿ith N in an early test and r¿as retained for comparison purposes.)

Tests with N=5 (150 unknowns) resulted in a vanishing matrix determinant.

This r,¡as originally thought to be due to i1l-conditioning"since such a

symptom is corrnon [ZS, nn.L74-L77), but some later thoughts suggest rhar

the problem may have been due to Ëhe equation solving algorithm used

(see Chapter VII) and the numerical values of rhe marrix [A]. If [A]

were the NxN unít matrix, multiplication of [n] uv y would resulË in a

113

determinant equal to YN. i,Iith the computeï zero (IBM 360/65) occurring

at ¡,10-8o, and the computer infinity at n 1o8o, the permissable range of

y with N=80 is 0.1<y<10.0.

Pulse function represeritation for source ín ïE solution of a Èhree-

dimensional problem has resulted in a slowly converging minimizing

sequence. It is ín such problems as this that accuraËe representation

of known singular behaviourmay be expected to assist greatly" in

obtaining the solution. It would also be possible to concentrate the elements

near the singular corners, and perhaps this nerits j-nvestigation.

4.5.2 Approximation with a Singular Trial Function

The introduction of a special singular function

singularities in Ëhe strip capacitor problem resulted

improved 
"on,r".g"rrce 

properties (Section 4.4). If an

to handle edge

in greatly

accurate singu-



Laríty functíon can be obtained for the T shaped conductor, similar

ímprovements might be expected here. Consider the following function,

defined over the conductor in three parts as shornm in Fig. 4.8.

o" (xry)

LL4

{x(2-x) (2-v) }-0 on S^

This funcLion is conËinuous over the conductor. (This is not

{x(3-x-y) }-0

{ (+-") (1-y) }-0

necessary, but it maintains consistency with the examples in Section 4.4)

Jones [frpp.566-569], in summarízíng previous work in analysing edge

and corner singularities, suggests thaË Ëhe edge cond.ition alone is

sufficient and ËhaÈ corner síngularities may be neglected. Therefore

choosing s=0.5 ín (4.74) creates a singular function o" which behaves

on S-
b

onS

(4.7 4a)

(4.7 4b)

(4.7 4c)

Fig. 4,8 The 3-D Example; 3
for Siggular

part segmentat,ion of Plate
Source Function

X



near the edges in the same fashion as

(at equation (4.48)). This function

with its own variat,ional parameter

o(r) = oi * oo o"(r) ; in St

and an additional equation results, simí1ar

ís added to the matrix equation (4.10). The
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6N2
1T
e 1=I

o

the funct.ion used

is íntroduced inËo

o.
1 I o"r:)

S

t
J
s.I

The rnethods used for computing these integrals wíll be given in the

nexË subsection"

1n

the

G(rIrt)dsr ds +

Section 4.4

functional

(4.7 5)

to that at (4.50), which

additíonal equation is

vergence is faster with o", it is not significantly faster (Table 4.4).

The last column of Table 4.5 provides the ansr¡,-er; Èhe variaËional method

is choosing t.o ignore cs as more pulses become availabl-e to represent

Ëhe source distribution. Thus Lhe assumed ec'3e and corner singularity

function is not very good.

'oflT,Í ;'^ii",ilå,if iiff¿,iå-:'l:äli'

The results, presented in Table 4.5, indicate thaÈ r,¡hile con-

= ,/ o" (r) ds

S

otol
T'So

o, {.)/o"{r' ) cGl'')ds'ds

N Number
of pulses

o
6

24
54
96

o
I
2

.3
4

(4.76)

Capacitance
pf

L22.8
L24.O
126.9
L28.8
t29.9

Pot,ential
þ(2,3,2)

0.2008
o.2048
o.2095
o.2L29
o. 2138

Z capacitance
from o

S

100.0
77.9
51. O

34.O
7"8



r16

nraunlek [26] (to whom Jones also

larity near a corner is a function of

o(Ð tu n-a

l¡here ¡ is distance from the corner, and o depends

a 9Oo corner (of which Ëhe whole'T shaped cond.uctor

a vaLue o,=0.3, and for a 2700 corner (of uhich the

he estimates a value c=0; there is no singularíty as. the corner is

approaehed fron points on Ëhe conductor. Perhaps it is possible to

select a dífferent value of a in'(4.74) which wilL compensate for the

cornereffect.Butv¡haÈva1ueofc¿shou1.dbeused?

't.1,.È-:ä
"-, --Ìri

refers) suggests thaË qhe- singu-

the angle of a corner; that is

Returníng briefly to the pure edge singularity, consider the

functions

. (4.77)

*
upon the angLe. For

has 6), he estimates

r¿ho1e conductor has 2)

With o=O.5, these are the singular functions (4.48)

prescribed for the parallel strip problem in Section

subtraction algorithn nay be applied Ëo compute

and

or(x) = ¡l-x)-d

or(x) = (1-¡2¡-a

for various values of u. If oi may be Êhought of as the first Ëerm in a

series expansion of o, or,e co,rt¿ argue that adjusting o, so that potential

is most nearly ionsÈant in (4.78) rnight pernit faster convergence of the

series. Fig. 4"9 displays the results of the experiment. The functions

(1-x)-'46 
"nd 

(1-x2¡-'54 
"rr"""ed in minimizing the standard deviarion from

0(x) =

1
î

i I or(xr) G(x,1
oo

(4.78)

(4.79)

and (4.47) which were

4.42. The addition-

a constant potential.

correct value of 0.5.

His solution is a "rather poor
two curves", and between these

f xt,1¡dst ; í=L,Z

The values of c are withiri ten percent of the

. (4.80)

approxímatÍonrr; a(ang1e)
ti¿o the "dif ference. ..is

t'uay 1ie between. ..
considerable".
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Potential due

the same experiment \.ras carried out here, with deviation in Q from Q

(mean) evaluated at 60 points on s. rË may be observed in Fig. 4.10 that

a=O,24 succeeds in producing the mosË neaï1y constant potential over S.

The variation procedure \^/as repeated, wiËh the addition of (4.76)

Ëo the matrix equation and with a=O.25. The results listed in Table 4.6

are somer,/hat beËt,er Lhan those obtained with cr=O.5 (in Table 4.5) but

convergence is stil1 quite slow, and the last column in Tabre 4.6

indicates that the variational meËhod is again choosing to ignore o..
ù

The assumed edge and corner singularity is still not very good.

Eo

0(r) = r
e

o

o" in the three-dimensional problem is given by

Jo"G') c(rlrr) ds'. (4.81)
s

11.8

N Number
of pulses

TABLE 4.6 THE 3-D PROBLEM; IE SOLUTION:
PIIISES AND SINGIILAR FUNCTION. cr=O.25

o
1

2
3
4

o
6

24
54
96

Capacitance Potentíal Z capacitance

Another approach is presenred by silvesrer and Benedek lz+l for

corners in microstrip lines: they first of all deËermine the source

distribution for a semi-infinite strip wíth all trial funcËions con-

sËrained Ëo behave as (I-*2)-I/2 and v¡irh o(y) constanr to the end of

the strip. They then superimpose tr+o such strips at right angles, to

represent a 9oo corner, as shown in Fig. 4.11, and seek solution to

pf

L24.6
126.2
128.0
L29.5
130. 3

þ(2,3,2)

o.2060
o.2078
o. 2108
0.2131
o.2L42

from o
S

100. o
78.2
51. 3
34.L
7.8
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+ C2

semi - inf inite
str ips

the Dirichlet problen. The result is a potential which does not (can

noË - due to the singular funcËion behavíour) exactly satisfy the

Dirichlet condition. This "error" is called a potenËial residual.

T hey seek another source distribution on the strips to produce the

.potenËial 
residual. This additional charge produces an excess

Fig. 4.11 Superposition of Serni-infinite Strips
to Represent a Corner

capacitance, which they are able to compare to measured data. Experi-

menËs such as Silvester and Benedek report may be useful in determining

the nah:re of source distribution aË corners. One result of the situation

reporËed here is that work needs to be done in analysing source behaviour

near edges and corners.

ight ong le

corner



4.5.3 lqtegration of -the Singular FuncËions

A summary is presented here of the techniques used to compute the

integrals required for equations (4.76) and (4.81). First of all'

(4.81) may be rnrritten as

' Ô(Ð = 1
c

o

Since P(rlrr)

integrals of

\20

I o" (I') P (r I rr )ds' + l-

sEo

1S

Èhe

l=

regular,

form

r
J o" (1)

S

where f is a regular function. Note that when

f (r) = / c{.¡r')a"'J --
S.I

the first inËegral of (4.A2¡ is included in

I
S

the first integral of (4.76) is included, and that I^Ihen f=l the right

side of (4.76) is included.

The addition-subÈraction technique is applied over each of the

three regions, Sa, SO, and S" (see Fig. 4¿8) and the contributions

are added. Discussion of the integration over S" is sufficient to

demonstraËe the technique; the oËher two regiofls are handled in a

similar fashion !

o-(r) Q(rlrt)dst , (4.82)

f (r) ds

r
I- /o-(r)f(r)dsJ õ-

S c

(4. 83)

1
r_t1- J - =- {e(y)-e(l) }dv + s(1)
o (1-v)*

1

I'=J
0

(4.84)

1

(l-y)d
ï
2

f (x,y) dxdy

(4-*)0

I
o

dy

(l-y)0

(4. 8s)



where

4

e(v) = [t(x,y)dxJz ça-;

Gaussian quadraËure of order 6 is useC

and the analytíc integrals are sinply

The second integral of (4.b ) ís

of all, iË may be written in the form

rrr
Jo=Q) Jo"G') c(rlr')ds'ds = l
SSS

L2L

4

=[
J
2

- ^ {f (x,y)-f (4,y)}dx + f (4,y)
(4-x)*

where

for the numerical integrations,

ob tained.

somewhat more complicated. First

f
f (Ð = lo.(rr) c(rlrr) dst

J s-
S

The function f(r) is regular, so Lhat the single inËegral in (4.87) rnay

be computed as (4.83). One may identíf.y G.BB) with (4.81) and (4.82).

Therefore only the int.egral of o'"Q is required, and once again, it is

sufficienË to consider the integration orier S".

If r does not lie in the plane of S, the perpendicular projection

poinË C' i" found and

ï
2

dx

(4-x)0

(4. 86)

o" (g) r (l) ds

r
f (r) = / o"(r') ic{rlr') - Q(C'lrr)}dsr +

) ò-
S c

The fírst integral is computed as (4.33). If the projection point r"

does not lie in S", Q ís treaEed as being regular. If C' does lie

within S., the integral is transformed as follornrs:

(4. B7 )

(4. 88)

t
J
S c

o-(rf) Q{rt lt")dst .

(4. 89 )



1
r
l1II,-J^o (I-yt)*

4

I
o

1-ytt

=l'
J
-ytt

(4-x' ¡ct l4":¡EçI-'*(1,-y'f

This transforrnation simpl-y shifts the origin

point of Q. Now, (4.90) may be evaulated as

inËegrals of Ëhe form

L22

(1-y"-v)0

4-xtt

I
2-x"

11 =

(4-x"-u)0 ,E+7

kbttJ]
00

dxrdyr

similarly

f (u rv)

f (u,v) du dv =

du dv

to (4.37).

Consider

is used t
k
rÍz= |

o

-}v
t<

IToo

to (xttryt'), the singular

the appropriate sum of 4

In this expression

1

the first inÈegral of (4.9r). The addition-subrraction technique

o rnrrite

( 1-y"-r) o (4-i:-u) c¿/62Ttz

fdudv

bv

-kuÞ.I T
oo

(4. eo)

1ç

/ra"a"

and g is obtained as

lv(^T 1
ÈtVt = | 

-

- 
J o (4-x"-u)0

k

= [ 
--, 

Le (v)-e (1-v") ]dv
'o 

{ 1-r"-,rro

fdvdu (4.91)

1-

'ffiT 'KFl'y;r

kr.
+ s(1-y")/ ;+ ."'o (l-r"-v)*

' (4.e3)

(4.92)

]du +
/-fT-""-n¡z

bv

n
I

o
(4-xtt-'r¡ a

(4 .e 4)

du



The first íntegrals of (4.93) and (4"94) are computed using order 6

Gaussian quadrature, and the analytic ínËegrals are readily obtainable.

This procedure is applícab1e when Cr lies on the edge of S", that is when

xtf=4 or ytt=lo In this case however, integrals at (4.9I) which are over

zero area are not computed. The algoriËhm for integraËion over S"and

SO are much the sameo

L23



Consider the three dimensional problem shown in Fíg. 4.L2. The

(n,lt,z) cylindrical coordinate system is used. If Q and o ar:e

independenË of the angle rj.'the problem is axially (or axi-) symmetric.

IË is possible to eliminate the angle rf frorn the TE. For example, the

DirichleË equation

4.6 Axially Sr¡mmeÈric Problems

L24

where S is a

r
1 /nto(nt
-J"oS

f
L I o(r') G(r lrr )ds'ã-)-"oS

sur

HereSisacurve

face

2n
t
I

o

,zt )

in 3-D space, becomes

= e(r)

drl dxt = B(rì,2) r

Lr---+.n

in the (n,z) plane. The integral. over rf may be

(4.95)

(4.e6)

1(r¡,9,2)
ind ependent

of \{,

Fig" 4.L2 The Axisymmetric Geometry



identified as a complete

r.¡hence (4.96) becomes

, I n'o(n',2') K(E)

%i "x

The argumenÈ of K is given by

eLliptic inËegral of

L25

and

ds t = g(nrz)

The f

surface ín

E2 = 4nn'/x2

X2 = (n+nt)2-r(z-7r¡z

unctíonal (4.'15) involves

three-dimensíona1 space.

(r
I no(n,ù / n'o(n',2')))
SS

the f irst kind K, lZl ,p.Saf ,

F (o) - ô-
-¿il

o

qrhere, it is stressed, S is a curve

The Greenrs function singularity

argument form for r [ZA, p.11] may be

(4.99)

a further integral over the original

It becomes

lim K(E) =
Ë+1

disÈance between

(4.97)

The

K(E)
TTX

r
dstds - 4r /n g(n,z)ds (4.100)

J
S

= yz (t_l)2 .

Therefore

1n4 - Ln î:( = ln

Note as well, from (4.88),

lirnit

d2 = (n-n,)2 +(z-zr)2 =(n+nt)2+(z-zt)r-4r1n,

(4 .9 B)

Lr:4-]rn/F{

ín the (nrz) planerl )0 .

nol¡/ occurs as f+1 . The small

used âs follows:

Lhe Ëwo points r and rt satisfies

4y - 1"ll='l

that when ll-. t

(4. 101)

Ito, X=2n 
| =2¡).

(4"ro2\

(4. 103)

Consider the



l_in n'r(g)
lf-'l*o rrx

Provided that ¡r10, the Greents function here behaveslike the two-

dimensional logarithrnic Greenf s function as lf-ft ltO.

Consider now the integration of (4.86) where g is a regular function

fr
e(n,z) = J [o(n',2')-o(n,z¡] n'F(E) as' + o(n,z) / n'r(g) a"'. (4.105)

slIXå*
The first integrand is regular, and Ëhe second. integral is obtained by

using the addition-subtracËion teehnique:

rrr
/n'r(E) a"'= /{n'x(g) + I rr,l'='l)¿"'- 1 /t'la-a'l¿"'.

" 
"x É tx n ñ t, 

(4.106)

rì' (ln Bn'-rn l11' | )
2n\'

126

= -!lnll-' l+ ln Bn'
2n Zr

(4. 104)

The last integral has been integrared analytically, at (4.26) and rhe

first i-ntegrand is regular, with the value (ln 8n') /2¡t (4.104) r"rhen

f=fl .

As a first example, consider Ëhe sphere, rn'ith radius 0.5 and

DirichleË eondition þ=2, shor"rn in Fig. 4.r3a. The analytic solution is

þ=L/t ; r:0.5. The soluËion may be obËained using pulse functions over

N (straight) line elements as shown in Fig. 4.13b, with the image Greenis

function (G=P+Q, defined using the elliptic integrals (4.g7)) used to

cater for the symmetry at z=o. The capacitance of the configuration,

with eo=1, is'tT. Order 3 Gaussian quadrature r^7as used. for Ehe numerical

integrations, and rhe results are presenLed in Table 4.7. convergence

is smooth and monotonic, with much of the residual error due probably

to using a polygon Ëo model a circle.

As a second example, consider the doughnuE shor^m in Fig" 4"r4a.

The cross-section of the doughnut is a sphere of radius I centered at
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þ--- -

(o)

t'
o.5

Fig. 4.I3 The Sphere, Radius 0.5
a) 3-D Geometry
b) IE Finite Elements, N=4

(b)

( o)

2

I

Fig. 4.I4 The Doughnut Problem
a) 3-D Geometry
b) IE Finite Elements, N=4

2 3

( b)

4 5 6 1



Number
of pulses

N

5
10
20
30
40
50

exacË

I z error 
I

(N=50)

TABLE 4.7 TflE SPHERE:

CapaciËance
(norm)

3.t3644
3.l-4004
3.T4LL4
3.L4I37
3.L4r46
3.141s1

3.L4L59

0.0026

L2B

AXISYIfl,ETRTC IE SOLUTION

(4r0), as shorm in Fig. 4.L4b. Symrnetry, about the z=O plane pennits ,¿._

solution to be sought only in the positive quadrant, and N line elements

with pulses are placed in the positive quadranÈ of the (nrz) plane as

shown. The results displayed in Table 4.8 r,rere obtained using order

3 Gaussian quadrature, and, once again, monotonic convergence is

demonstrated. Equipotentials will be shown later, in Fig. 6.7 ,

r=1

o.994250
0.99 8540
o.999640
o.999844
o.999900
o.999926

1.0

o.oo7 4

PotenËia1$

t=2

o.497r24
o.499270
o ,499820
o.499922
o .49995s
o.499965

0.5

0.0070

atr

r=3

0" 331416
o.332846
o . 3332 13
0.333281
o. 333303
0. 333310

o. 333333

0.0069

Number
of pulses

TABLE 4.8 THE DOUGHIIIUT; AXISYMMETRIC IE SOLUTION

r=O r=2

15 0.862430 0.913497
20 0.86262L .O.9L3676
25 0.862709 0.913758
30 0.862756 0.913802
35 0.862783 0.913825
40 0.862792 0.913840

Potential QaL (rrO)

r=3 t=6

o.999L6r O.734389
o.999399 0.734686
o.999534 0.73482L
o.999620 0.734894
o.999709 0.734932
o.999772 0.734964

r=8

o. 505 740
0.505943
o.506092
0.506171
o.506227
o.506264



Fredhol.m inËegral equations of the fírst kind with positive kernels

may be solved using the Rayleigh-RiËz procedure \,rith finite elements.

For electrosËatic problems the kernel - the Greenrs function - is

positive-definite (or for tr¡o-dimensional problems, can be made so

by including a suitable constant if the surface S is of finite extenË).

Convergence is in electrostatic energy.

The singularity in G is convenientiy handled by the addition-

subtraction t.echnique, which produces a regular integrand, permitting

numerical integration, and a singular integrand which is integraËed

analyËically. The procedure is general purpose in nature and is useful

in handling singularities in o, the source distribution, as r,rel-l.

L29

4.7 Conclusions

The surface S (a curve in Ëhe plane for tr¿o-dimensional problems)

is arbitrary; it need noË be a special surface. This is an advantage

over procedures where S is restricted to be an infinite plane, for

example. The finite-elements used are linear elements (plane-

rectangular or straight-1ine segments) and this introduces some modelling

error for arbitrary surfaces. But the technology of finite-elements is

ava[lable, and is applicable here. A useful extension of the work

reporËed would be to employ curved elements, and the isoparametric

technique of Sect,ion 2.6 might be the logical approach to use. The

greatesË difficulty would probably be in computing the analytic inËe-

grals in the local element., for the Greents function involve distances

which ¡¿i1l not, in general, be mapped linearly beÈween the local and

global elements.

, The use of special singular functions to handle knor,¡n source

behaviour near edges and corners results in improved convergence properties



at the expense of more involved computation. This expense may be

reduced by introducing the special functions independently, with

separate variational parameters. Singular behaviour near corners is

not as well understood as it is near an edge. Some useful work might

well be done in determining what special function(s) should be introduced

for corner singularities. The results obtained here, and Ëhose reported

by Silvester and Benedek lZZl indicate that special ËreatmenË ís required.

The concept of mutual constraint has been íntroduced as ari alter-

naËive way of constructing the Rayleígh-RiËz matrix equation. One treats

each element separately, assuming all external effects to be knor¿n -

they are taken to the right hand side of the equation. After applying the

variational-. procedure to the elemenË, the actually unknor,m contributions

from the other elements are returned to the left sidá of the matrix

equation to permit simultaneous soluËion. The PDE finite-element

procedure described in Chapter II and used in Chapter III may be thought

of similarly: the PDE elements are. Èreated índependently and then are

mutually constrained to produce continuous poËential across the inÈer-

elemenÈ boundaries. Those examples, and Ëhe IE examples presented in this

chapÈer have one thing in common: each finite-element in the system

Possesses Ëhe same operator, and Ëhe mutual consËraint equatíon coincídes

with the Rayleigh-Ritz matrix equaEion for the whole problem.

One advantage of the PDE element technique is that elements may be

placed where desired for best representation. Perhaps 1t would be useful

to use the IE elements in the same fashion, concentrating them, for example,

rlear corners, to compensate for singular behaviour. The use here of ident-

ical square pulse funcÈion elements for all source representation (except

for special síngular functions) is by no ueans opËimun.
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Bryant and tr{eiss [t] ín 1969 presented. á point-rnatching techníque

for solving the air-dielectric inÈerface problem in open microstrip

based on an IE formulation using the static free-space Green?s functíon.

In this chapter the IE variational with finite-elements is appfied to

similar problems. trrlhereas the earlier method r¡ras presented for an

infinite planar inÈerface, the method described here is applicable Ëo

arbitrary surfaces, provided that these surfaces may be adequately

represented by rectangular finite-elements (or line elements in Ëwo-

dimensional problems). This method involves the mutual constrainË of

Ëwo different variational forms, and the consËrained form is noË self-

adjoint. Nevertheless it contains a positive-definite, self-adjoint

component, and the theorem given by Mikhlin (section 2.3) guarantees

energy convergence.

Benedek and silvester lzl employ a Galerkin merhod Ëo solve the

rE problem for an infinity extending inËerface but use a special

interface-cum-mirror image Greenrs function which is expressed as an

infinite series. A similar approach is described by Farrar and Ad.ams

[:] wtro use a point-matching technique. The nature of the special

Greenrs function appears to limit these methods to infinite, planar

interfaces. An interesting approach is described by rtoh, Mittra, and

Ward l+] for this problein: they apply Galerkints meËhod in the Fourier

Transform domain and in this case the special Greenrs function is

deterministic, rather than being expressed as an infinite series.
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variational techniques dating from Levine and Schwinger [9] t.u,t""¿

to determine properÈies of shielded microstrip. There, the Greenrs

functions are construcLed from the waveguide eigenmodes. Moment methods

have been reported as well for soluËion of such problems by MitÈra, Itoh

and Li [to] and. Minor and Bole Ltt]. Thong [tz] and Chow and Wu [t:]
use momerit meÈhods with dyadic Greents funct,ions. These methods are

really not applicable here; Ëhe goal here is to solve unbounded problems

using the simple free-space Greents functions.

There are several recent reports available [S-B] wtrerein

L34



Consider the problem shornm in Fig. 5.1. The

dielectric (e-) and Q., is free-space and extends-r' ¿

surface S, separating Q, and Q, is Èhe interface.

CI, to CI2r suppose that a free source h resídes on

vanishes at infinity.

The PDE functional for the static: problem is

W=O):

5.1 The Interface FuncËíonal

135

F(0) =

The first

ôr'ç6¡ = 2

r
,rro J vÖ.vo dn

o
",1

variation is

r
I ôþ (-e .eovtO) asz

Q1

region Q, is a

to infinity. The

Let â be dravm from

SI, and that poËential

- -"1
n2

vó.vo dCI -

(froro (2.48 ) T,rith

.rf
Q2

,[h
J
sr

ôþ (-eoV26)¿n+

Crh

0ds

2eto)
st

(s.r)

ôö (e-ð0
dn

-_aE-!_
ãn. e+o

Fig. 5.1 The Interface Problem

dLz

< f2l snd {L z
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AI

sr

the minimum the Laplacian is satisfied throughout and on the interface

If Ëhere is no free-source on S, (h=O) the normal interface condition

prevails e.6B) but in the absence of any other source, and with 0=O at

infínity, 0=0 throughout.

Now suppose Ëhat potential everywhere is to be prod.uced by a source

o on Sri

e- âó
dn

136

_aE
ät*

=h
o

Subs tituting

i=e. IîoJ
n1

0 (r)
r=1 Iç)-o sr

directlythis

o(rt) G(rlrt) ds'

=se fro I--J
-o 01

v0.v0 dsl

(s. 3)

into the first term of (5.1) yields

=Ê ftlo
.J"o S,

I oG')vc(rlr')ds'
)-
st

Greent s

over q

f-l
¿()

1

For the

second

ft'>[ o(r")l ft, l.d,

idenriry lr+, p.rz]

5b) is equal to

first

in (5.

(s.4)

I oG")Y

,l

c(.lr')v2c(rlc')da + liur
r I ,rtl+S-I

vG(rlrr).vc(rlr")

Laplacian V2G=-ô (see equation

integral involve a contribution

c (ï | c') ds',

may be used to show

Ì.'

.'l

(5.5a)

dstt dsr, (5.5b)

rl
S,

(1

AS

c(r lr') ðe GIC') as
ân

chat the íntegral

.e))

at

and the limits for the

eqation (3. Bb) . Therefore



this expression is

1
î

c(l'lr") +

rË is symmetric ín rt rft, and this ís easily shor^m by exchanging super-

scripts before applying Green!s first identity. Therefore the integral

in (5.5b) becomes

equal to

r/ c(rlr')
J -',-st

I37

rrr= e- I lo(r')o(r")!JJ

eo sr st

âG(rlrr) ds----ã.n-

substitution of (5.4) into rhe second term of Ëhe functional (s.i)

produces the same resulÈ, except that the sign of the íntegral of

GâG/ân changes, as â points into CIr. The functional (S.1) may now be

wrrtten as

F(o) =e"+1 / [ or'')o(!')c(r'lC')ds"ds'))
Zuo st St

c(rr lr")

xJ "est

.l
st

c(Ilr') âc(rlr")ds

Irt) âc(rIC') ds dst'dsI
---än-

This functi

ðn

6r (6¡ =

onal

,I.J
st

dstrds I .

(s.6)

where

f q")

may be

ôo(r1)

-,
F-

o

+e-1r

m1

f
J
sr

I oc'>
sr

nimized to

rr
I I o(rt )o(r")JJst st

=e+1r

G(rr lr")

I
/ rt(r)G(rlrt)ds dst .)-sr $.7)

o(C') +

find o. The

f (!') dsilds t

(er-t) I
S,

first variation ís

(s.8)

o(r) âc(r ll") ds
--Tilr-

(s.e)



and a change in superscript has been employed to enable G to be

factored out. At the staÈionary point, from (5.8) it is seen that

f rc=O. But this is a posicive-definite integral operator, so thaË

f=0 is the only solution. (See Section 2.1). Using equaÈions (3.11)

the result, from (5.9) with f=O is

13B

Therefore the field produced by o which makes the rE functional (5.3)

stationary is precisely the field þ which makes the PDE functional (5.1)

staËionary - at the uni.que solution point of the problem.

The second variation of (5.7) may be writt,en as

trþ -Pg = h onS,
dn - dn+ eo

ô2¡ (o) = 2ft
-JJ"o St Sr

Using (3.11) this is the same as

r
ô2¡'(o) = 2e^ / oO(r"){e_ âôó (C') -'-"-

S,

which, using Greenrs first identity

infinity, is the same as

5o(I' )c(r' lf') {e'+r oo(!')+(er
2

ô2r(o) = eor. | ,uo.vôQde + eo I vôo.vôo do > o

(s. ro¡

The operator is positive-definite.

One may note that Ehe source h on S,

may be viewad as a Dirichlet condition on

r
B(rr)=1 lh(r)G(rlr')eo S-I

-rl
st

CI1

aô0 (C') ] ds"
ôt*

and the fact that

6o(r) äc(r I r")ds]ds Ids"

-ã-Tr-
(5 . 11)

Qz

(s ' 12)

þ vanishes aË

generates a potential which

stt

ds

(s. 13)

(s. 14)



Now, if er=l in (5.7), and (5.14) is used,

F(o) = LIt
-ltCJ"o s, s,

This is identical to Ëhe IE functional for Ëhe Dirichlet problem (4.15).

IË is interesËing that the [E and PDE functionals may be derived one

from the oËher, but not surPrising when one realizes that the IE and

PDE are but two ways of looking at the same problem.

The computation is complicated by the presence of triple integrals,

but no new singularitíes are introduced, and algorithrs for computation

will be presented in due course.

In this presentation there has been no restriction on the shape

of S-; iË must be continuous and closed, of course, if it is to be the
L'

boundary of a dielectric object with finite dimensions. It is also

necessary that er be constant Ëhroughout Èhe dielecÈric material.

Otherwj-se er cannot be removed from the integral over Qr; that is,

equaËion (5.5) cannot be writÈen as shown, and the derivation followíng

(5.5) is invalid.
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o(rt )o(y'') c(rr lr")ds"dst - ,l
st

o(l')g(r')dsr.
(s'17)



suppose that a surface s is plaeed ín the free space region, with

a Dirichlet condition Q=g. This could, for sx¡mple, be a cond.uctor (and

a perfect conductor if g is constant). suppose that sources o and o,

are placed on s and s' respectíve1y, as shor,rn in Fíg. s.2. potential

everywhere is to be given by o and olt

5.2 The Interface ín ü.e Presence of a Conductor

L40

ó (r)

rf o, were known, the Dirichlet problem could be solved by applying

the IE functional directly:

F(o) = 1
e

o

rr
I I o(1.)o(!')c(.lr')ds'ds - 2
J/
SS

| ",t8" (s) ds

S

'7{}=n

(s. 18)

I

i
(s. le )

Fig.

.f) ¡, €¡ €6

v2é=o

5.2 The Interface S- with a Conductor S.I

€f¿t,02

fl 2, €o



where f
B"(r) =eG)- Jor(I'

sr
and is completely knor^m.

At Èhe minimum of (5.19)

f1 loG')c(rlrr)ast =

-J'oS

EquaËion (5.20) may be substituted now into (5.21) and the rwo charge

distributions, o and orr produce a potential satisfying the Dirichlet

condition on S.

T4L

)c(rlrr)asr; rons

Now consider o to

say 0=, whose normal

are , f rorn (3 . 11) ,

g^(r) ; r on Sù-

and

be known. This charge

derivatives at S, (for S

aô^ (r)Þ-
- â"-

ð0" (t) = |
dL+to

Consider the source h

(s.20)

r- 1 / o(r") ac(r lr")ds"_:¿-eob ðn

-h-(r) e5-=

If this

will be

that the

that is,

(s.2L)
I

produces a poËenÈial,

and S, not coincident)

I ott'>
S

aór 's -
ãn

; ronS-
l-

defined by

source is used in Ëhe rE interface functional (5.7), the result

a complete potenËial satisfying the interface condition. consider

resulting o, will produce a porenri"t 0f satisfyine (5.10¡;

ðó ù-q

; ronS- .
I

(e.-1 )

e r âôr - â0r
à" ãn+

IoG")
S

(5.22a)

AG(rlC')ds"; r on Sr. (5.23)
--ð- n

(s.22b)

e
o

-c 3ór's
5,'-

+âô,S

il +

(s.24)



But the total potential þ is the sum of ô" and qr. Thereforê

er lq P =e:ronS-dn-dn I
f

and the interface condition, with no free charge on s' is satisfied.

Thus a known source o on S creaËes an effective source h" on the interface

which may be used in the IE inLerface functional over S- alone to deter-I
mine o-I"

1l+2

element, and

o on S, from

Suppos e , for simplicity,

et O and O, be

5.19), is

r
I eGlr')ds'ds) -'-
S

1

(

f
s

o1
c

o

Ao = blt

The Rayleigh-Ritz equation for

that S and S, each consist of one finite-

corisËarits. The Rayleigh-Ritz equation for

or [ ,'*i

lã

r
= I e^ (r)ds

) õ-
S

(5.25)

tr
I I G(rt lr")ds"dsr * er-l

t)
Sl St eo

OI on sr'

/
sr

fron (5.7) is

tr{ere e and
Þ

equation

D o, = brt

I
st

t
J .(llr'¡ 3c(r l!')dsds[ds'sr .â"

=f f
to S,

(5.26a)

h" knovrn, the individual equationsÌ^/ould

r
/ r,^(r)G(rlrr)ds?ds) Ð-
St

(5.26b)

(5.27 a)

satisfy the

(s.27b)

matrix

(s.28)



However, (5.20)

straint matrix

and (5.23) musË be

equation:

=( 
o, J l. A'l

IoJ P'oJ
sriruted inro (5.28)which,

bt

bz

'l
I

')

subwhen

r43

IJ"
SS

L
a

o

(rlrt)dsIds

used to

[:,]

construct, the mutual con-

(e,-1) I I I
SSISI

_ .t
I

c (r ll' ) 3c (r lr'') dsds I ds'r I

-ãn- ¡

I

I

I

I

I

I

yields

i I l"(ll'')ds'ds
ittt

The coefficient matrix in (5.30) is not generally synrneËric (for example

when er=l). Therefore the "operatorrr is not self-adjoint, but a positive-

definite, self-adjoint component exisrs (from t,he matrix in (5.28)).

Energy convergence is guaranteed, provided that the solution is unique.

rf Ëhe solut,ion is not unique there must be charges o and o, which

produce a potential vanishing at S, at infiniÈy and which satisfies the

interface condition. Positive-definiteness of the Laplacian is sufficient

to show that this potential vanishes everywhere. lt is necessary Ëo show,

x

(5.29)

o

ï

lrç>u"
S

2

(tt

or o (s.30)



for non-uniqueness, that there exist non-zero o and OI sucþ that
rr
Jorn')G(rlr')ds' 

. Jor(I')c(rlr')=o;anyr, (s.31)
SSI

one may define a surface st, by means of cuts, which includes S and sr,

as shoum in Fig. 5.3. Then

r
J o'(t' )G(rf rr)dst=g, r on St (5.32)
Sr

Positive-definiteness of the inÈegral operator demands that of on St,

(including o and or) vanishes. Therefore the solution to the mutually

constrained problem is uníque.
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To facilítate computation of the integrals for the DirichleË

functional contributions to the matrix equation it is convenient, to

use finiÈe elements for s, which are the same as for s. Therefore

line elements are used for tr.¡o-dimensional problems, and reetangular

elements for problems in Ëhree dimensions. No singular function

representation is used for o' and solutions are obtained using pulse

functions alone. The algorithns in Section 4.3 are entirely sufficient
for computing Ëhe const.raint conËributions from the elements on S, for
two-and three-dimensional problems, respectively. To be specific,

suppose there are N elements on s and N, elemenËs on sr, The matrix

equation componenrs from rhe Dirichlet funcrional LA] and [e,] in
(5.28) and (5.29) are given by

5.3 Finite Element Considerations

L45

ffAij=!l Jc(.1'')ds'
"o S. S.1J

and

tAr.. = | I11 l- to é.
].

The components fr

and (5.29), are g

r
^ e+1 Il).. = r I1J T-)-'o S-.l1

r
/ c(.lrt)dst ds) -'-

s_.rJ

om the interface

iven by

r
/ e(rlrr)dsrds/ -'-S-,IJ

ds; i=l .. N ; j=l .. N

c -'lfr

; i=l .. N ; j=l

ltsri sr¡

f unctional , [o] and [o'] in

Nr
t

k=1

(5. ::a¡

.. Nr

f
I c(rlr')

c
lk

i=l Nr ;

(s. 33b )

(s.28)

Ac(r lC') ds ds'rds
ðn

j =1 .. NI

t.
,

(5. 34a)



and

Dt. .
1J

-^ -1-¿rr I
s_.t1

rNr,FIL

i. k=l
J

The two integrals in (5.33) and the first in (5.34a¡ are all handled

the same way, and are computed by the methods described in Section 4.3.

integrals over Srn in (5.34a) and (5.34b) are obtained as follows

1n

The

L46

I
srt

Let

c(.lr')ac(rf!')ds ds"ds; i=1

Then the second

are of the form

Ì-
l.

l< I
ttn

inte

ân

G(rlrr) 3G(rfr") ds
ðn

where

frf = I I f(rrrr") dsrds
t/

s. s.1J

gral

N
f(rt,r") = t Ir- (5.:0U)

r--1 !l

Numerical integration Eechniques are readily applied in integrating

(5.36 ) .

The integral (S. 35) f.or a line element (two-dimensional problem)

nay be transformed t.o (urv) coordinates, as shovm in Fig. 5.4. It is

computed, then, as tr^/o of the form

..Nri j=1..N '
(5. 34b )

in (5.34a) and the single integral (5.34b)

(5. 35 )

If vrr=O the integral vanishes.

technique is applied:

I-

(5.36a)

a

vtt/
J
o

1n fiF+:üu au
vnz+Gä:ut2

If v'r#O, the addition-subEraction

$.37)
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d

r
I=vtt/

J
0

Fig. 5.4 Local Coordinates for the 2-D
Interface Problem

jn,ffi,=i- tnffilF L¿,, * v,,

n=v

'The second integral has been treated previously, at (4.27). The

firsË integrand is regular, permitt,ing numerical integration to be used.

To reduce compuÈational effort, it is convenient to treaÈ the inËegrand

as regular if vt>0.25. 41"o, if the projected point ut lies off the line

segmenË, it is convenient to compute (5.37) as one integral, numericaLLy,

and directly over Ehe line element, Í.or the integrand is regular.

For Ëhe three-dimensional problem the methods described in Section

4.2 are used to determine whether or not rtt is in the plane of sr- .
k

ïln
o



If so, no computation'is

if the projecËion of r?

numerical integraËion is

It does lie in S, , thetk

dorìe, as the integral vaníshes. Otherwise,

to S, does not lie within the element,
-1-

used directly. If Lhe projection of point

integral is written as four of the form

f=

r.rhere u and v are measured from the projection of rr ¡ See Fig. 5.5"

In these local coordinates

iT]Joo

r.48

wtr du dv

rÇrÃG:- {w', 
2 + (u,,-u) 2 + (v"-v ., z ¡3 / 

2

and

c(=lr') ¡rr z *uz *uzyt/z

cos 0ffi

(s.3e)

L/2 cos 0
-ã-

(5.40a)

(s. 4ob )

tl

1L
\
\
.V

Ph

Fig. 5.5 Local Coordinates for the
Int.erface Problem

u

ro n=w
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hThere

Equations (5.40) were used to construct (5.39).

The addition-subtraction technique is applied

cos0 =
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vrt 
t

_a'

+ t/rl

{¡¿tt'2+gtr2+r"z¡ 
3/2

The

Ëhe

first inËegrand is

second integral has

The algorithms are

Èhe complete matrix

abrf
JJo0

and

fwrqr+nr

regular, permiËting numerical

been investigated previously,

now complete for linear pulse

equation may be constructed.

du dv

to (s.39):

{wtt2+utt2+vtt2}

(5.40c)

. (s.41)

ìo
3 /2)

udv

inEegration, and

aË (4.38) .

funcËíon elements,



by a dielectric (er) as shoqm in Fig . 5.6?. The mirror image s¡metries

are used to reduce the problem to thaÈ of.finding o and 0, in Èhe

rt as shotnm in Fig. 5.6b. Image Greenrs functions arepositíve quadrant as shornm in Fi

constructed during integration by the ploced.ure d.escribed in Appendix B.

Note that S and S, coincide on 0jxj1, y=L. Thip appears to be

in conflict with the derivation (see equation (5 .22)) but that is noË

reaLLy the case. A1L integrations involving âG(f[C')/ân, wheru t,Ct

are both'on O<x<lr. y=1, vanish. This alLorùs one to obtaín a net charge

O+oI on S, and for convenienee, Ëhis charge is sirnply denoted o. Note
Ithat if the entire interface S, lies in a plane, all integraLs involving

âe/Att vanish. This is the special case investigated by Bryant and weíss[1].

Consider the square paral1el-strip capacitor with the gap filled

5.4 A Two-Dimensional Example
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f=r

v
I

(o)

Fie. 5.6 Strip Capacitor
a) Ful1 Viev of Problem
b) Reduced Geometry and

oì
oi¡ v" dó ðó

-l- 
ã 

-i-dn ðn,.?.

r¿ith Dielectric Slab:
in Cross-section
Element Placement

(b)

X

Full Vievr



Line elements, each of length l/N

in a (2N)x(2N) matrix equation for all

integrations are performed using order

The interface condition (5.25) may

Then
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-&. =
ðn-

are placed on S and Sr, result,ing

pulse heights. All numerical

3 Gaussian quadrature.

be rewritEen as

(5.42)

In Ëhis case, f.or this problem the soluËion

should satisfy

1âó+e ðn.r+

r].m
g -xor

_?s.
ðn

In order t,o prevent scaling problems, Ëhe interface funcÈional is

dívided bI er before computation, whence, in (5.30) Ehe coefficienÈ

(er+l)/2eo becornes (1+1/er) /2eot and (er-l)/eo becomes (t'I/e)/eo.

In effect the equaËions are normalized to er.

The results presented in Table 5.1 r,rere obtained with N=10. As e,

is made large, O(1ry)i,y, within O.O1 percent at er=106. This verifies

the algorithm for this problen.

=Q

ô(x,y) = y ocxjl, ojyll

(er*) within the dielecËric

(s. 43 )

(5.44)



TABLE 5.1 THE 2-D INTERFACE PROBLEM;
STRIBS I^]ITH SLAB

v

o.05

ì0. 15

o.25

0.35

o.45

0.55

o. 65

o.75

o. g5

0.95

L52

Er=1

0.o37925

0.113960

0.190573

o.268209

o.347432

o.429015

0.514139

o.604837

o.705232

o.82364s

Potential at (y,1)

e =1Ot

o. o4B10B

o. 114360

o.240728

o.337299

o.434L84

o. 531535

o.629579

o.728689

o.829472

o .9287 82

at=103

0.050100

o.150299

o.250498

o" 35069 I
0.45089 8

0. 55 109 B

0.651298

o.751477

o.851446

0.94s868

e =l-06r

0.050006

o. 150018

o.250029

o. 350041

o .450052

o.550063

o .65007 4

0.750085

o. 850096

o.9499rO

lz airr. 
I

ôto v

/e =ro6)\r I

0.012

0.012

o.012

o,or2
o.oLz

0.012

o. o11

0.011

o. 011

0.010
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Fig. 5.7 3-D Interface Problem - The T-shaped
Conductor on a DielecËric (er=10): Fu1l Vierv



The T shaped conductor of Section 4.5 is placed on a dielectric

slab (er=10) as shornm in Fig. 5.7. This problem is illustrative of a

microstrip díscontinuity (with quasi-static analysis) or of a portion of

an integraËed circuiË. The potential specified on Ehe conductor is Q=l,

and the synnneËries are used as in SecËion 4.6 to reduce the problem as

depicted in Fig. 5.8.

Square pulse function elemenLs of side l/N are placed on S 
. 
(r¿here

the net charge O is sought) and on Sr. There are 6N2 elemenËs on the

conductor, as before, with 2N2 elements ofi S, at z=I, x=O, and x=4, and

,'l
4NL at y=2. Therefore there are 16N' pulse heights in total to be

found. Order 3 Gaussian quadrature is used for all numerical integrations

involving the pulse elements. The matrix equation for pulse functions

5.5 A Three-Dimensional ExarnPle

1,54

Fig. 5.8 3-D Interface Problem:
Viewed From Above.

Reduced Geometry



]-S

for

constructed as in the example of Section 5.4, but using the formuLas

three dimensional analysis presented in SecÈion 5.3.

The special function os G.74) is ínrroduced. to assisr in
modelling the singularity, with the choice o=0.25, as in section 4.5.

This adds one enËry to the right hand vector, and a row and column to

the matrix, which now may be represented as
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A

&t

DI

&- Ar

TADoI-

qD

The vector

are identical to

The elements of

U

o
o

or

entry .C, the diagonal

the additions made in

the vector p are given

Þ

b
o

I

Pi = | ""
S

and those of q are

qi= a [""rt', Ito ', sri

r(r) IJ
s_.I1

given

entry ao: and the

Section 4.5, at

by

These integrals are readily computed by meËhods presented previousry.

All numerical integrations involvínB o"r that is over s"r so and s" as

defined in Fig. 4.8, are performed using order 6 Gaussian quadratrrrJ.

Equipotentials are shor,m in Figs. 5.9-5.12 at several cross-sections , 1ot

the case N=2. For the case N=3 there are r45 unknor,¡nsr.and the matrix
determinant vanished, as in Section 4.5.
^ Order 3 quadrature r¡ras adequate for the sma11 pulse regions but order 6

was needed in the larger regions for Õ" (Sa, Sb, and S").

C(.lr')dsr ds t

by

(s.4s)

vector entry bo

equation (4.76).

i=l ... NI (s .46)

"Nr '
(s.47)
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Fíg. 5.9 3-D Interface Problem:
Equipotentials at y=Q.5

Fig. 5.10 3-D
Equipotentials

InËerface Problem:
aÈ Y=1"5
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Fig. 5.11 3-D
Equipotentials

Interface Problem:
at x=l.0

I

Fig. 5 .12 3-D Interface Problem:
aE x=3"0

Equipotentials



Interface problems may be solved by mutual constraint of IE

variaËional expressions in the staËic case. Energy convergence is

guar:anteed when the operator in each finite element is positive-

ilefinite and self-adjoint.

The interface problem demonstrates the duality of the PDE and IE

functionals; one may be derived from the other. This makes relevant

Hasmondts sËatement: there is a freedom of choice beËween field and

source methods. One may solve variationally for either potential or

source, and in either case, the interface problem is solved.

The method of mutual constraint described here is general purpose

in nat.ure. There are no speciaL restricÈions on the shapes of s or srr

but there can be modelling errors when line elemenEs or rectangular

elements are used as described here. The technology of finite-elements

is available and when Ëhe way is found of performing the required

analytie integration over curved dements, isoparameËric finite-elements

may be used to more adequately model arbitrary shapes.

It is necessary that the dielectric be homogeneous. From anoËher

point of view (see srrarron lrs, n .rB7J ) rhe charge or is an effecrive

polatízation charge which replaces the dielectric. If Ëhe dielectric

is inhomogeneous, a polarization charge P may be introduced throughout

the dielectric, to satisfy the equation V.FO. The method described in

this chapter could be extended to handle this case, but there would be

the unknovrn polarizatíon P to determine within the dielecËric region,

with an appropriate increase in the number of unknor,rns. It is better

t.o,use picture-frame methods in such cases, and mutually corÉrain PDE

and IE formulations.

5.6 Conclusions
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One advantage of the presenE approach over many is that only the

free-space Greents function is used; there is no need to construct

special Greents functions (such as the two-dielecËric Greenfs funcÈ,ion

given in [t0]1. However, to apply the addition-subtraction techníque

it is necessary to be able to integrate G and GðG/ðn analytically over

each finite-element, and this has been done for the linear elements

used here.

L59

One may compare this technique to the picture-frame method. of

Chapter III. The dielectric may loosely be thought of as a pieËure-

frame, and the ínÈerface condition at S, as Ëhe external region constraint,.

Since the dielectric is homogeneous, Ëhe static picture-frame solution

for þ may be replaced by a solution for oI on the boundary of the dielectric

SI. Thus there is a relationship between the picture-frame method and

Ëhis IE method. trrlhen the region is piecewise homogeneous this urethod is

better because fewer unknowns are involved, which can result in reduced

computer storage and Ëime requiremenËs. On the other hand, when the

dielectric is not homogeneous or is anisotropic the meÈhod described

in this chapter is not directly applicable and one is advised to use

Ëhe picture-frame meEhod.
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The technique described in Chapter III pernits simultaneous

solution of PDE and IE expressions by a Lagrange constïaint meËhod.

Whíle the PDE expressíon is variational, Ëhe IE expression is construcËed

by a point-matching technique. The methods of ChapËers IV and V allovl IE

problems to be solved variationall-y, and allow different IE variational

expressíons to be muÈually constrained for prot,lem solution. In this

chapÈer the IE portion of the picture-frrme problem is constructed.r

variationally and the PDE and IE expressions are solved by muËual

constraint. (The PDE porËíon j-s variationalras before. )

The static TE functíonal (4.15) must be extended to the time-

harmonic case. As the Greenrs function (1.8) is complex the integral

operator is complexr.and adjoint expressions are required to construct

the funcËional" The PDE functional (2"48) is readily extended to the

axi-symmetric problem. It becomes possible to study four cases of

potential in the plane: static and time-harmonic problerns having either

uniform cïoss-section or axial syrmetry. The t,echníque is païticularly

applicable to prô1ems over infinitely extending regions r,rith isolated

inhomogeneities, as in Chapter III.

L62

MUTUALLY CONSTRAINED IE AND
PDE VARIATIONAL METHODS

CHAPTER VI



In S'ection 4.1 the static integral operator r^las shovm Ëo be

self-adjoint and positive-defini.te (or easily made so for finite S by

adding a constanË for two-dímensional problerns). The quadratic functional

(4.15) is directly applicable. For Helmholtz problems (the tirne-

harmonic case) the operator is not self-adjoint:

6.1 A Iunctional for the
Complex InEegral Operator
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(Kurv) =

and

fr
/ v*(r) / u(r'J_J_
SS

<urKv)

Eherefore

= | uor,,

S

) "jk 
lt-l' I u. ,u,

GeIFIol- - 
|

(Ku,v) +

and Ëhe quadratic functional may not be used directly.

Cert.ain properËies of complex numbers are useful:

t
S

u(rt)

uu

uuu

u*u*

s*s*s*

u u+u*u*

and

1¡ 1¡ ¡-1{g*q*¡¡*

(urKv>

"-jk 
l.-' I ur, u"

ZlT% iE-t'.f

(a+jb)(a+jb) = (^2-a2) + j(2ab)

(.3-:ru2) + j (:a2u-¡3)

G2-a2) - j (2ab)

("3-¡ru2) - ¡ lsa2u-u3)

zz2-a2) = 2 Re: u u

(6.1a)

(6. lb)

z(^3-l^a2)

(6. 1c)

if u=a+jb, then

=2Reiuuu

(6.2¡



Consider the functional
rr

F(o) = r I I to.(r)o*(r,)G*(rlr?) + o(r)o(r')c(.lr')] dstds

%á{

(
- 2 l{ o*(r)g*(r) + o(r)g(r)}ds)-

S

It is easily shornm, using (6.2) that F is a real
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F(o) = 2 Re:

Consider

1

e
o

firs t

ôF(o) = 2

Ehe

I
S

I
S

rr
I I o<r>oci)c(r I r')ds'ds -
,t)
SS

ooo (') f-t

ooc'> f-l

variation of (6.3) '.

r
/s*(r') c(rlr')dsr,^"
b -9

I

lo(r') c(rlr')dsr2

mber, and, in fact

(r)g(r)ds , G.4),1"
s

(6.3)

c
Þ9

At the sËationary point of F the Helmholtz equation ís satisfied. The

Rayleigh-Ritz (or Galerkin) equarion may be writren direcrry, just as

in the static case. That is, if

r (r
/ oo(') .l / o('')
s t-s eo

- g*(r)
1."

er'> I a"-l

c(rlr') d"l - srr> 
] 

a"

o(r) .T10

(6.5)

(6.6)



(6.7)

the mairix equation is
rr ñ r
I lyy_> r(r'¡rc(rlr')ds' ds o = /!cÐe(r)ds .

) J-- J --
SS S

The matrix is not Hemitian, but this ecluation arises at the

point of the quadraticfunctional (6.3). lt is convenient to

valued functions f with complex coefÍicienËs o as in Chapter

It is interesting to see how (6.3) may be derived using

operator. Let

stationary

use real-

III.

a matrix
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(6. aa¡

(6.8b)

(6. 8c)

[':"' /..."]

(6.e)

(6. ro)

t,/
o..v

- (Õrg)

with a weighting matrix

ì
Iol

oo)

o =i
t

[,1
l-.J
functional

(6. 11)

ds= 
!,".,,iî :] [/':"' 

'{..,.] 
[:.

o--þ

-'Fsy

is defined

t: :]

and consider the

F(o) = <I g,g,

The inner product

vuG) ds tds= I l(v*u*G* 
+

SS

Then

t4g,y,



and

{r,zy> = Ït l"*,*u"' l"uu"'JIo rl 1." I o.s s S Ll oJ L"oJ

Therefore

ff
= | / ('tr*.t*ç* + vu G) dstds . (6.L2)

SS
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.ly,yì = Íg,íy,
and the operatorft is self-adjoint. Quite clearly

rr,ly,y = | i {o*ooc + ooG) d.s,ds

SS

r':':'= J<o"o> f o rl [tl t
s Ir oi lr-.J 

u"= J (o*g*+og)ds , (6.1s)
S

also

(
.5,8, = JGot*+os)ds .

s

rt is apparent that rhe rwo funcrionals (6.3) and (6.9) are identical.

It is not possible to demonstrate positive-definiteness, for the

second variation of (6.3) is

ô2r(o) = 4 Re: r- t f uo,ar56(r,) c(rlr') ds,ds. (6.L7)
-J 

) -'oS S

(6.13)

consider ôo = a+jb and G=M+jN. The inregrand of (6.r7) is Èhen

Re: ôo ôo c = (a2-¡')* - 2ab N (6.1g)

(6. 14)

(6.16)



and this number may be negative. Nevertheless the operator contains the

Laplacian as a component, and by Míkhlinrs theorem, energy convergence

ín the Laplacian is guaranÈeed, provided ËhaË the problem has a unique

solution. Energy convergence is in

U(o) =

167

This is clearly real, positive, and finite (for finite S and integrable o).

IncidenÈally, Ehe preceeding discussion suggests that the IE

I 1",',"
SS

variatíonal techniques presented in Chapters IV and V for static problems

could be ext,ended in a straightforward manner to the propÕ.gation (tirne-

harmonic) case. Perhaps this might be a useful extension as r,¡e11.

o(rt ) dsr ds (6.1e)



As demonstrated in Section 3.2, the potential for the exËerior

region Q" (outside the picture-frnmes) satisfies

6.2 Inteeral SoluÈion of the Exterior Problern
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where S is the cumulative boundary of all picture-frames (i.e. Fhe

boundary of fl.) and â points out of Q". If a Dirichlet condition 0=g

is specified on S, one can consËrucË the following IEI

/ o ('')
J--so

where o= eoâQ/ðn. Thís is a Fredholm IE of the first kind and has been

considered for the static case in Chapter IV. Burton and Millet 11]

assert that (6.2O) is satisfied uniquely for any propògation corisËant

k, including picture-frame eigenvalues. By use of equaËion (6.7) a

matrix equation may be wrítten directly. If o(I)=fTo (r+ith f real-

valued) the equation is

c(tltt)dst = e(l)
2

vlf''oSS

(6.20)

When S is composed of line elements the

be used to compute the integrations required

regular function on each element Sil

rNt
/ f(r) p(r) ds = t I f(r) p(r) ds

J - - : 1 Jd.s 1=I "i

frc dsr ds o = [ ,,/-
S

dsr

(2. [r

(6.2L)

âc ¿"' I ds
Iðnr l

methods of Chapter IV may

in (6.22). If f is a

(6.22)

(6 "23)



Furthermore, if P is rcgular,

computed mrmericallY.

The integral on the left of

and what

The

p(rf
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N

-\.
i=1

the integraËion over each

is required

right hand

| ,rt'¡T clrlr') dsr
J --
S.t

is the integral of t'e over each element.

side of (6.22) is included when

(6.22) is included when P

e(¡) =

The inÈegrals which

g (IL
2

N
1

1=l

elemenË maY be

l
)
S.

lude

and

rt=

is a vector functíon

g(rt)

]-nc

t
J
S.I

f(r')T ç(rlr') ds'

singulariËies are thus isolaÈed ;

where., simply for convenience, I on s has been approximated by the same

represenËation as o; that is g(rt) = 4g. For the Dirichlet problen iL

is sirnply necessary to post-mqltiply (6.26b) by g, the given DírichleË

node poEentials on S.. IË will be seen Ëhat for the picture-frarne

problern g will noË be known, and the representation here is convenient.

Suppose that y'tis the point on S, closest to r; that is lt"-tl

is a minimum disÈance. Suppose further that G=P+Q where Q is the

singular part. Then the addition-subtraction technique is applied to

(6.26) to yield

Tz=

dsl

(6.24)

t
J
S.

1

f(tt)T 1G(r¡rr) dsl
+

ânt

(6.2s)

(6.26a)

(6.26b)



ÏL= fi
1

t¡r'¡Teçrfr'¡

and

12=
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- r(C')rQ('l''l Ia"
)

t
J
S.

1

(6.27b)

The fírst integrands in I' T, are regular, and nr:merical quadrature

may be applied direcLly. (Notet if r" lies on Si, and is not an end

point, the numerical integration may be done in two parts, to ease

derivative singularities as indicated in Appendix C). If r lies

sufficiently far from Sr, equaËions (6.26) may be integrated numerically.

The coordinate Ëransformations described in Section 4.3 allow tfie

minimum distance between rt and S, to be easily establ-ished, and as

shown in Fig. 3.7 a minimr:m d.istance of 0.25 ís sufficient to ensure

well behaved inËegrands.

+ f (f)r
r
/ q(rlr')ds'
) -'-
S.

1

^r
Ìd"' + f(y'')r/ aqr¡[¡_2ar',r -- J -s. ânr

1

The (urv) coordinate system of SecËion 4.3 may be used Ëo compute

the inËegrations in (6 .27). The observation point here is r, and in

Èhe loca1 coordinate is (unrvn), as shown in Fig. 6.L. If un<O, Ëhe

point on Ëhe u axis closest t.o the observation point is u=0, and if

rptrb it is u=ub. OËherwise it is u=up. To be general, this point

is denot,ed as r'r, and lies on the element; it is the point on the element

closest to the observation poinË r.

The singular funcËion Q is given by

(6.27 a)

and its derivative is

Q(rlrr) = -1 1n
2r

given

p2 + (u-u

=+1
ñ

by

v
p

îv-E(u-u-tz)'p p'

(6 "28)

ß "ze¡



17]-

=(uprvp)

Up (Q'*grr= O

up

O<Up(U¡-*Urr= Up

6.1 Local CoordinaËes for Singular PoinL u".



r¡here â ís taken in the +w

a to b, as before. If vn=O

is simply not computed.

The coordinaËes of rr

the u axis are needed, and
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direction, Ëo Èhe left

the normal derivative

xl=x

The nr:merically computed integral for I, (6.27a) is

cortlesponding to an integration point on

these are given by

+ir
a

%

yf -y^+u (y.-y^)
da)4

%

"-f {{''''

of the líne from

vanishes and (6.29)

(xO-x")

and for I, (6.27b) it is

r2N =it{*(r'r w-}frcc'l ,$-=-jl"u; vn#.. (6.31b)

c('l'' )+ L d<1,'l ln /q'z+(.-"ef 
Ì 

d"

The analytic integral for Q has already been given (4.27), and

for ðQ/ân (6.29) it is computed by substiruËing r=u-un:

LI
2n Jo

(6.30a)

vdup

(tp'*1.r-,rn) r)

(6.30b)

It is nov/ necessary to specify G, âC/At for each case to be studied,

anp to ensure that Q contains the singularity. Consider the problem having

uniform cross-section. In this case ç=q and no problems arise as ühe

=l
ñ

tL -uof P., dË/p
¿tt

-u v -+t-pp

(6.31a)

- ( -tu=l JËan P+
ñl vtp

;vn#o

-1Ltan u" -ubp
v

P

ì

J

G.32)



numerical integratíons (6.31) are readii-y performed. For the Lime-

harmonic case, the Greenrs function is specified at (:.e) and involves

Hankel funcËions. The sma1l argumenË formula for the Hankel function

LZ, p.139] may be used to show that P=G-Q is regulat.a ¡=rr:

l1m
r+rt
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where Euler's constant is y=0.5772157. For k>O

the above algorithm may be applied directly.

(6.31a) is replaced by

Ho (kþ='l)*

For Èhe integral given aL (6.31b) the r and rr will coincide only at Ëhe

numerical integration points on Sr. The integrand vanishes

(i.e. cos 0 = -up/ ÇEif = o) for any observation poinË on Si,

including r=rt.

For axially syrmnetric problems the discussion in Section 4.6 is

pertinenÈ. The function p(r) ín (6.24) and (6.25) is replaced by

2rrn p(r), and the functions G, ðC/att in (6.31) musr be specified.

First of all, from (1.10) it is evident thaË the singularity is

contained in the Laplacian for three-dímensional problems, including

those r¿ith axial symmetry. The function to be used for G in (6.31)

is given by

ff(rr)l 1 /tnt<
t2n' 2

1n ln I.:.' l)=t [r"r.I zn\ z
(6.33)

this limit is finite, and

If r=rr, the integrand of

* Y)

+ Yl-jtT

G(rlrt) = nt

2n

t dü a2\'
ä arE=ì-I

ïI

tl
o

(6.34)



the second integrand here is

Ëo six figure accuracy using order

when r=rr. The first integral has

The first Ëerm in (6.34) is

where fand ¡are defined at (4.98) , (4.99),

the numerical integration points in (6.31a)

at (4.104) thaË Q contains Ëhe singularity.

(4.31a) is replaced by
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regular; the inÈegral nay be computed

B Gaussian quadraÈure. It vanishes

already been obtained, at (4.97).

nr K(t)/ry

The normal derivative

follows for (6.31b) :

2n

AS

f(rr¡T

ðc(rlr,) = n, t a f .:tl'='l I d ú =
--Ë'- Jo ñ' l. ã1i-ll=T-r )

and are readily

. IË has been

At, r=rt, the

is more complicated. It may be formuLated

The second integrand is regular: as

+ 2rlt

compuËed for

demonsËrated

integrand of

TT

Ir"r- lr.' lr- f r-'' f

,a

lirn r 1"jkd1¡ta-r) +1) =
dr{ Ttra2

2t
rì' f -cos0a{.,

á ã]E-ril

Numerical quadrature may be employed directly to evaluaLe the second

integral. The first integral is given by silvester [:, no.Ls4-r56J and

1{
T1T

= -k2
&-

(l+jkd -ry)
2

(6.35)

(jkd-i) + 1i

(6.36)



nay be puË in the form

2r

n'l -cos0d rþ = -nr E(E) cos 0 + nt-. nt f E(E) - K(E) Ia¡IET -'Ddr-r-l À tT.nx-l

wher

the

poin

(6.3

used

rzn

eEi

direc

r rt,
lb) i

inst
u,rD_t-t

,o

s the compleÈe elliptic integral of the second kínd and nt* is

tion cosine of the normal Ëo S in the I direction at the source

as in Fig. 6.2. Both terms in (6.37) are síngular, so Ëhat

s not applicable without rnodification; the following form is

ead:

T
{f'(r')¿c(rlrt) -r tt(C') tn_

-E''- n - 1-_"-"d,-";'ãi'
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_nr
x

Zñ-'
fT (r") ln uFr¡¡;-u;z id"

PP

(6.37)

z

(6. 38)

Fig. 6.2 Axisyinmetric Geometry for
Derivative Determination
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and the analytic integrals Ëo be

f= 4,r',{ I
|. 's.1

Ëhe integrals in (6.39) have already been obtained.

AÈ Ëhe singular point r+rt; 6=1. In this case' as

x=Znt, and K(E)=ln Bnt - 1" /ffi/ . Therefore only

toðG/ân. The integrand. of (6.38) becomes

L76

rQ(r lrt )--.-ânr

added are given by

dst - n..' tÀl
o*l J¿tl e

1

fTlrt ,{ -rì t '
ñ, JF+G-uTz-tLp p')

= fT(r') o*t (t- ln Bnr)
4rnt

This is regula.r and is used as

m.¡merical- integration points.

-1
2n

vp
lffii-TzTtp p')

t*' nt (t-lnanr + tn lilal¡Ðr)
Cnî-n t P Y

The inËegrals required to complete the matrix equaËion (6.22) may

now be computed for each case to be considered.

The choice of line elements for the S. has been made Ëo facilitate

eomputation of the analytic inËegrals required. It also allows the normai

direction to S., to be computed but once. If curved elements are required,t

here is one v/ay of computing the integrals of Q and ðQ/ðn; suppose the

curved element is represenËed by the equation w(u), such that w=O if Ehe

element is linear, as shornm in Fig. 6.3. The integral of Q nay be

obtained as t\.ro of the form

(6.39 )

in Section 4.6,

(6.37) contributes

nrx
4Trn t

1n

the integrand nhen lat at the

(6.40)



ã.

/ rr, r/f,r41@-v-Jz ¿s =lP',o

T

s

T

(6.4L)

rst integrand is regular, permiËting numerical integration, and

integral may be handled by the methods presented previously, at

tegral of ðQ/ðn may be obtained as t\nro of the forn

he

ec

he

a
rl
o

efi

cond

ein

aIn
to
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ðw(u)
-w(u) +u=ñ-) du

uz+(w(u)-rn)' du
ærerÐ--"rf

ï,1
(v--w(u)+u ðw(u) \

"*)
P \-ãõ-/

a

t*(

4+lln
,o

+1
î1+-8of,ry\T-i

The first integrand

ana1ytically.

âw

,¿rÏwGt_.i]fd"

/ (vo-w{o) ) du
, 

-j_
/o 

-t)

the

(4.27) .

(u"+(v--w(o))') (1+,ðw(o)z )L/¿P \-ãil-i

is regular, and the

vn - w(o)

second may be obtained

Ì."

Fig. 6.3 Possible Local Coordinates for a Curved IE Element

(6.42)



The PDE functional form ís examined firsË. Consider picture-fr¡me

with an inhomogeneous Neumann boundary condition defined byCI.
]-

6.3 The Mutual ConsEraint

Here â points out of Èhe picture-frame and the negative sign on

used, because in the previous section the normal derivative v¡as

pointing inro rhe picrure-frame. The PDE fgbctiobal (2.48) in

of uniform cross-section, then, is

178

â .(eV4(r)) = -o(r) ; r on st '

r r.
F(0) =/{v4*.(evo¡ -r{ô*ö-p0*-p'*Q}dQ + / {o*6+6xo'} ds

JJf¿., si
1

and node potentials are fixed Èo any Dirichlet condiËions specified within

f)r. IL is easily verified that at the stationary point the Helmholtz
1

equation (L.2) is satisfied in Qi and (6.43) is satisfied on Bt. The

region Qi and the curve Si are in the (x,y) p1-ane. As indicated in

Chapt,er I, the propôgaËion function I^I is scalar, whereas e maY be eiËher

scalar or Lensor depending upon the properties of lhe maËerial in Qi.

For the axi-synrmetric case it is simply necessary to remember thaL

the problem is three-dimensional with no dependence on the angle iJ.r in

(nrúrz) coordinates. The volume element is ¡dCI and the surface element

is ¡ds, where Qi and S, are a region and a curve' respectively, in the

(nrz) plane. The functional becomes:

(6.43)

o' is

taken

the case

F(ô) =

2n

fl'.
L)n

l-
rzrl

)
ßi

(6.44)

{V0*. (eVó) - t/0*0-p0*-p*0}dadü+

n{Vq*" (ev6¡ - I{4*ô-pö*-px6}dQ

2rrrtttt
)Jo s.

1

r+2tr I
J
S.

1

¡ {6*Q+Q*6} as a,¡

¡{o.*Q+Sxci}dg
(6.4s)



A boundary relaxation procedure [+] nt"y now be prescribed. If o

is known on Si, the PDE functional may be used to find Q in fli and

on Si. This poËential on S, may be used as a Dirichlet condition, and

Ëhe IE functional rnay be used to find o on St. This o may, in Ëurn,

be used v¡ith the PDE functional to find Q - the iteraÈive process is

continued until oand Q arê found which satisfy both the PDE and IE

probl-ems. PotenËial is clearly continuous; the use of Q on St as a

Dirichlet condiËion for Ëhe IE problem errsures this. A1-so, aÈ soLution,

L79

where â poínts into Q".. (The IE problem vras constructed witir

pointing out of flu, and o=eoðþ/ðn; it is sirnply necessary to

sign to obtain (6.46).) Then using (6.43), at the solution

â.(e Wr)) = eo.QÖ(Ð_ ; r on Si
dn+

If e is scalar, Ëhis becomes

o'=-e âóo#_dt*

and is sirnply the inteface condition (2.65). I^Iith this formulatíon the

picture-frame boundary S, may be placed direcÈly on an interface, and the

proper condition results naturally. This is in conÈrast to Èhe method

in ChapËer III, where a homogeneous region r¡Ias imposed between S. and

a coritour within the picture-frame S"..
l_

Convergence of boundary relaxaËion procedures depends upon positive-

definite matrix properÈie" 14], and for time-harmonic problems one could

expect numerical problems to arise if k=).., a picËure-frame eigenvalue"

The problem may also be formulated as one of mutual constraint. As

in Chapter III, the vecËor of node potentials Q is introduced, and Ëhe

eteo ð0(Ð
ôn

e- â0(Ðu.-
dn+

(6.46)

n

change the

(6¡47)

(6.48)



matríx equation is constructed using isoparametric finite-elements.

Suppose, for simplicity, that o on the Si ís rePresented by Ëhe same

interpolatory function as 0 on Si. The resulLing PDE matrix equation,

for alL 0i, is

The matrix þ] is syrunetric and square. The matrix [et] is construcËed

from the integrals over S, in (6.44) of (6.45), and is not square; it

has a number of rov¡s equal to the Ëotal number of nodes in all the Qi,

and a number of columns equal to the number of nodes on all the St.

The vector b arises from the integrations of p (source) over f2i, and

al-so from imposed Dirichler node potentials in the CIt. If the Neumann

condiËíon r¿ere known, o would be available, and the righË side of (6.4g)

180

[r] E = - [A'

would be completely known:

trl g. =

Solution of (6.S0) would solve the Neumann problem in each and every í'2r.

(In Ëhe boundary relaxation procedureu(6.50) is used to find þ using the

o obtained from the previous IE solution for f)". [n] would be singular

if k=Ài, a picture-frame eigenvalue) .

Turning no\^r to the IE problem, one may write (6.22) using the same

node points on S= X Sr, and the same interpolatory functions for o, g

on S (see equation (6 .26)) z

(6.49)

[a']

+bL'

btt

o+b

Io

fhe matrices to] and

(6.50)

[o"l are both square, but

(6 
" s1)

neither is Hernitian in



the Èine-harmonic case (complex integral operator). The nature of

PDE isoparametric formulation is such that potential on a straight

triangle boundary is an interpolate only of the node potentials on

side; the other node potentials in the element make no contribution

Therefore, withouË loss of generality, one may rewrite (6.51) as

where 0 is the vector of all node potentials in all flr. The matrix [ot]

ís noË square. It sti1l has ror,rs equal Ëo Èhe number of nodes on S= X Sir

but it nor^r has columns equal to the toËal number of nodes, wiËh zero enÈries

being added. If Q is known, so is g, the vector of node potenËials on S.

Therefore a known vector b may be construcËed:

L81

[o] e = -[o'] E

and (6.51) becomes

Þl o=

This equation is the solution to Ëhe

the boundary relaxaÈion procedure is

previous PDE solution.

the

side

Ëhat

[s].

Equations (6.49) and (6.52) may be solved simultaneously by mutual

constraint:

[a A'l I'o ì [,q J

Lo''Jl;l = 
[õj

provided that, the propd.gation constant k is not an

coefficient matrix. In this regard, the coefficien

Hermitian, and the eigenvalues, in general, will be

The problem will arise only if by chance the matrix

(6.s2)

b

Dirichlet problem in Q., ånd in

used to find o ernploying S fron the

(6.53)

(6.54)

(6.55)

eigenvalue of Ëhe

t matrix is not

complex numbers.

has a real eigen-



value À., and k=À., . Quite clearly there is some work to be done Ëo11

d,etermíne under what conditions (6.53) has a unique solution, but no

difficulÈies have been encountered in any of the tesE examples.

Every finite-element - each PDE isoparametric element in the CIi

for potenEial represenËation and each IE line elernent on the St for

source represent.ation - possesses an operator with a self-adjoint,

positive-definite component, the Laplacian. Convergence is guaranÈeed

in energy; over the píct.ure-frames:
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and over the picture-frame boundaries:

ut -\.
1

where G, is Ëhe Laplacian Greenrs function for the problem.

0f course it is not necessary to use the same inÈerpolatory

r
/ V0*. (eV0)da
l
CI.

1

üz = l.
1J

functions to represent o and Q on the Si; one may choose almost any

integrable functions in linear combination Lo represent. o. It is

convenient, however, Ëo use the same representalion, ín that only one

set of functions need be dealt with in computaËion.

1

o

rr
I I o(r)*o'çtt)cr(rlr')dsrds

S. S.1J

IË is inLeresting Eo eonsider the methods presented by Silvest,er

and Hsieh t0] and I^Iilliams and Canbrell [Z] witnin the present context.

Each involves a PDE matrix equation (for the static problem) using

finite-eleuents, similar to (6.49). Each also involves an IE matrix

equation similar to (6.53) using, in t6] a projective Galerkin nethod

with the incomplete Greents function (see equation (3.10)), and in

LZ] , a point-mat,ching Lechnique with the complete Greenrs function.

Each then involves an inversion of the [D] matrix:

(6. s6)

(6.s7)



Substítution of (6.58) into (6.49), gives

[a-e'o-11'1 E = Þ

This reduces the number of unknowns, buE

inversion and two matrix multiplications.

between these two methods and Ëhe present

Ëhe construction of Ëwo maÈrix equaËions

o =-[o] -t [o'] E .
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an equation for p:

(6. se)

at the expense of a maËrix

The point of similarity

one is thaÈ each ínvolves

relating o and ¡[.

(6. s8)



Consider the Ëwo infinitely long cylinders shown in Fig. 6-4a.

trrliÈh syuunetry about the y=O plane and anÈisymnetry about the x=O plane,

soluËion is required only in the positive quadrant and a picËure-frame

with 16 triangular elements is placed as shown in Fig. 6.4b. Four of the

elements have curved sides (arcs of a circle) and on these sides the

Dirichlet condition 0=1 is enforced. The symmetries are handled in

comput,ation by all-owing the natural PDE condition âÔ/ðn to apply at

x=O in the picture-frame, and the IE integrals are handled by the

method described in Appendix B. Each of the PDE elements is handled

by use of the ísoparametric technique of Section 2.6

I^Iith N=2 there are 43 node potentials to be found in the picture-

frame, and 9 node sources Ëo be found on the picture-frame boundary S.

6.4 Twin Cylinders and the Doughnut

r.84

(o)

t.o

Fig. 6.4 Twin Cylinders.
a) 3-D Full View
b) Reduced Picture-Frame

þ=,y'

3.O 4.O

( b)



The matrix equation (6.15) therefore involves 52 unknowns. Order 4

Gaussian quadrature T¡ras employed for all numerical integration in the

IE portion. The resulting static equipotentials are shown in Fig. 6.5,

and these are seen to be continuous aË the picture-frnme boundary.

thís problem has an analytical solution [a, p.iZA] and for points

on the x axis is given by

185

The experimental results are compared to the exact soluËion in TabLe 6.1.

The relat,ive error norm ll0-O"ll ¡llO .ll is obtained using trapezoidal

integration at 41 points on the x axís 0<x<3; 5<x<8 and is less than

0.25 percenÈ.

The problem may also be solved by boundary relaxation. rt E(n),

o(n) are the node potentials and sourees respectively at, the nËh

0" (x) =

1n(4- Æ)
1n x-ß

-x+ /L5
(6.60)

Fig. 6.5 Twin Cylinders: Static EquipotenEials



TABLE 6.1 THE
PDE-IE STATIC

0.0
1.0
2.O
3.O
5.0
6.o
7.O
8.0

7" relatíve
error nor1n

186

Potential

comput.ed

TI^IIN CYLINDERS:
SOLUTION. l,I=2

o.o
o.2566tO
o.555673
1.0
1.0
o .7 447 48
o.6044L4
o.5L2522

o.222

0 at (x,O)

exacf

iterat,ion, the updated values for iteration n+l are given by

o.o
o.2560s6
o.533848
1.0
1.0
o.743944
o.603945
o.5t2LI2

lZ er.or I

in potential

Eh*r)- (r-u:)E(o) * r[n-l]{ Þ - ¡a'] o(n)1

and

o(n+l) - qr-r)g(') - .u[D-lJ [o'] ,(n+1)

where o is a relaxation facËor [4, p.239] which may be adjusred Èo

optimize convergence. The error at iÉeration n is obtained as a

relative error norm r¿ith respect Ëo the dírect solution of the matrix

equation,

o.o
o.2L6
o.329
0.0
o.o
o. 108
o.o7B
0.080

(6 .61a)

Jf * N

o, I l-ll r lp, l+ r- ) |ri=f i=1

(6.61b)

lo.l¡ al
(6.62)
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o24 6 8lor2
(a)

E

o'

Fig. 6.6a shows certain of the results obtained. It is interesËing

that under-relaxatíon is required for convergence (c,:ona=O.7); Lhis r¿as

also observed by Sandy and Sage [g], although Cernak [10] was able

to over-relax, probably because he relaxed each node poinE in the

picture-frame in turn, rather than in the block fashion employed here.

(As a check, v¡hen each individual node potential and source is updated

in turn using laÈest available values, oopt=lr15 for the twin cylinder

prob 1em. )

The tirne-harmonic problem may be investigated by repearing the

procedure wíth propdgation constant k=o.5 (corresponding to a frequency

of t, 2.5 Ghz with dinensions in centimeters). The problem was solved

directly and then by boundary relaxation. The real part of the solution

Fig. 6.6 Convergence of Boundary Relaxation for the
lwin Cylinder Problem" a) SËatic case (k=O).
b) Propô.gation case (k=0.5).
(f is the relaËive error norm described on page 185.)

o 2 4 6 I lotz

(b)

n



is used in (6.62) and the resulrs are shovrn in Fig. 6.6b. Agaín

cu-_-=O.7, and in fact, the curves are practically indistinguishableOPE

from those in Fig. 6.6a; identical convergence propert.ies are obtained

with boundary relaxation for the cases k=0, k=.5. This is not to say

that the plutions are equally accurate, however; it sinply relaËes to

nethods of solving the maËrix equaËion (6.15) .

The doughnut problem of Sect,ion 4.6 may be investigated here by

using the same picture-frarne (Fig. 6.4b) with symmetry abouË the y=e

plane, and Èhe axi-syrmretric functionals (6.45) (4.100). I^Iith U=2 there

are, agaín, 52 unknov¡ns, and order 4 Gaussian quadrature was used for

all nt¡merical integraËion in the IE portion. The resulting static

equipotentials are shown in Fig. 6.7 anð, results are listed ín Table 6.2,

along with the besË results obtained using purely IE functionals from

Table 4.8. It is observed that the difference in the tr.¡o soluËions on

1_88

Fig. 6.7 The Doughnut: Static Equipotenrials



TABLE
PDE-IE

0.0
1.0
2.O
3.0
5.0
6.0
7.O
8.0

computed

189

6 .2 TI{E DOUGIil{IJT ;
STATIC SOLUTION. N=2

0.963095
o.87 4695
o. 9 1405 I
1.0
1.0
o.736289
0.59695 8
0.506490

PoËential Q at (xro)

pure IE solution I aifferen"e 
I(Table 5.5) x 1o-4

Ëhe x axis is less than 0.2 percent; the present method works well for

axi-symmeËric problems .

o.862792
o.87 440r
0.9 13840
o.999772
0.999009
o.734964
o.s96449
o.506264

The matrix equation for this problem may be solved by boundary

re.laxatioà, in a fashion identical to that for Ëhe twin cylinder problem.

EquaËions (6.61) are used, and (6.62) is applied ro rhe real parts of rhe

solution variables, just as before. Convergence curves are shown in Figs.

6.8 . Again, the two sets of curves are virtually indistinguishable,

with under-relaxation again required, and ulona=O.6.

lZ variationl
between approx

solutions

3 .03
2.94
2.L8
2.28
9.91

L3.25
5 .09
2.26

0.035
0.034
o.o24
o.023
o.ogg
0.180
o.oB5
o.045
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Fí9. 6.8 Convergence of Boundary Relaxation for
the Doughnut Problem.
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Consíder the picture-fr¡me shor¿n in Iig. 6.9. If one uses the

PDE and IE uniforrn cross-section funcËionals (6.44), (6.3) with sytrDeËry

about the x=0, y=O planes, Ëhe configuration represents an infinitely

long cylinder, with radius 0.5, cenËered on the z axis. If one uses

the axi-symnetric funcËionals (6.45), (4.100) with symneËry about the

y=0 plane, a sphere centered at Ëhe origin is represented. The

analytic solutions are all known.

The picture-frame has 12 triangular elemenËs, tqro wiËh curved sídes

on which a Dirichlet potential is to be specifíed. With N=2 there are 35

node potentials and 9 node sources (44 unknowns) to be obtained, and

6.5 Accuracy Tests with a Circular Cross-Seetion

191

with N=3, there are 70 node poËentials and 13 node sources (83 unknowns).

Isoparametric techniques are used. for the PDE elements, and numerical

integrations for the IE elements are performed using order 4 Gaussian

quadraËure, with the synrnetries included by the meËhod given in Appendix B.

The sphere is investigated first. The solution is to satisfy

where r is

used

0 (r)

the distanee from the origin, and if

ikr=e-

The Diríchlet

r>0.5

condition to be inposed is sinply

O (o' 5) = 2"jo' 5k

r = æ+yz

(6.63)

(xry) coordinaÈes are

(6.64)

(6 .65 )
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The results obtained \,rith k=O (the static case) and rnrith k=l.0

(represenËing a frequency of r, 5 GHz with dimensions in centimeters)

are listed in Tables 6.3 and 6.4, respectively. The results are elearly

very good, with relative error norms with N=4 for both Q over f,), and o

over S, being less Èhan 0.1 percent (rea1 parts are used). The source

o is observed to be slightly less accurate than 0; that o is integrated

to obtain potenËial tends Èo smooth out local variations.
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TABLE 6.3 TiM SPHERE:

0.50
o.67
1.OO
1. 33
r.67
2.OO
2.33
2.67
3.00

N=2

2.O
L.503677
L.OO252L
o.750023
o. 60059 7

0.5005 7g
o.4290LL
0.375389
o. 333684

PDE.TE SOLUTION

Potential Q aË r

N=3

Z relative
error nonn 0.1561

2,O
I.50L679
1 .00L329
o. 750000
o.600268
0.500209
o.428750
o. 375 156
o.333472

0.0 735

r

I .50

k=0

exact

7" relatíve
error norm 0.1863

2.O
1.5
1.0
o.75
o. 60
0.50
o.42857r
0.375000
0.333333

I z error 
I

in Q, N=3

N=2

0.682623

source o aË r

N=3

0.0
O.LLz
0.133
0.0
0.045
o.o42
o.o42
o.o42
o.o42

o.683264

o.09 14

exacË

o. 683054

lz
1n

error
ÕrN=3

0.31



TABLE 6.4 TI{E SP}TERE:

o.50
o.75
1.00
L.25
L.50
L.75
2.OO
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00

L94

N=2

Re: Poten|ial 0 aË r

N=3

PDE-IE SOLUTÏON

1 . 755 165
0.971063
0.541103
o.25787L
o.o47806

-o.101563
-o.208011
-o.27924L
-0.320683
-0. 336408
-0. 3302 19

7" retatíve
error norm O.2L3I

1.755165
o.97 3960
o.540629
o.252L5L
o.o47 400

-o.IoL769
-0.208056
-o.279217
-o.320526
-o.336207
-0. 330113

o.o77 5

k=1

exact

L.755L65
o. 9 755 85
o.540302
o.252258
o.047158

-0.101855
-0.208073
-o.279L88
-o.3zo45g
-0. 336 1 10
-o.329998

1.5

17" ettorl
in Q, N=3

7. reLatíve
error norm O.26L5

N=2

Re: source o at r

N=3

0.435004

0.0
o.L67
o.061
o.o42
o.5L2
o.o84
o.oo8
0.010
o.021
o.o2g
0.035

o. 4355 85

o. 09 83

exact

0.435905

lz
1n

error I

o, N=3

o.o7 4
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Fig. 6.1O The Sphere: Equipotentials, k=O
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Equipotentials

They are ttexactttl for

Turning to the

is to saËisfy

0 (r)

and the Dirichlet condition is

for the tT^ro cases are shornm in Figs. 6.

errors of less than 0.1 percent cannot

cylinder problem, the solution for Ëhe

L97

The results in Table 6.5 were obtained vrith N=2 and 3¡ The solution is

very good, wíth error norms of less than o.o5 percent. Again o is less

accuraËe than þ. Equipotentials are shown in Fig. 6.L2.

For this problem rhe magnitude of the integral of ðô/ân over s ís
constant f.or a circular arc Sr,

f 
'll

r- / !Ou" = [' ïdq;
Jã-r--gr dn JO r

ln (r)

O(0.5) = ln (0.5).

1O and 6.11.

be observed.

static case

r>0.5

trlith eo=l, the inËegral of o over the picture-frame boundary in the

positive quadrant, obtained by order 4 Gaussian quadraËure is 1.57042

(an error of -0.026 pereent). The integral of â0/ân over S, obtained

by differentiating the PDE finite-elemenË functions and using order 4

Gaussian quadraÈure, is 1.5723L (an error of +0.1 percent). Therefore

one may deduce that o is more accuraËe than ð0/ân - which is not

surprising, for if o and Q are both polynomial on S, ð0/ân is a

polynomial of lower order. Alternatively, potential is obtained from o

by an integration involving G, and may be expecËed to be a higher order

approximation. Therefore larger error norns for o than6should not be

expected to degrade Lhe solution for Q.

(6.66)

= 'tT = 1. 570801L
(6.67)



TABLE 6.5 TI{E CYLINDER:

198

0.50
o.67
1.00
t .33
L.67
2.OO
2.33
2.67
3"00

7. relatíve
error nol]In

N=2

PDE-IE SOLUTION, k=0

Potential Q at r

N=3

-o,693L47
-0.405862
-o.oor2r7
0.288316

0.51 1 123
o. 69 35 89
0.847837
0.981458
L.O993r2

o.o776

-o,693147
-0. 40559 4

-0. ooo504
o.287903
0.510943
o.693325
o.8475L6
o. 9 81082
l.og 8902

o.0312

ï

1.5

exacË

-o.693L47
-o.40546s
o.o
o.2B76BL
0.510826
0.693L47
o.847298
0.980830
1. 09 86 10

7 reLatíve
error norm 0.0916

I z e.rot I

in Q, N=3

N=2

-o.6533L7

source o at r

N=3

0.o
0.032

o.o77
0.023
0.026
o.026
o.026
o.026

-0. 653639

o.o42L

exact

-o.653857

lr"

in
error 

I

o, N=3

0.032
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For the time-harmonic cylinder problem, the

and the Dirichler condition is

0(0.5) = -Ho(0.5k),

Two examples are given: k=l (representing a frequency of n5 GHz with

dimensions in cenËimet,ers), and k=2 (a frequency of .r, 1o GHz). The

results (real parts of Q and o) are listed in Tables 6.6 and 6.7, and

the equipoËentials are shown in Fig. 6.13 for the case k=1. For this

case Èhe relaËive error norms are both less than o.o5 percent (N=3)

indicating a very good solution. The results with k=2 are obtained

with N=2 and show somewhaË more erïor (0.3 percent relative error norm

for þ). Nevertheless the results are still good, and such errors aïe

vírtually zero f.or engineering purposes.

The examples presented iri this section show that highly accurate

soLuËions can be achieved with the method, but there is no assurance

thaË such .accuracy will alv¡ays be achieved with so few unknoums in oËher

problems. There is the guarantee of energy convergence, however, so

that including more unknowns (more finite-elements, higher order

approximation) til1 ptonide better results. The results of ChapËer IV

show that the number of unknoÌ¡7ns required for a specified accuracy depends

to a large extent on the ability of the trial functions to model the

true solution.

0 (r)

200

= ' Ho (kr) r > 0.5

solution is to saËísfy

(6.68)

(6.69)



TABLE 6.6 THE CYLiNDER;

20L

o.50
o.7 5
1.00
r.25
1.50
L.75
2.OO
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00

N=2

Re: poËential Q at r

N=3

PDE.IE SOLUTION

o.444sL9
o.138400

-0 
" 
ç8787 1

-0. 25 BO9 B

-0. 383188
-o.465446
-0.510405
-0.52019 1

-o.498279
-o.448929
-o.377L6L

7" reLaLíve
error nor:rn 0.0890

k=1.0

o.444519
o.L374t6

-0. oBB113
-o.258187
-o.382527
-o.465483
-0.510370
-0.520ro7
-0.498151
-o.44897L
-o.376894

o.0329

exect,

T

1.5

o.444sL9
o.L37L73

-0. oBB25 7
-o.2582L7
-o.382449
-o .465493
-o. 510376
-0. 520065
-0.498070
-o.448659
-0.376858

lz
1n

error I

0' N=3

7" reLatíve
error notrn 0.1007

N=2

o.40376L

Re: source O at r

N=3

0.0
o.1,77
0.163
0.012
o.oo2
o. oo2
0.001
o.oo8
o.016
0.070
0.009

o. 4046 1 8

o.o446

exacË

0. 404386

lz
in

error I

o, N=3

0.05 7



TABLE 6.7 TIIE CYLINDER; PDE-IE SOLUTION

r

202

0.50
0. 75
1.OO
L.25
1.50
I.75
2.OO
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00

7. reLatíve
eïror norm

WITII N=2, k=2.0

Re: Potential

(computed)

-0.09825 7

-0.382361
-0. 509 5 13

-o.496622
-o.37BB1B
-o.r9)244
0.016634
0.193894
o. 30 8144
o. 339 5 82
o.288702

o.303

0aLr

(exact)

-0. ogB25 7

-a382449
-0.510376
-0. 49 80 70
-0.3768s0
-o.189022
0. o16941
o.L94705
0.308518
0.339481
o. 2 8819 5

ll "rtotl
in0

o.o
.o.o23

o. 169
o.29L
o.522
o.646
1.810
o.416
0.121
0.630
o.t76
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The example problem of Section 3.3 is díscussed again to show that

the IE portion of this formulation nay be used alone to solve the sËaÈic

exËerior problem. Here the syrnrnetries are employed as before to reduce

the problem to the positive quadrant, and in contrast Lo the earlier

examples, the strip is given a small thicknessr'so that S excises a

finite region from the infinite plane. Five st,raight-line elemenËs for

S are specified as shown in Fig. 6.L4, and continuous o is soughË,

represented by a polynomial interpolate of node sources, in Ëhe same

fashion as in the previous sections. No special singular function is

used for Ëhe edge condíËion

If N is Ëhe order of Èhe polynomial approximation, there are

6.6 The Strip Capacitor
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s+

tul = 7 + 6(N-1) = 6N+1

(o)

r.oooot
t.o

v

Fig. 6.I4 The Thick Strip Capaciror
a) The Reduced Geometry
b) Finite-Element Placement on S.

(6.70)

(b)



node sources Ëo be obtaíned. The natrix equaËion (6.51) is constructed

e¡ith O=1 on S, and the symneËries are handled by the method in Appendix B.

Order 4 Gaussían quadrature was used for all numerical integrations. The

resulËs obtained are listed in Table 6.8, and the soluËion is almost 4

figures accurate with N=4 (25 unknoums).

205

TABLE 6.8 TTIE STRTP CAPACITOR:

Polynourial
order

1

2
3

4

In Fig. 6.15 convergence properties for this approximaËion are compared

to Ëhose with pulse function approximation, and to those with special

singular funcËions, which were obtained in Section 4.4. Continuous poly-

nomial represenÈat,ion is bet.Ëer than pulses a1one, buË the greatest gains

are made using singular functions, as described in Chapter IV.

Number
of nodes

7

13
19
25

PDE-TE STATIC SOLUTION

Capacitance
pflM

18. 63
18. 68
18.70
I8.7L

Potential
þ(4o /9 ,ro)

0. 1118
0.1121
o.tL22
o.LL23

,iî,
r8.6oll

I85J
o

Fig" 6.f5 Comparison of Convergence Properties for Different
Solutions of the Strip Capacitor Problem.

ro 20 30 40

polyn.

(r.4.t)-
Go.Ð---
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Consider the simple pin insulator shor^¡n in Fig. 6.16. the problem

is axi-symrnetric, and the reduced picture-frame shoçrn ín Fig. 6.17 is

sufficient, with 24 tríangular elements. Notice that the insulaËor has

only 3 sËraight element sides. Since S has been resËricted Èo consist

only of i-ine elernents, it ís necessary to enclose the insulator within

S as shown. Had curved eiements been al1owed, only I elenents would be

required, all within the insulator. This rnay be coupared to the

technique of Chapter III where an overlap region is required; the 24

elements are always necessary if the method of chapter rrr is applied.

The dielectric constanË of the ínsularor i" .r=2.1 [¿], although

it ís easily taken as cr(Ð uy rhe PDE formulationl rn facr, the pDE

nethod has been used by l.rexler [rr] for anisorropic material, and rhe

particular aLgorithm used here (MANFEP [s]) inciudes Ëhe fearure.

The Dirichlet conditions 0=O, 0=1 are enfor..a "" shown, and with

N=2, there are 63 node potentials and 13 sources (76 unknowns) to be

found. the statie equípotentials are shov¡n in Fig. 6.18; continuous

and smooËh $ rasults throughout.

A contaminated insulator is represented by pernitting conducting

material to reside on the surface of the insulator. Thus a portion of

the interface is ao equipotential. Thís is'easily enforced by using

Lagrange eonstraints; node potentials or Ëhe contpminated surface are

all forced t,o assume the s¡me values. For simplicity, here Èhe con-

taminant touches the conductor, and the Dirichlet condition ô=l is

extended along the insulator surface. The static equipotentials

resulting from two tests are shor.m in Fígs. 6.19 and 6.2o. The effecË

of the contarñinant is clearly observed in the shift in the location of

6.7 A, Pin InsuLator
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That is, the regi.on may be inhomogeneous or anlsotroplc.



potentí41 contours towards the ground.

possibility of electrical breakdor,¡n.

207

Thís significantly increases the

€r=.2).

Fie" 6.L6 A Typieal Pin Insulator
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Fig. 6.17 FiniËe Elpments for the Pin Insulator Problem.
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Mutual constraint of PDE and fE variational expressions for

unbounded field problems results in energy convergent approximate

solutions. The method has been shovm capable of high accuracy in

static and Ëime-harmonic problems having either uniform cross-section

or axial symmetry. The accuracy of Ëhe meËhod resËs upon the ability

of the PDE approximation to represenË 0 in the picture-frames, and

upon good representaËion of !p/!n by o.

The cornplex integral operat,or for time-harmonic problems is noË

sel-f-adjoint, but Ëhe adjoint operator equaËion may be introduced into

the functional to allow Èhe Rayleigh-Ritz matrix equation Ëo be

obËained in the usual fashion ltZf. 0n1y the simplest free-space

Greenrs functions need be used in the formulation, and even Ëhese

require sophisticated algorithms to be handled properly. The addition-

subtraction technique has been found adequate for treating the.singular

inÈegrands, and appropriaËe algorithms have been presented r¿hen the

finite-elements on S are line segments. An importanË exËension sei¡l¿

be to include curved element,s.

It is of interesË to note that the IE portion of the method. is

applicable to bounded regions. This is apparent from the original

formulation, at equation (3.4). In [t:] an example constructed by

M. Friedman shows hor¿ the method is applicable to such regions. It ís

possible, therefore, t.o solve bounded field problems by the mutual

constraint method of this chapter. Consider the problem depicted in

Fig. 6.27. The large homogeneous region Q, need not have PDE finite

elements placed for Q; it is sufficient to seek a source o=eoðO/An on

2L2

6.8 Conclusions
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Ëhe boundary of 0r. PDE elements may be placed in the two inhomogeneous

regions, and mutual const,raint may be used Ëo achieve the overall

solution.

In addition, one may compare this method Ëo that of Chapter III.

The earlier method employed a poinË-matching technique for Ehe IE portion,

r¿hereas Ehis one seeks the solution variationally, with demonstrable

energy convergence properties. The earlier method allowed the IE portion

Ëo be handled r,iithout explicit treatment of Greenrs funcLion singularities,

and this is an algorithmic advantage over the methods used here, r¿here Ehe

formulation demands explicit treaËment. The earlier method demanded a

homogeneous region between the picture-frame boundary and any inhomogeneous

material within the picture-frame: this one does not. However, if

Fig. 6.2L A Bounded Problem.



dielectric boundaries cannot be mirdel-led by line eLements, an homo-

geneous region results an)¡ray, as in the insulator problem of Section 6.7.

The trade-off is essentía1ly beÈween Ëhe energy convergence properties of

this nethod and the simpler algorithms of the earlier one. The existence

of efficient accuïate routines Ëo handle Greenrs function singularities

tend to rnake Ëhis method preferable.

One may also compare Ëhe computing requirements of thè two methods.

Although Ëhis method requires nore storage for the algorithms than that

of Chapter III (because the algorithms are more complicated), the bulk

sÈorage required for daËa (the matrices) ís the same. Approximately

tvrenty percent more coinpuËatíon time is required for consËrucËing the

variational IE matrix conËributions here than for constructing the IE

constraint matrix contributíons of Chapt,er III. However, when the com-

putation'time for constructing Èhe PDE matrix contribuËions and for

solving the resulÈing matrix equation (using Gauss elimination and back-

substitution) is ineluded, the meËhod described. here ís only about five

percent .slower, for Èhe same degree of accuracy.

This picture-frame method may also'be compared to the purely IE

for¡nulation for interface problems in Chapter V. hlhen the picture-frame

regíon is homogeneous (for example, a homogeneous dielectric) the picture-

frame may be replaced by a source distribution on S; and the IE formulation

of Chapter V may be used. The advantage is in the reduction in number

of unknoinms v¡hich can also result in a considerable reduction in compuÈer

storage and time requirements. On the other hand, when the picture-frame

region ís not homogeneous or is anísotropic, the met.hod of chapËer v is

not applicable and a picture-frame method is recournended.

t,1 4
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Very little has been said to this

of the matrix equations arising in the

chapLers:

2L6

CHAPTER VII

SOLUTION OF MATRIX EQUATIONS

where [a] is an NxN square matrix, apart from the facÈ that Gaussian

elimination with back-substitution is used.. (ftt tft" 3 dimensional IE

examples it was mentioned that Èhe matrix determinanË vanished - or

at least reached the computer zero - r¿hen over 100 equations were

involved.) Instead, Ëhe emphasis has been largely on the construction

of (7.f¡ such that x is meaningful in terms of the physical problem

under consideration.

The tern ttill-conditionedtt has been used several Ëimes in the

description of certain matrices. tühi1e there are several possíb1e

definitions of a matrix "condition number" [1, pp.L74-177), it may be

conveniently defined as the square root of the ratio of the largesÈ

eigenvalue of loto] Èo the smallest. The larger the condition number,

Ëhe more ill-condirioned rhe marri"I A].

Nor¡ consider (7.t). rf ta] or b is perÈurbed slighrly (for example

by round-off error in computation) the solutíon x will also be perturbed,

but hopefully not by too much. The upper bound on the relative pertur-

bation of x is proportional to the condition number. This means that if

t^] is ill-conditioned, a small amount of round-off error in computation

can cause a very large perturbation in x from the true solution, and

indeed, can make the computed x meaningless. Although a sympton of i11-

[e] x=Þ.

point about Ëhe actual solution

forrnulations of the preceeding

(7.L)



conditioning is a vanishing matrix determinant, it is not necessarily true

that a small determínant implies a large condition number. For example,

if I A] ís multiplied by a very srnall number y>O the determinant is

nultiplie¿ Uy yN, but the condition number, as a ratio of eigenvalues,

is unchanged.

In this chapËer the sLructure of the matrix equations ís examined

more closely, and alternative strategies are described which might be

used for more effieient solution. This will be particularly important

when large-scale problems are attempËed.

2l-7

Much of t,he material presented here is Ëaken from

Reid [2] , whic i¡ in many respects, represents the state

1970.

the

of

book edited by

the arË in



The matrix equations presented in this work have arisen from

several distinct algorithmic procedures, and it is useful to review

briefly the natrix sËructures at thís point.

The PDE finite-element procedures in Chapters III and VI produce

maÈrices which may be sparse. rf [a] is rhe marrix produced.r entry A.3

will be non zero only if nodes i and j are presenË in the same finite-

element. If there is but one element the matrix will be dense. On the

other hand if linear right triangles are used as shown in Fig. 7.1, each

node will exist in aË most I triangles, and Ëherefore there r¿ill be at

most ! non zero entries in each row of [a], no matter how many elements

are used. This particular case produces the finite-difference matrix

[:] if the right triangles are isæ,eles and boundary conditions are all

7.1 The Matrix EquaEíons

2L8

Fig. 7"1 Linear Right Triangular Finite Elements.



Diríchlet. TreaËing PDE finite-element maËrices as being den-se can

be wast.eful.

The matrices produced by IE procedures in Chapters III - VI are

dense by comparison. This is because Ëhe Greenrs functions link all

elements together via an integration. In certain cases (Chapters IVt

v, and equaËion (6.51)) the matrices are completely dense. In other

cases noc all the unknowns are required to represent o in the integral

of OG. This occurs in the IE consÈraint equation of ChapËer III; only

those node potentials in elements through which S" passes are involved.

It also occurs in Chapter VI (at equation (6.52)); only node poËentials

(and sources) on S are involved. Therefore in problems where only IE

operations aïe involved the maûices musË be treated as being dense,

whereas in Ëhe PDE-IE picture-frame problems, depending upon Ëhe PDE

representation and contour placement, the matríces need noË be treated

as being completely dense.

The picture-frame method in Chapter III involl¡es a Lagrange con-

straint, and (3.2I) may be writLen in Ëhe general form

2L9

The PDE mat,ri

element repre

may be sparse

of s". [t] '
constant k>0.

Inlhen the

elíminaEed, a

due to the ma

[o ^"1ÍE] [qì
L" ollÀl I'l Q'2)

x [e] is square and sparse, depending upon the finite-

sentation, and Ëhe non-square IE constraint matrix tM]

depending upon the PDE finite elements and the placement

i1l also be complex-valued for values of t.he Propôgation

boundary node poinÈs and the Lagrange multiplier L are

s at (3.26) the matrix is smaller buL much more dense,

trix multiplications and additions involved.



Equation (l.Z) may be sPlit

{r I + h 1l}t

rn¡here the firsÈ matrix is essentially

the second matrix may be thought of as

The IE variational procedures in

pletely dense matrices in equations of
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into

rrhich may be

{

E

À

[o]
=l-l

lqJ

t^l o

split into

where [A^l is the block diagonal matrix formedL ol

finite element in isolation, and where Llt] is

matrix. Equation (7.S¡ is in the same form as

A third general form arises in the PDE-IE

of Chapter VI, and as at (6.55) is

the PDE finite-element matrix and

the IE constrainË matrix.

Chapters IV and V produce com-

the forrn

(7.4)

l'n ILoJ

b

[a']t o =Þ

(7.3)

The PDE finite-element matrix [e] t"y be sparse, but the

element maËrix IOJ is eompletely dense. The mutual consÈraint

[ot] and Þt] are sparserfor the number of nodes on S is often

less Ehan the total number of node points. Equation (7.6) may

be Elit into tt¿o parts

[;

(7.s)

by treating each IE

the muÈual consËraint

(7.3).

mutual constraint method

i']
E
(f

I_t
t

q
o

lo ol [o

L. 'J 
. 

Lo' :'l ['][']IeJ Iql

(7.6)

IE finite-

entries

much

also

(7 "7)



rÀ7here the first matrix aríses by treatíng the PDE and IE problems

separately, and the second is the muËual constraint natrix. EquaËion

.(7-.7) is in the s¡me form as (7.S¡ and (7.3)

:-1 - One may aLso separaËe the staÈic and Ëime-harmonic parts of the

èquations. (See (1.2) and (1.10)). It is possible, therefore, to

represent all the matrix equaËions as
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where [A^l i" real-va1ued, symetric positive-definite,
LOJ

where [nt] r"t be complex-valued, non-Hermitian, not of

and relatively d.ense. It is necessary that t^] = [Ao *

singular in order to solve (7.8).

[a + Atl x=b
Lo I -

and sparse, and

a definit.e form,

AtJ be non-

(7. B)



This technique, as applied in all the examples, treats the coeffícient

matrix in (7.1) as being completely dense. Row interchange, or partiai

pivoting, ís used ttto give smaller bounds for the perturbaËions due to

rounding errortt (l,Ialsh, in [t , n.43] ) . Gauss ian elirnination produces

an upper triangular matrix from r¿hich the solutiòn is obtained by back-

subs titution.

7.2 Gaussían Elimination and Back-Substitution
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Consider a simple 3x3 example (without pivoting), represenËaËive of

a larger NxN system:

tll 
^L2

^zL ^zz

t31 
^32

The first

"íL/ ^LL,
from the

"13

a23

t33

step is to eliminate a2I

i=2 .. N and subtracting
.rh1 equatlon:

*1

*z

*3

"11

o

b1

bz

b3

^Lz

"zr-2
"11

and a^". Thís isJI

the first equation

o

^Lz ^zs-^zt "t3
tl1

^32-^zt ^tz
"11

t13

(7.9)

done by forming

Èimes this number

*1

*2

"s:-t:t "t:
tl1

bt

or-l ot

"11

or-þ ot

"11

*3

, (7.10)



The next step is to eliminate the entry ^32-^3L^IZ/^tt This is done

by fornring (riZ-a 
^n) /GZZ-T arr) , i=3 .. N, and subtracting the

"11 "1r.

second equaËion times this number from tfre iÉ equation :

r'
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^zz-^zt^tz
"11

o o ("s:-þ"13)- (arr-ga 
12) 

(arr-az¡ 
ts) / Gr2-2r1r2)

r11 Tr ", "*

tl3

^23-^zr^r3*ir

b1

or-1,'.t
"11

(03 ^ rot) 
- Gn-Tn) $ r- 

_Ua^-'o ì / ("zz-21t2

r, "ll "11 "11

The procedure continues until the [e] matrix is in upper diagonal form:

*1

trr ^Lz "13

O ^22' ,23'

O O r33t

*2

Consider the products of the diagonals

N

II aíi = der tAl
i=1

*3

(7. 11)

*l

*z

x.
J

b1

b2t

b3t

' (7.L2)

(7.13)



If N=1, innnediatelf a' is the determinant. I^IiËh N=2

^LL^22' = tll ("r, ' "zt "tz \ = ^LL ^1-z 
- ^zr "Lz Q 'L4)

a,Jt

and v¡ith N=3

^!L^zzt"33t = 
"11 

Gzz'^zt^rz) (arr-arrarr)

"tt tt

- .1r Gtr-arr¿tn) Gzs-y-^ts)

"11 "11
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= ^Lr ^22 "33 
* 

^L2 ^23 "31 
* 

^L3 
azL 

^32

which, again, is the determinant.

If Ëhe matrix is sparse and may be put into a banded form:

l- ol[a] = l-. '-..1 e.r6)
I ot'.. I

^3t ^ZZ "13 - ^32 ^23 "11 
_ 

"33 ^2L ^L2 (7.15)

the method may be appl-ied just over Ëhe band. (l.rÏalsh, Ln lZ, p.¿:]).



In the special case where the coefficienË matrix is synrneËric the

Choleski method [4, pp.76-78; pp.95-97f is fasrer rhan Gaussian

elimination. This form occLrrs in the static PDE-IE Lagrange constrainË

method of Chapter III, and in the integral variational methods of

Chapter IV.
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7.3 Symmetric Choleski Factorízation

For a synrnetric matrix one may write

lel = ttl [r] t

where ltl is a lower

þl

and

triangular matrix.

r1= l"r \zltttt
f t "rr)

Then, fron (7.17)

[t]

Consider the simple 2x2 case:

= 
ittt 

o

L',' Lzz

Fr; 
""',:] 

l

and the elements of

ltt =

' Ltz =

Lzz 
=

(7.r7)

trr'

ltr

( 7. l8a)

Lttlzt

Lzt 'rt' 
* t,

obtained:ft] may te

/;*

"tz/1tt
ã,r7Í

(7.18b)

I

I (7.19)

(7.Zoa)

(7.2Ob)

(7 "Zoc)



This may be exËended readily to an NxN matrix.

' The appearance of the square root in lri may indicaËe the necessíty of

complex arithmetic; hor.+ever if t^] is positive-definite this is noË

necessary lq, n.7Bl.

The equation (7.1) becomes

(7.2L)
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(7.22)

(7.23)

(7.24)

[ttt] x = þ

tt] y=b

case

(7.25)

(7.26)

ix þ] may

tten direc

ed to

t.rix equat

For the simple example (7 "23) rakes Èhe form

general

he maËr

be wri

preferr

tric ma

fttt o I frrl fotìllll=ll
l.'r, trr) [ t, J I o, 

I

substitution is required to find Ëhe yr.

1-I
yi =(bi -. X- 11¡ y¡)/11i ; í=I, 2 .. N

T(= I

the x, are obtained in a similar fashion
1

N
*i =(yi: l.- lri *r.)/lii ; í=L,2

t<=1+l

No additional computer storage is requir

riËten directly over tA]. Also, the vect

b, and x directly over y. This rnethod i

sian eliminaÈion for solution of the dens

uced in solution of the IE problems in Ch

[t]t x'=Y .

the.n

t

v

Ëo

S'

tel

I

d

r

,

p

Ëly

ions

where

N

ed

or

s

e,

AD

f

,y

e

\I

as

ma

be

yïìm

rI

and

and

be r¿

over

Gaus

prod



An algorithm for dírecË solution of (7.1) based on a bifactorization

method is presented by Zollenkopf in [2, pp.75-96); the meËhod is com-

putatíonal1y convenient when [e], tte coefficient, matrix,

has synrmetrical zero entries. The methoä i" br""d on the

equation

7.4 
^ 

Bifactorizatíon Method
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F(N) ... L(2) L(1) A R(1) R(2) .... *(*).1 = r

where the þ ]anaIn] "t" left and right hand factor;matrices, respec-

tively, and N is the number of equaËions in the matrix sysËem (7.1), Then

t^-t = F(1) R(2) .... R(N) L(N) .... LCz) r,(1)] (7.28)

and the solution of (7.1) is sirnply

x= t^-l Þ

To produce the fact.or maËrices Ëhe following sequence of inter¡nediate

matrices is produced:

[e(ol, = [e]

[a{jl, [r.(jl A(j-l) e(j)¡ (7.30)

[a{Ni, = tr]

The reduced matrix fA(j)] is proauced as:

A.r(j) = t ; n.r(j) = o.,,-(j) = o ;JJ ' L3 Jlc

o (j) = À (j-1) A. . (j-1) o. (j-r)Aik t" = Aik t' 1J 
- 

J k (7 '3r)
A.. (j-1)

JJ

(7.27)

(7.29)



trhere j is the pivotal index j=1 ... N, and irk = j+l ... N. Clearly

lo(*ì =[¡. The left hand factor matrices are very sparse and differ

from I only in column j

L..(j) = r/L..(j-1)JJ JJ

L.,(j) = -A-..(j-1)76..(j-r); i=J+l ...N (7.32)lJ TJ JJ

Sirnilarly, the right hand factcr matrices differ from I only in row j

R..(j) = 1
JJ

228

IË is clear Ëhat very straightforward algorithrns may be

these facËor matrices

Consider a simpl-e 2x2 example 2

R.. (j )
Jk

[e(ol,

Then

= ["rl.

þ,,

lo(t)l

^Lz

"22

(7.33)

used to compute

=[t

þ

lo(')l
[r=l
þ

(7.34)

(7.35)

(7 "36)



where L = ^LI^ZZ - ^zL^L, is the matrix

matrices are then

and

tro

[t 
(t)] 

=

h,
L*

deËerminant, Tþs

o

[r,(z), =

The right hand facËor maËrices

left hand factor

o

and

o

tl1
--r

A

[n(il, =

(7.37)

Then from (7.28)

are

[n{zr, =

lol =

'12

"1r
1

I

. (7. 3B)

J^
'o12

"t
10

l"r, -^n1=*l 
I

l^rt tttj

o

o

(7.39)

0

"11--^_
A

o

1
tl1

"21

(7.40)

o

"1r

(7 "4L)



and this is correct.

Zollenkopfrs algorithm expLoits the benefits of sparsity by using

a packed matrix storage scheme in which only the non-zero terms are

retained (thus requiring indexing algorithms) and "requires only a

sma1l fraction of the memory space used for storage of the full matrix

and its inveïse't [2, p.eS].
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The procedures outlined above are direct methods, in thaË the

soluËion to (7.f¡ is produced in one step. There are also methods

which take an assumed solution for x and creaÈe a betËer one; repeated

applicaËion of the algorithm will hopefully generate the true solutíon

to (7.1) after a finite number of sËeps, or iterations.

The general forn of a stationary iterative process is obtaíned

by splitting [a] into Ëhe sum of rwo marrices tt] + [C], wtrer" [s] ís

non singular, and writing (trrlalsh, in lZ, p.SZf )

23L

7 .5 Tterative lufethods

Þ] *('c+1)

Convergence (.0*) is obtaine<i

are less than unity in modulus

a starting value *(o) ,

The next step is

xQ)

= -tc] x([)+b .

x(1)

if and only if the eigenvalues

?, p.521. Consider the first

[-u-1 t] x(o)

and step .0 is given by

x 
(L)

Now, the inverse

, [r*n-lc] -1

[-u-t.] x(1)

[-t-t.] 2 x(o)

(7.42)

or I r-t b]

step, with

= [-n-1c11 *(o)+ I
i=O

- -1of fr+ n 'CJ is given

æ

= r [-u-t.]t
i=0

[r-t] Þ

tu-I Þ

[r-n-ic] [r-t] I

(7.43)

[-r-t.] 
t 

[u-t]

by

(7.44)

bo (7 .45)

(7 "46)



Therefore, ín Ëhe 1imít

å(-) = [-u-t.] 
-

= ¡_n-lc]*

= L_u-t.]*

= t_u-t.]-

.Q,-rco
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It *(-) is to be the correct solurion x, [-n-lc]-=[o], ana rhis is

guaranteed by the earlíer condítion on Ëhe eígenvalues. Although exact

convergence is obtained only in the limit, solutions of specified accuracy

may often be obtained v¡ith only a few iterations.

If [A] is of general sparse form and can be wriËten as

(0)
X

Jol +

¡r*n-1cl-1 [r-t]

(o)
x

[nçr*n-lc¡]-1

JCI+

to-l

x.

where [r] and

and where [o]

b

b

[a] = [l*n*u]

Þ

[o + or,] *([+1)

Iu]

1S

converges for O < u < 2 íf tA] is also positive-definite and symneËric.

This result has led to the type of iterative schemes used by Cermak [5]

and Sandy and Sage þ] for the solution of thã finite-difference equatíons

in the picture-frame problems.

The boundary relaxation technique applied here in Section 6.4 ís a

variant obtained by splirring rhe marrix inro [oo] * [At], where [oo]

is formed by treating Ëhe PDE-IE equarions separarely and [Ot] is the

mutual constraint matrix. One may then write

are strictly lower and upper triangular,

diagonal and non-singular, the relaxaËion

= {(1-o)þ] + ur [tt]l

(7.47)

tt)x

(7.48)

respectively,

Process

(7.49)+ t¡lb

[o"] *(1.+1) = - [o'] x(1.) +b (7.50)



and solve by relaxation:

[o.] *(L+t¡ = (1-o) ¡oo] l(u)

or

*(¿+1) = çr-,,r) *(g) +r¡{ -[oo-tn'] r(0) * ¡eo-l] Þ I e.slb)

l,Ihen a ner"¡ value *. ([+1) is obtained it may be used immediately in

compuËatíon in place of *.([). The scheme in Section 6.4 involves

updating x on a block basis: it is block relaxation.

In order to implement Lhe algorithm it is necessary to inverË leol;
or at leasË Ëo solve the sysËem
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* o {-[e'] x(ø) +

lltren [eo] i" block diagonal it is possible to solve (7.44) one block at

a time, and this is the Ëechnique actually used in Section 6.4.

From the discussion in Section 7.1 it is apparenË that all the

mat,rix equations used in this work may be çlit so that [or] is symmeËric,

sparse and positive-definite. Techniques such as that described by

Zollenkopf may be used to determine [oo-1] - and this is needed only once.

Such an approach may be desirable for large systems. It is necessary to

ensure that the convergent solution is correcË, and investigation is

required int,o the properties of [-oo-tol for each case; the eigenvalues

must, be, in modulus, less than unity.

[eo] *('o+1) -

b] ( 7.5 la)

br

A basic reference for iterative methods is the Eext book by Varga

and Mohberg and Reynolds tE describe an application to the Heknholtz

equation in lossy material.

(7 "s2>

ltl



Diakoptics is a rnethod whereby large, complicated systems can be

into a seË of srnaller parts. Each part is solved, conditional upon

solution of the others and Èhe parts are Ëhen reconnected. Much of

general theory is presented in Þ] by Kron, the principal author of

approach.

Suppose Èhat the soluÈion of a PDE problem is described by

torn

the

the

this

7 .6 Díakoptical Analysis
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where there are M node potentials in several finite-elements.

the vecLor of node potenÈials in certain elements - the part

system under consideration, and let QX b" Ëhe vector of node

in elements to be removed or "Ëorn outtt of the region. Then

be written

[e] E=Þ.

lq* \*l

L^* *l
The idea is to remove

I

the

and this would be the meÈhod of mutual constraint: but Ëhe vector 5þ_* would

9+r

be presumed to be knor¿n.

tqrl E = h{ [\*] qK

gl<

( 7.53 )

Let $* be

of the

potenËia1s

(7.53) ¡ray

h

In diakoptics, hov¡ever, (7.55) is written as

K nodes and solve for Q* alone. Clearly

Þ{

[\*]h =\

(7.54)

\

(7.55)

(7.56)



tu

where b,, is Ëhe rtcorrecËion vectortr resulting from the removal of the
N

elements conËaining the K nodes. Novr ít is elear from the discussion

of PDE finite-element methods in Chapter II Ëhat one need only enforce

continuity between the elemenËs of interest and those removed; only nodes in
tu

eleuent.s at the rrtearstf need be considered as contributing to b*.

Let Ëhe vector of these nodes be ô- and consider the equation
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This ís an equaÈion relating the nodes on Ëhe "tearstt in such

Q satisfies the PDE in the region removed. (In principle, it

unlike Ëhe IE constraint equation of ChapËer III.)

i\tl

9" fron P*

ET

Nor¡ define a connection matrix [ar*l which selects the entries of

IÈ is clear that

b-_I

tu

Þ+=

Substituting (7.58) into

Er = [.*]t g.o }

Using (7.59) ,

t\rl [.r*]t p..o = h

[t*t] h
(7.57) yields

(7,57)

way that

not

(7.56) becomes

a

is

tq*l q, = h [.*r] h

Substituting (7"6L) into (7"60) and rearranging yields

g,o = þN-l 
-1 { bn - [.*r] h ]

(7.58)

(7.se)

(7.øo)

(7 "6r)

(7.øz¡



Frorn ( 7. 62 )

where

rüt-'

one may cbtain

tu

Þr = t\rl [.r*] 
t t\rl -t hr

Substituting (7.63) into (7.6I) gives the final equation of soluËion:

h
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as a function of \:

Note Èhat Ehis equation is independent of þ,,; the connection wíth the

removed nodes is through [Orr].

product t\^]-1 \ can be solved by a Choleski factorization scheme, or

by Zollenkopf rs bifacËorízationmethod. The maËrix f^-l is found. from

(7.64) and cannot be computed by a sparse matrix technique. Therefore

T should be a fairly smal1 number if the scheme is Ëo be effective.

The power of this method resLs in the fact t,har the entire system

need not be recomputed if a part. is ehanged. (The "constrainËtt equat.ion

(7.57) is employed via (7.64) and (7.65) to link rhe changed elemenr(s)

to Ëhe rest of the systern.) IË is particularly effective for pDE

fornulat,ions, buË noË so useful for rE applicaLions. rn Ëhe laEter it

is noË possible to'fteartta charge distríbution and proceed considering

only Ëhe charge at the tear; all of Ëhe charge contribuÈes Eo potential

aË every point through an integration. Therefore T is a large number

for IE applications.

One may begin at the right-hand side of (7.65) to evaluate S^,.

(7.63)

(7.64)

Eo- (7 "65)

The



A1-though Gaussian eliurination and back-substitutíon has been adequate

to solve Ëhe rnatrix equaËions for most of Ëhe examples presented, better,

more economical- methods are to be preferred for larger sysËems. The

algorithrn developed by Zollenkopf is useful for sparse matrices with

synrnetrically placed zeros, and such matrices arise in the picÈure-frame

meËhods of chapter rrr and vr. The requiremenË of matrix positive-

definiteness "for reasons of round-off error" lr, p.75] is c1_early

violated for cerËain time-harmonic problems, and investigation into the

type and magnitude of such errors for the problems considered here might

be useful- if Zollenkopfrs algorithrn is selecËed.

The IE maËrix equations in Chapter IV and V possess dense coefficient

matrices. Syilrnetric Choleski factorízatíon is recournended for the

syrn:retric matrix equations in Chapter IV, as it is faster Ëhan Gaussian

elimination. The non-syrrnetric, dense matrix prod.uced. by Ëhe IE interface

problem method in.chapter v remains somewhat difficult to handle.

A.J. Burton, in private comrnunication [to] , has indicated that he is

about to publish an efficí,ent, direct method for solving large, dense

matrix equations and this might prove useful.

Construction of an iterative process, where Ëhe matrix equation to

be solved aË each step has a sparse, s)rumeËric, positive-definite coefficient

matrix, is possible for all the problems considered, but there is a

question of convergence to be explored. The experiences reported in

Section 6"4 indicate that for at least some Helmholtz problems one can be

certain of convergence properties sirnilar to Èhose for the stat.ic case.

Zollenkopfrs algorithm can be used to invert the coefficient matrix (which

is the same at each iteration) and this will- facilitate computation.
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7.7 ConcLusions



A1-though diakoptícal analysis shows much promise for PDE applications

it rnay not be as effecËive for IE problems. Nevertheless, investigation

of its possible uses for IE problems could be fruitful.
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Field problems may be solved directly by seeking the solution of a

PDE, or indirectly be seeking a source distribution as Ëhe solution of an

IE. In either case it is convenient to subdivide the region r¡hich the

solution is to span into finite elements and treat Èhe elements one at

a time. The solution over each element may be obtained variaËionally

by application of the Rayleigh-Ritz method. It is necessary Ëo connecE

the elemenË solutions Ëogether if one is to obtain the solution to Ëhe

entire probLem, and Ëhis procedure may be thought of as mutually con-

straining the finite-elements.
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CHAPTER VIII

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

For each finite-element, whether a PDE element, over which the field

is sought or an IE element over v¡hich a source disËribuËíon is sought,

it has been possibl-e to show that for the static and propôgation problems

dealt r'riËh here the operator has a positive-definite component. Appli-

cation of the Rayleigh-RiËz procedure therefore yields a mínimizing

sequence. Convergence in energy to the unique problem soluËíon is

assured by the theorem given in Mikhlin tf]. This is very impoïtanË as

it guarantees Lhat as one refines the approximation one improves the

approximaËion: rtns error ís reduced. Inhomogeneous anisotropic mat,erial

has been catered for in consideration of the PDE elemenË, (Chapter II),

and the complex integral operator occurring in lE propd.gation problems

has been considered as well (Chapter VI). Lossy material, where e is

complex-valued, should be easily included in Ehe PDE formulation.

PDE finite-element methods are well documenËea [Z-:] and the iso-

parametric finite-element meËhod is reconrnended for obtaining the PDE



maÈríx equaËion for each element. PDE elements are mutually constrained

easily by deuranding field continuity at inter-element boundaries. The

general purpose polynomial trial functíons used in the application of

Ëhe method here are adequate for nodelling mosË fields. However it is

possible to improve the representat,ion by including special functions to

cater for known non-polynomic field behaviour. This has been demonstrated

by Dácreton [a] wfro was interested in modelling field behaviour near edges

and corners.

IE finite-elements are riot handled so simply, due primarily to the

Presence of the singular Greents function. In order t,o make computation

conveníent onLy the simple free-space Greenrs functions have been

employed, and the elements have been linear: lines in the plane and

recÈangles, in space. The addiÈion-subÞction technique (Appendix C)

has been usefully einployed to automate the necessary integrations over

each IE finite-elemenË. Pulse funcËions (Chapters IV and V) and

poLynomials (Chapter VI) have both been used to approximate the source

distribution on each elemenË, and the inËroducËion of special trial

functions to handle edge and corner singularitíes (Chapter IV) has been

shown to improve convergence. The irnprovement was dramatic in the case

of an edge singularity, but it \.ras noË as significant in the three-

dimensional examfle presented. This is probably because the assumed edge

and corner singularity function was not very good; thæ is r¿ork to be

done in analysing field behaviour near corners.
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The use of free-space Greenrs functions is algorithmically convenient,

as it has been observed that finding the special problem-dependent Greenrs

function can be as difficult as solving rhe problem itself [s]. This

advantage is offset by a very important restriction: t,he space must be

homogeneous, isotropic and lossless. The perrniÈtivity must be a consËant.



throughout. This r¿as no disadvantage in the free-space examples of

Chapter IV, and the technique presented in Chapter V perrniËs regions

where e is piecewise constanË to be handled by use of the simple Greenrs

funcËions. For example, a dielecÈric obstacle is replaced by a derivative

const,rainË (an equivalent interface souïce disËribution) on its boundary.

This penmíts a source distribution to be soughË on the interface by IE

element techniques.

The finite-elements used in the specific examples presented here

are of three types. The PDE isoparametric elemenL is used to represent

the fiel-d subject to a Dirichlet or Neumann or a mixed condition on the

eLement boundary. The IE ttDirichletrt element is used for representation

of the source distribution where a Dirichlet condition is specified., and

the IE ttinterface" element is used for representation of the equivalent

interface source distribution which result.s when a homogeneous diel-ectric

obstacle is removed. The algorithrns for constructing the element matrix

equat.ion for each elemenL have been presenËed. In addition, algorithms

for mutual constrainË of elements of the same kind have been presented,

and in this case, when the elements are all of the same kind, the resul-ting

matrix equation for Lhe entire problem is the same a.s Ëhe Rayl-eigh-RiËz

matrix equation for the entire problem.

It has also been convenienL to mutually constrain elements of
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different kinds for particular problemsn In the case of an air-dielectríc

interface in the presence of a charged conductor it has been useful to

mutually constrain the IE Dirichlet and interface elements (Chapter V).

Here the final matrix equation has not, in gerral, a symmetric matrix.

The matrix equation produced by mutual consËraint coincides not r¿ith Èhe

Rayleigh-Ritz but rather r¿ith the Galerkin matrix equation for the problem.

Nevertheless, a positive-definite operator component exists, and energy



convergence is guaranËeed by Míkhlínrs theorem. .IË is imporËant to note

that the shapes of the conductors and the dielecËric obstacles are not

restricted by the meEhod. The interface need not be in a plane, for

example. The meËhod is quite general purpose, and although it has been

described for sËatic problems, extension to the Ëime-harmonic problem

should be sËraightforward

In the case of inhomogeneous or anisotropic or lossy maËerial the

method breaks down, as Lhe simple free-space Greents function is

inadequate: ttaction-at-a-distancetr is most easíly prescribed through

free space. Here the picture-frame method (Chapters III and VI) is

readily applied if the regions of inhomogeneity can be excised from the

Larger free-space region. The excised regions, the picture-frames, are

most easily represented by the PDE isoparametric element technique, and

the free-space region is readily represented in t.erms of an equivalenË

source disËribution on the picture-frame boundaries. It is possible

to mutuaLly-constrain the PDE and IE finite elements, and a method for

accomplishing this has been presented (Chapter VI). The procedure results

in the field over the picture-frrmes and a source distribution on Ëhe

picture-frame boundaries which may be used Ëo obËain the potenËial at any

point outside the picËure-fr¡mes by an integraEion. Energy convergence

for the mutually constrained solution is guaranteed, as the operaËor in

each elemenÈ has a positive-definite componerrt.
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Note Ëhat this picture-frarne meËhod requires explicit Ëreatment, of

the Greenrs function singularities. The IE elements on the picture-frame

boundaríes are treated in the same fashion as the IE elements in the.

Dirichlet problems of Chapter IV. The Greenrs function singularities

may be ignored in computation by the very simple device of defining an

auxiliary contour within each picture-frame over which the IE expression

is to be integrated (Chapter III). A matrix constraínt equation is readily



obtained by point-matching: potentials at nodes on the pícture-frâme

boundaries are deËermined in terms of poEential on the auxilary contour

by íntegration of the IE expression. The separaÈion of the boundaríes

from the contour permits the Greents func,tion to be treated as a regular

function. The PDE element solutions v¡ithin the picture-fr¡mes are

obtained subjecL to the IE constraint. This technique a1lor¿s simpler

algorithms Ëo be used, but it has Èwo disadvantages in comparison with

the mutual constraint technique presented in Chapter" VI: a homogeneous

region is required in each picture-fr:me belween the auxiliary conËour

and the boundary; and energy convergence may be guaranËeed only for

the picture-frame solutions, as Ëhe exterior solution is obtained by

point-matching.

An especially interæting situaËion results when the inhomogeneity

is a dielectric, with constant relaËive permittivity er. The methods

of Chapters III, V and VI are all applicable. One may replace the

dielectric by an equivalenL interface source distribution and seek Èhe

soLution by purely IE methods. One may also use a picture-fr¡me method.

To emp.loy the mutual constrainË meÈhod presented in ChapËer VI one could

place the picture-frame boundary at the air-dielectric interface. To

use the sinpler method of Chapter III a larger picture-frame is required,

to allow Ëhe existence of a free-space region betvreen the auxiltty 
"ontorl.

and the picture-frame boundary. The purely IE nethod has the fewest

unknowns (only on the inÈerface) but the matrix is completely dense.

The picËure-frame meÈhods on úe other hand require more unknowns
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(throughout Ëhe picture-frame), but the matrices may be relatively sparse.

The algorithms available for solving matrix equations (Chapter VII) Ëend

to favor sparse large matrices: dense large matrices are not as easily

handled. This suggests that picture-frame methods may be preferable
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when Ëhe geometTy ís very complicatd ¡ Ëhe reLaËively larger number of

unknornms could be more t.han balanced by ease (and cost) with which Ëhe

matrix equation may be solved.

The metho<ls described here may be exËended to Ëhe vector problems

which resulË when Maxwellts equaËions L6, r.303] are not satisfied by

the solution of simple scalar potential problems [6, p.315]. This

occurs, for example, in propdgation problems with dielectric interfaces.

English [ 7] and Daly [a] nave described variaËional techniques for

solution of the vecËor eigenproblem for bounded regions, and Ha.rrington

[e] nas described moment methods for solution of the integral equations

whic h¡ ínvolve vector current (rather than charge) distributions. As

wel1, Csendes and Silvester [fo'ff] and Daly [fZ] nave described coupled

vector potentíal techniques by which loaded waveguides with uniform cross-

section may be solved variationall-y. (Here there are buË Ëwo unknovms

at each point in space, rather than the six involved with a full vector

representation.) Basic variational approaches for the vecËor problem

may be found in Morse and Fe.shbadr [t:] and in Cairo and Kahan [i+]. A

systematic approach is indicated, as the vector problem is more complicated;

but methods similar to those presented here are feasible.

The solution of problems is fundamental Ëo Èhe practice of engineering.

The modular nature of a mutually constrained finite-element method permits

the choice of the more convenii:enË representation-field or source - for

each parË of a given problem. The general purpose nature of the procedures

described here al1ows problems with arbiËrary cónfiguration Eo be handled, as

there are no geometric restrictions on conductors or interfaces. If a

region is large and homogeneous it is unreasonable to model the enËire

region when a source distribution may be sought on its boundary. T-f. a

reþion is small and inhomogeneous or anisotropie it is unreasonable to



rürestle with special Greenrs funct.ions when a field solution is more

easily obËained. It is sensible to use the method which is more con:

venient. Mutual constrainË permiËs both methods to be applied together

in solution of complex engineering problems.
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The vector r is

dimensiontl "p""" .T

u(r)=u(*ry). When a

may be colLected in
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APPENDIX A

MATRIX VECTOR NOTATION

used generally as a position vector. In two

'Tl
=(x y) and in three, t'=(* y "). Therefore

set of N such functions is used, these funcËions

a vector;

for example

When a

vector dot p

I u., (x,Y
| '.u(r)= I :t.
[ \ (x,v

in two-dimensional

linear combination

roducË may be used

N
v(r)=Ic.u. 11

1=l

where c is the vector

rnultiplication may be

)ì
I

),l

space.

of these

The dyadic

second vector is

N functions

of coefficients.

used if the first

(xry)=c'g

v(r) T=gg=

is required the

(a-1)

producÈ of two vecËors is a maË

transposed:

Tvu=

Alternatively, regular matrix

vector is transposed:

"1 ("r...h)

tL_
N

(A-2)

l:l
l"l
rix,

t1t1

t*"].

and arises

(A-3)

trth

"N\

when the

(A-4)



The following scalar

F (=)

The derivative with respecÈ to the vector x is

T=x loll +
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maËrix equation is quadratic in x:

and is a vector. IÈ may be obtained by taking 3p/ðx1, which

the row of f, or it may be done by differentiating directly:

ar(x) = (*r tA] )r + [e] x + Þ

f(x)=le*.tT] x + b

T.xb + c ,

Tt¡e ploof is obtained by

aå

F(x) = x, (Att *t * * AlN \ * bf) * * *N(\f % + + \N \ +

= [o.ot]

and taking derivatives :

(A-5)

ðF (x) = | âF (x)

x +Þ

expanding (A-5)

(A-6)

creates

(Att*t**41¡t\q*

which is the

ar (x) 
=-E-

a5
(\r"r

same as

++\NxN+

(A-7)

b¿)

:

blq)

f^"
þ'

[e*

+(x1411 **\\r)

* Ar1

b")+c

(A-8)

* Altrl

* (*1A1N

nT]x+¡

+ + 5\^)

A1l¡ * \t I

I *.0
\N+\-l

, (A-9)

(A-10)



Note thaË the resulting maËrix

vative of F is a matrix

â2r (x) =_ 
ô*_

which arises by taking
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is always symmetric. The

a2F (x)

-'

ox

[n* AT]

d

=:-d^1
f ar(") J

1-Çl
:

f ar (-) 'L

La" )

second deri-

â
ðx*

(A-11)

[a* AT] . (A-12)



Consider the problem of integrating
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with the image synrnetry shown in Fig. 8.1. For every point r there

is an image point rr. The ínËegral may be computed in two ParËs:

fr
0(r) = I o(r') c(rlrt)as' + I o(_Jr) c(rlrrr) dsrr. (B-2)

st sz

Now, by virtue of the synrnetries, the image contribution (Fig. B"lc)

may be included as follows:

r
ô(l)= f oG'){c(rlr')+c(rlrr')}ds' (B-3)

)
st

The image Greenrs function is

APPENDIX B

r
0(4 = / o(r') c(rlrr) ds'

J_
S

IMAGE SY¡O.{ETRIES

G(rlr') + c(rlrrr) .

This meÈhod is used in Chapter IV.

An alternative meËhod is to comPute

r
ö, (r) = I o(rt) c(rlr') dst)-

st

and, as shown in Fig. B.ld:

t
ö2Q) = J o(r') G('r ll') ds'

st

(B-1)

(B-4a)

(B-4b)



I

I' @r

+ t,,/\.
I

-- S,V
r*

-l

v
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X

v

(o)

,' ,A'
I

r ef

szV
('r-

(b)

Yf ,, ,4.
Y

(c)

Fig. 8"1 Mirror Image Synnnetries. a) Full Problem.
b) Major Contribution. c) Image Contribution (source
point mapped). d) Image ConËribution (observation point
mapped).

r'

(d)

uJl



Then, since G is

0(¡-) =

The form at (B-3)

of syrrnetry, and

Consider now

syrmetr].c

ôr(:) + ô2(rr)
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arises by mapping the source point

at (B-5) by mappíng the observation

the integral

If the source point rr is mapped,

it is much more convenient Ëo map

r
01(r ) = lfâ0(r') e(r¡r'¡ -{-

c t--ð'il-
"1

and

4(r) = I{ut,a', c(.1.') - ô(r') ac(rtr') I ds'. (8-6)
/ s[ ânr ---ñr- J

(B_s)

across Èhe plane

point.

ö2(¡t) =

Then,

so must be the normal derivatives:

the observaLion poínt:

/,
st

US

ð0(r'¡ e(rrlt') - Q(r') âc(r,lr') - ácr
T;-i-- 

-aãi-r 
--

ing

r_t-)
st

0(À)

6(r') âG(rlrr) 1 dsr-Tr-t

(B-s)

ðô(l') { elrlr') + c(rrl.')}
ônt

This is the method used for the mirror symmetries in the problems

of Chapters III, V, and VI. In positive synrneÈry contributions are added,

as above. For negative symrnet.ry (antisynunetry), contributions are

subtracted.

Q(rr){ðc(.1'') * ae(.rlf')}l ds'
ðnr a"i I

(B-7a)

(B-7b)

(B-8)



The meËhod r¿as suggested for use here by M. Friedman. It rs

described by Isaacson and Ke11er [f , pp.3474497 and a form was given

by Robinson and Stroud [Z] Uasea on a suggestion in Kantorovich and

(
Krylov [:, n.1o1].

Consicler the follovling integral

TTIE ADDITTON_SUBTRACTTON INTEGRATION TECTÐ{IQIIE
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APPENDIX C

(c-1)

where g(x) is a regular function and where f(x) has an integrable

singulari¡y at x=e. Suppose that there exists a simply integrable

function h(x) such that

b
rf = / f(x) e(x) dx

J
a

(c-2)

is regular in a < x"< b.

Then I may be integrated as

bb-flI - / (r(x)e(x) - h(x)e(c) ) dx + e(c) / h(x) dx
J_J'aa

bbbfrr= / n(x)e(x) dx'; + / tt("){g(")-g(c)}¿x + e(c) i tr(") dx (c-3)
J-l--raaa

8(x) = f(x) -h(x)

e used. TheThe first inEegrand is regular, and Gauss quadrature may b

last integral may be obtained ana1ytical1y, by t""trmption.

The integral in question is
bb,r-_trr=lh(x){e(x)-g(c)}¿x = i p(x)ax

'Jata
(c-4)



and Fig. C.L indicates Ehat p(x) is regular. A Taylor series expansíon of

g about x=c:

co

s(x) = e(c) + r (x-c)1 *(i)(c) (c-s)
i=l i:

allows one to r¿riËe

p(c) = fi,ur (x-c) h(x) 8t (c) = o
x+c

for the funct,ions used here.
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Unfortunately there could be an infinite derivative aË x=c:

p'(x) = li'(x) ie(x)-e(c)] + h(x){er(x)} G-7)

and using (C-5)

p'(c) = lim { (x-c) h' (x)g' (c) + h(x)gt (x) }ru h(c)g' (c) ' (c-8)
x+c

Unless g, (c)=0, p' is singul-ar aË x=c. Fig. C.2 shows in more detail

what happens aL x=c. In such circumstances it is beÈter to perform the

numerical quadrature in two Parts:
cbrrT)= /p(x)dx+ /p(x)dx'Jl ac

so Ëhat the derivative singul-arity does not occur within the integration

range.

(c-e)
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Q(x)-s(c)

Fig. C.1 Constructing the Regular FuncËion p(x)

p(x )

Fie. C.2 Close-up of behaviour near x=c.
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The integral of f(x) r,reighted by o(x)>O is sought as follow" [1]
b-N

I

/ ur(x) f (x) dx a. f (xi) (D-1)
J í=l
d
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where a, is a Gauss coefficient and x, is a Gauss integration pointo
1-- 1

N is the order of the quadraturd.

Suppose that Èhe weights may be inËegrated analytically:

APPENDIX D

GAUSSIAN QUA-DRATURE

(D-2)

Consider Ëhe orËhogonal polynomial defined by

N-1
P*(x)=*N+xk.xl t

i=O - (D.3a)

(D.3b)
b
It
/o(x)xJ P*,(x)¿r= o; j=0, 1" . . N-l './ r\
d

(D-4)

and this may be wriËten as

N-l b, b,

x k, / i¡(*)*t*Jd* = / o(*)*J*N¿*; j=o .. N-lLI Jl=(J ¿

aa

This defines a matrix equation for the k.. Using (D-2)

(D-s)



The N roots of P*(x) are now found and used

The coefficíents ai are obtained by forcing

polynomials to order N-1:

b-N
/ o(")xJ dx = c: = I â: x:J 1j=o . . .
JJiol 1r-
a
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1.,' ] [=

By definition

b
r
/ o(x)

)
d

as Gauss integratíon poinËs.

exacL integration for

of the orËhogonal polynomial (D-3þ)

1J

The right-hand is zero because P, vanishes at its rooËs. The left

side is zero for j3l-f (equation (D-3b))" Thernximum degree of the

polynomial is N+N-l. Therefore any polynomial of order j<2N-1 is

integrated exactly by this selection of at and xt.

Consider a simple example :

*jr*{*) dx =

N-1

N

".*JP*(xi) = o
1=I

(D-6)

1
r
/ f(x)dx tu a.,f(x1) + arf.(x2)
JL
0

Here o=1. Imnediately

+
ILc. = | x*dx =LJ
o

(D-7)

Ehe polynomial is

p, (x)

(D-8)

2= x +kO+klx

Ll í+L

(D-e)

(D-10)

(D-11)



ïhen

and

L/2

L/3
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e, (x)

[-'
Io,.

and the

,
= *t * L/6 - x = (x -,Ñ ) . (x - /3-I)

frr: I=ll
Itr+ |

roots

Ir
Læt

and a'=ar=I/2. Therefore

Irl
/ r(")d":!l f@:L) + f)o -zl. -m'

This formula is exact fot *0r*1
/,

7 /36 f.or f (x)=¡-.

Gauss formulae are tabulated in

usually over the range (-111), where

as the e*(x).

are obtained.

1l
I/3-r I

2

The

['o
l.",.

,E-

Gaus S

2,ß-

coefficients are

1l
I

,fJ

(D-12)

Tf

obtained from

(D_14)

(D-13)

.,Ñ1-

2/3

23rx rx

1

t t¡(x) f (x) dx
J

-1

Then

,Ì

q

7rc*>r(x)dx= q-p i a:rfn*o* x:,0-n,It Z i=l ' [2 '\-T-t)
p

and'produces a

lzl for several ur(x)

Legendre polynomials

N
-\'

t-= I

(D_1s)

value of

a. f (x. )a ' l-'

and

may

are

be used

(D-16 )
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Consider the regular triangle and the local element shovm in

Fig. E.1. The problem is to determine if a poinË (x,y) lies in the

global elemenË. Consider mapping the triangle into Ëhe loca1 element

by the transformation

LOCATTNG A PO]NT IN A REGIJLAR TRIANGLE

269

. 
APPENDIX E

6=(1 xT)
D

where D is the area of the t

xv xvc'a a'c

yc

xxac

n=(.1 xy)
D

D = xbyc * *"yb * *"y" - *Uy" - *"yb - *.y. ,

If the point (6rn) is in Ëhe local elemenr, (x,y) is in the triangle.

rf the following conditions are all true, (6rn) id in the loca1 element3

6 (1-6) > o

n (1-n) >o G-4)
6+n <1

This algorith¡n i,¡as suggested by M. Friedman.

x v. )Lva'D b" a

Ya Yb

x,ixba

riangle:

(E-1)

(E-2)

(E-3)
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Fig. E.l A Regular Triangle Mapped
Local Element

^

to the


